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In the quantified reliability analysis of any complex engineering system
common-mode failures (CMP) can often be a significant and difficult aspect.
This is because of the problems of the identification of the common failure
mode, the reliability models used, and the data required for the solution of
the models. The problems are more onerous due to the probable rarity of these
individual events, and it is the purpose of the study to investigate such
problems, particularly with regard to automatic protection systems for nuclear
reactors.

Some of the work during the study has been a survey of the available
literature on the subject. The report makes many references to this, and
uses it as a basis for the main work of the study which is presented here.

The report initially describes the type of redundancy system being con-
sidered, and identifies the types of CMP to which these systems are prone,
before proposing a general definition of the term "common-mode failure". This
definition and the proposed classification system for CMPs, are based on the
common cause of failure, so identifying the primary events. This is considered
to be particularly important as other work includes the preparation of recommend-
ations to designers and operators to minimise the frequency and effect of CMP ,
The classification system recognises the different stages during the lifetime of
a system when CMP can occur, it is expected that the system proposed will
satisfy the stated requirements, and it has proved invaluable in the analysis of
CMP events.

Defences against CMP have been included in the study, and proposals for
an overall strategy and detailed recommendations for design and operation have
been made. It is considered essential that as many as possible potential CMP
are eliminated, and by making designers and operators aware of the CMF problem
its magnitude can be reduced.

A survey of published US information from operating experience of nuclear
power stations has identified CMP in automatic protective systems and emergency
core cooling systems. A CMP rate of approximately 0.03 CMP/subsystem-year has
been derived for all types of subsystem in both systems, but is generally
restricted to subsystems having identical redundancy only. A survey of world
airline accidents has yielded much lower values for comparable aircraft sub-
systems. Engineering and operational reasons have been offered to explain this
difference. Other sources of data have been investigated and these have
produced, with few exceptions, classified and quantitative results similar to
the "03 data. The data clearly indicates the importance of the human error
problem in the causes of CMP in design, maintenance, and operation. This has
been made apparent by the classification system.

Prom a s-hidy of the collected data a redundancy subsystem model for CMP has
been developed, which identifies three main categories of CMP; non-recurrent
engineering design errors; maintenance and test errors; and random inherent
events (environmental effects and operator errors). Modelling of CMP and the
defences against them are seen to be complementary, and the model proposed allows
for the improvement in subsystem reliability when appropriate defences are
applied.

Emanating from the work covered in the study are various topics for future
work. These are mainly concerned with human factors, complex and diverse systems,
data collection, and complete system analysis and modelling.



1. IHTRODPCTION AHD SCOEB -QF STUDY -

In the quantified reliability analysis of any complex engineering system an
often significant and sometimes dominant aspect is a phenomenon that is commonly
known as "common-mode failure". This is particularly so with such systems as
automatic protective systems in nuclear power stations where high reliability is
required. The analysis of common-mode failure can be difficult, because of the
various considerations in the analysis such as:-

(a) The recognition of the many possible causes of common-mode failures,
and the means of their detection.

(b) The models used in the quantification of system reliability due to
common-mode failures.

(c) The use of data from reported common-mode failures for the reliability
assessment of other systems.

(d) The possible rarity of common-mode failure events.

There is therefore a definite requirement to study further this reliability
problem to produce more effective solutions for use in reliability analyses, and
also in design processes, than have previously been available. An initial part
of this current study has been a survey of the available literature on this
subject and sections of this report summarise the present state of knowledge from
which further study has proceeded.

The scope of the study and also of the literature survey, is mainly concerned
with automatic protective systems for nuclear power plant. This is 'because these
are the type of system in which common-mode failure problems are known to occur,
the experience and available literature is much greater, and requirements have
been identified for further studies in this area. However, aircraft and chemical
plant systems have also been considered, and this report contains analysis of
data and information from all' three sources.

2. COMMON HODB FAILURES Iff SYSTEMS

2.1 CEIlBHAIi SYSTSH DEFIHITION

An initial requirement is to define what is generally understood to be a
common mode failure, and to achieve this it has been found necessary to define
a "system" which can bo subject to common mode failures. This considered
initially as a general case, but a high reliability system using redundancy
techniques, as required for a nuclear reactor protective system is then considered
particularly.

A system is an interconnection in some defined manner of more than one
components or sub-systems. A sub-syotem can then be considered similarly, resulting
in some form of hierarchical breakdown scheme from the system to all its funda-
mental components. It is often convenient in a system analysis, as in design,
to consider the system not down to its fundamental components, (transistors,
resistors, relays, screws etc.) >-it to some intermediate assembly, which might
also be termed as a component.

The system will have some functional requirements to achieve certain output
conditions from specified input conditions as indicated on figure 1, and in
general terms can be in many forms. (Mechanical, electrical, analogue, digital,
etc). When a component of the system is in a failed state there is usually a
different relationship between input and output conditions.
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Systems are frequently designed which employ redundancy and output voting
techniques to achieve some desired reliability. These techniques are usually
applied at a sub-system or major component level rather than fundamental
component level. The important criterion in a decision on the application of
redundancy are the relative reliabilities of the sub-system or component, and
that required for the system.

This can either be standby or active redundancy; uniform or diverse
redundancy; and the simple general form of a redundancy system is illustrated in
figure 2. Complex systems can consist of many combinations of this simple form.

COMPONENTS OR SUB-SYSTEMS

CHAUBBIS < OUTFDT

PIGUHB 2 REDUNDANCY SUBSYSTEM

2.3 COHHON MODS FAILURES

Systems using redundancy techniques can tolerate a certain number and/or
types of failures while continuing to maintain the required relationship between
input and output conditions. This is so when the failures are of individual
components independently, but these systems are vulnerable to what are generally
termed "coiw-n-mode failures."

The category of the failure mode is usually either dangerous or safe, but
failures can also have negligible effects and be categorised as neutral. Dangerous
failures that.are unrevealed either permanently or until a proof test, have most
significance in the safety and reliability analysis of a protection system.



. The types of event- that can be identified -as common-mode failures which
lead to the system failing to perform its intended function, for the purposes
of this study are:-

(a) The coincidence of failures of two or more identical components in
separate channels of a redundancy system, due to a common cause.
(The failures will probably have a common failure mode also.)

(b) The coincidence of failures of two or more different components in
separate channels of a redundancy system due to a common cause.
(The failures will possibly have different failure modes but all
will be in the same category.)

(c) The failures of one or more components which result in the coincid-
ence of failures of one or more other components not necessarily of
the same type, as the consequence of some single initial cause. (The
primary and secondary failures might also be coincident, and any
coincident failures might have different failure modes but all will
be in the same category.)

(d) In any of the above cases, the failures can occur at the same instant
or at different times, but at some time the failed states will be
coincident.

(e) The failvre of some single component or service which is common to
all channels in an otherwise redundancy system, (e.g., a common power
supply; maintenance). This only includes components or services
which are an integral part of the system and on which system operation
is dependent.

For some systems any failure mode might be considered as dangerous, for
example, as in some aircraft systems. A dangerous failure can be defined as a
failure which prevents the required operation of the system or component such
that some hazard external to the system is caused or could not be prevented.
A safe failure can be defined as a failure which causes the system to operate in
a manner which ensures that the external plant or enviornment is in a safe
state. A failure can be complete, such that there is a total loss of the required
function, or it may be only a partial failure causing the system to function
outside specified limits.

2.4 DBE1IHITION QP COMMON MODS

From the identification of the types of event that are considered as common-
mode failures in section 2.3, a definition of this phenomenon must include a
reference to the cause of failure of separate channels of a redundancy system
being common. For the purposes of this study the definitions offered in the
available literature do not seem to be adequate in this respect, and so the
following definition is proposed as an attempt to summarise explicitly and
comprehensively the significant characteristics of these events.

"A common-mode failure (CMP) is the result of an event(s) which because
of dependencies, causes a coincidence of failure states of components
in two or more separate channels of a redundancy system, leading to
the defined system failing to perform its intended function."

With -Ehe scope of this study being mainly concerned with nuclear reactor
automatic protective systems, events which cause DANGEROUS common modes of



failure of the redundant components, or cause the.failure modes to be in a
common dangerous category, are of primary interest.

2.5 COMMOIf-MODB FAILURE CAUSES

Common-mode failures are not usually considered as random independent events
occurring within the system, but as influences on the system from some source
which ia common to the redundant components, resulting in some abnormal output
state. This is indicated by figure 3. To study this phenomenon it is necessary
to define more explicitly what is included in the system, and what is excluded.
These excluded items can then be considered as possible causes of common-mode
failure, or common influences on the system.

COMMON
INFLUENCES

(FAILURE CAUSE)

INPUTS
REDUNDANCY
SYSTEM
(FAIIED)

ABNORMAL
OUTPUTS
(FAILUHB MODE)

FIGURE 3 CAUSE OF COMMON-MODE FAILURE

Common influences on a system using redundancy can occur either in the period
prior to operation, or during its operating life. In the first case, which com-
prises the activities of design, manufacture, installation and commissioning, the
influences are separated from the operational system by time, and so difficiencies
in the system will only become apparent later. The system might be incapable,
either completely or under certain conditions; or it might be vulnerable to
common influences during operation due to inadequate design, quality control or
commissioning.

It has been stated previously that a system is an interconnection of
components which combine to form a specified functional relationship between
inputs and outputs. Anything which, when functioning normally has no influence
on the input/output relationship is not part of the system, and is therefore a
possible source of conmon influence. This influence aould be a failure cause
such as fire, explosion, missile source and contamination, interference, etc.
other obvious remote sources such as weather, earthquake, and flood, can have a
significant common influence on system reliability.

One difficulty in defining system boundaries is with respect to nornal
operational influences from operation, maintenance and test. This means that if
there is some direct human involvement with the system, and such activities are
not required to fulfil the functional relationship between inputs and outputs,
then they should be considered as common influences. Tes"- and maintenance are in
this category, but operation may or may not be considered in this way, according
to the type of system and the application. In general, if a system is completely
automatic and does not require any continuous action by a human operator than the
operator can be regarded as a common influence. If some operator action is
required to perform the required relationship between inputs and outputs then
it is probably appropriate to consider the operator as part of the system.



.Considering an. aircraft as an example system .being manually controlled
by the pilot from information presented to him in the form of radio messages,
instruments and vision, the pilot is an essential part of the functional
requirement of that system. If the aircraft is being automatically controlled
and the pilot merely makes initial or occasional adjustments, then he would be
considered as a common influence. This might be considered as an influence
on the total aircraft system, on.the auto-pilot system, or on the power system
of the aircraft. A large proportion of aircraft accidents are due to crew
error, particularly with regard to navigation. These are not considered aa
possible causes of common-mode failures of any aircraft system because at the
instant of the accident the aircraft is operational with the human activity
as part of the operational system (e.g., crash into mountain or other aircraft)»
This type of accident is a single event for the complete aircraft in its external
environment»

A nuclear reactor protective system is usually automatic, with the operator
being responsible for certain adjustments and supervision. He would therefore be
considered as a common influence and possible cause of common-mode failure.
Although in this example the reactor control rods might be manually controlled,
the control action is an external influence on the protective system function.
These devices may also be part of the protective system, and control action
would normally be overriden by the protective action when required to do so.

In these example systems -She success criteria for operation are generally
quite different. An aircraft system is required to operate continuously for some
period of time, but a nuclear reactor protective system is only required to
operate on demand infrequently. In considering common-mode failures this is
important.

3. CLASSIFICATION OP COMMON-MODS FAILUBBS

3.1 BEgtHBEMBHTS OP A CIASSIFICATION SYSTEM

It is essential for the identification, quantification and minimisation of
the effects on a system, of common-mode failures, that these events are
classified according to some characteristic that they all possess. There are
three main requirements for the general study of common-mode failures and it is
therefore necessary to form a classification system which is compatible with
all these. They are stated in section 1, but are repeated here for completeness.

(a) The recognition of the many possible causes of common-mode
failures, to assist designers and operators to minimise their
rate of occurrence and effects, and to increase the probability
of their detection.

(b) To assist with the reliability analysis of a system, and the
quantification of system reliability due to common-mode failures.

(c) To enable data from reported common mode failures to be analysed
and recorded for subsequent application in the design, operation
and reliability assessment of other systems.

3.2 CLASSIFICATIOH SYSTEM

3.2.1 Introduction

Prom the literature survey described in Appendix 1, preliminary examination
of data for nuclear reactor protection systems, reactor emergency core cooling
systems, and other safety applications, and the requirements for a classification
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system defined'in section 5«"1 • the proposed classification system'is "as .
summarised in figure 4- It ia seen that it is similar to the interpretation of
the majority opinions of the literature surveyed as summarised in Appendix 1.

The significant, feature of the system is that common-mode failures are
classified by cause of failure, because it is considered that if recommenda-
tions are to be made for a policy of prevention of common-mode failures then
it is essential that all causes can be prominently identified. 1'his basis
of classification is also the basis of the proposed definition in section 2.4.

The binary subdivision of CMP causes was evolved from the initial interpre-
tation of the literature classification systems as summarised in Appendix 1,
with further considerations of the different stages in the lifetime of an
engineering system and the variouŝ influences to which it is subjected. It has
not been contrived to form what is probably not a necessary feature of a
classification system,̂  but it is considered that such symmetry could be advanta-
geous'in its application and .use. It is unlikely that any further. sub-classifi-
cation below the-third-level'-would provide; any advantage, but would probably
suffer from serious disadvantages, particularly with regard to the collection
and application of data. To enable detailed events to be more readily recognised
and classified a list of types of causal event and factors contributing to causal
events, are listed under each of the eight classes of CMP. An identification
code has been allocated to each class for simplified reference purposes based
on the initial letters of the classification terms used.

The classifications can also be grouped according to the characteristics
of the event, and the time at which it is introduced into the system, which will
be particularly relevant when considering the defences against CMC" s. This is
discussed further in the following paragraphs.

3*2.2 Engineering Design CMP Causes (ED)

The common characteristic of the two classes of CME1 cause under this
sub-heading is that they include management and technical software errors due
to the human factors involved in these activities. If these errors are not
revealed and corrected prior to the operations stage they will persist as an
actual or a potential CMP until revealed by some operations procedure or by a
system failure at a time when a demand is made on it to operate. This might be
related to a particular set of operating conditions.

3.2.2.1 Function Deficiencies(EDD)

This class of CMP cause ia the same as that described in the literature
survey in Appendix 1, and identifies events in the design specification stage
which result in the system not having the capability to perform the necessary
function. For an automatic protective system the form of incapability would
be as follows:

(a) Hazard undetectable.

The plant dynamic behaviour is insufficiently understood so that
the specified measured parameters cannot give an indication of
the impending hazard. This might not be initially true, but
could be due to behavioural changes with time.



(b) Inadequate Instrumentation. -

Also resulting from insufficient understanding of the plant
dynamic behaviour the instrumentation specified might not be
adequate because of properties such as response time or
inaccuracy.

(c) Inadequate Action.

This could again be the result of insufficient understanding
of the dynamic behaviour of the plant, whereby the specified
output control tction from the protection system is net
capable of preventing the hazard.

3.2.2.2 Realisation Faults

This class of CMP is the same as that described in the literature
survey in Appendix 1 except that several other causes of CMP have been
identified within this classification. Included in this classification
are events which introduce CMP or potential CMP into the system during
the stage when the functional specification is interpreted into a detailed
engineering design, end the faults or their causes are as follows:-

(a) Lack of Independence

Potential common-mode failures can be identified from
previously unrecognised electrical or mechanical inter-
dependence between what would otherwise be considered as
independent channels.

This type of failure can be in one of three forms:-

(i) A common component or service (e.g., power supply)
failure can cause a complete system or sub-system
failure.

(ii) A common defect can exist in the design of the
individual component.

(iii) There can be a lack of independence due to the system
being more vulnerable to causes classified in sections
3.2.3, 3-2.4 and 3.2.5. The vulnerability can be in
the form of lack of segregation between components and
from other systems, causing mechanical, electrical,
operator or other interference.

(b) Common Operation and protective Components.

This type of common-mode fault can exist when there are components
which are common to the normal operational functions of the plant
and its protective system. By this means the failure of the
components ISD. create a demand on the protective system which
cannot satisfy that demand. This type of failure can also occur
if there can be a common cause of failure of both operation and
protective components because they are identical.

(c) Operational Deficiencies.

There can be deficiencies in a system design which cause operational
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difficulties with a-plant. This can be in connection with test,
maintenance or actual operation procedures whereby inadequate
facilities have been provided. This is often the r_esult of
inadequate consideration of these aspects of the plant in the
design stage. This is another form of failure which depends
on some other influence classified in sections 3.2.4.

A direct common-mode failure in this classification can be due
to difficulty of testing redundant components which have
dangerous modes of failure that are not revealed by other means.
Testing is an essential feature of any reactor protection system
and redundancy cannot be assumed to be applied if individual
components are not tested adequately.

(d) Inadequate Components

Faults can be introduced into a system due to a component
being selected with some inadequacy in a performance parameter,
e.g., response time, accuracy, reliability.

(e) Design Errors.

Errors by designers which can result in one of the forms of
system fault in (a) to (d) above can be of many varied types,
but typically they can be errors of omission, specification
interpretation errors, interfaces between different designers;
failure to observe appropriate standards. The errors could be
in drawings, specifications, calculations, programmes, etc.

(f) Design Limitations.

Limitations might be imposed on a system design which can result
in one of the forms of system fault in (a) to (d) above. Such
limitations can be financial, spatial, etc.

5.2.3 Engineering Construction CMP Causes (BC)

Actual or potential CMP can be introduced into a system during the
construction stages when the design is converted into an operational system
in its operational environment. They will have similar effects on the system
to CMF introduced by design faults, if they are not revealed and corrected,
by persisting until revealed by some operations procedure or by a system
failure at a time when a demand is made on it to operate. Also, the common
characteristic of the ttro classes of CMP under this sub-heading is that they
include management and technical software errors due to the human factors
involved in the construction activities. The change introduced from the
interpretation of the literature summarised in Appendix 1 is that the stages of
manufacture and installation have been separated because of their often vastly
different procedures.

It is probable that in these activities the humar 3 involved are least
aware of the effects of their actions, and so supervision is most important.
Also, in some instances it is perhaps least effective.

3-2.3.1 Manufacturing Faults JlCM)

Faults which could be CMP1S might be introduced due to one of the following
causes:-

B



(a) Inadequate quality control in the selection, inspection storage
and use of components that are used in a systems' redundant
channels.

(b) Adequate or specified standards of component or procedure
are not applied.

(c) Inadequate inspection of assemblies or systems.

(d) Inadequate testing of assemblies or systems due to procedures
or the testing operations.

3.2.3.2 Installation und Commissioning Faults (SGl)

The introduction of faults resulting in CMP are due to similar causes to
those in the manufacturing stage, but the actual procedures and environment in
which the work is done zire often vastly different. In addition, the commission-
ing activities include the final acceptance tests on which the system is
transferred as complete and functionally capable of operating in its specified
environment. Apart from faults that can be introduced due to the installation
and commissioning activities themselves, the standards of manufacture might
be degraded due to the installation environment or interference from other
installation activities*

3.2.4 Operations Procedural GMP Causes (OP)

CMF can be introduced into a system by the activities which are
associated with the interfaces between the system and the various types of
operations staff involved. It not only includes the activities themselves, but
the written procedures and supervision which control them. As with faults
introduced during the design and construction stages, the common characteristics
are that they are management and technical software errors due to the human
factors involvement. It can be alternatively expressed as inadvertent action
or use of incorrect data, by one of the operations staff such that the system
is not in the required operational state. The classification system differs
from the interpretation of the literature survey of Appendix 1,' so as to
separate the plant operators activities from those of the engineering support
activities of maintenance. This is because of the different requirements, the
different types of activities, and the different skills involved.

It is considered that CMP - caused due to the poor design of the
interfaces between the system and the operator should be included in the design
realisation class (EDR) which have been described in section 3.2.2.2(c) as
operational deficiencies.

3.2.4-1 Maintenance and Test Errors (OEM)

CMP can be caused during maintenance activities, which includes
preventive maintenance, repair, testing subsequent to repair, and routine
proof testing. The typical causes of CMP in this class are:-

(a) Direct error of the operator by way of incorrect action or the
omission of an action according to established procedures.

(b) Indirect error by the operator due to an error, omission or
inadequacy of the procedures.

(c) Indirect error by the operator due to inadequacies in
communication or supervision, action or procedures.
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3.2.4.2 Operator Errors (ÖPO)

This class includes those activities which can cause CMP due to the use
of operational controls that are the system interfaces with the operator for
either normal or emergency requirements. The typical causes to be included
in this class are as for maintenance and test.errors in Section 3.2.4.1

3.2.5 Operations Environmental CMF Causes (OE)

!'here can he influences on a system that can cause CMP which are from
the environment in which the system is operated. This includes not only the
continuous environment in which the system is situated, but also the system
might be vulnerable to sudden energetic events occurring extraneously. Unlike
all other classes of CMP both of those under this heading have no direct
relationship with human errors. Both classes under this-sub-heading are the same
as the classes identified in the literature survey in Appendix 1.

3.2.5.t Normal Environmental Extremes ( OEtT)

Extremes of normal environmental conditions either within the design
limits or even more adverse conditions, either continuous or transient, perhaps
due to some circumstances that were not anticipated in the design stage, can
induce CMF into a redundancy system. Such conditions can cause increased
component failure rates which might be interpreted as a CMF, or can cause
sudden complete failure which is much more likely to be identified as a CMP.

The typical environmental conditions which could cause CMP are listed
below, but this list is not necessarily complete.

Temperature
Pressure
Humidity
Vibration
Acceleration
Stress
Corrosion
Contamination
Interference
Radiation
Static Charge

3.2.5*2 Energetic Events Causing CMP's (OEE)

Energetic events can occur within neighbouring systems on the same plant
or from outside the boundaries of the plant, which can cause CMP . In
addition to these from Man-made sources, CMP can be caused from natural
phenomena to which the general environment is subjected.

The type of event that can cause CMP'
but this list is not necessarily complete.

in this class are listed below,

Pire
Flood
Weather
Earthquake
Explosion
Missiles
Electrical Power
Radiation
Chemical Sources

10
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DEFENCES ASAIKST COHMOM-MODB FAILuBES

4.1

1»

It is considered to be essential that in the design and operation of
protective systems the general policy must be the prevention of common modes of
failure, or at least the minimisation .of their frequency of occurrence and
their effects upon the systems- ThB" degree to which this policy is applied
will depend on the reliability requirements of the system, and the manner in
which, it is applied will depend on any financial, plant, design, operational
or other constraints that might be unavoidable for the particular project.
It is the purpose of this section of the report to identify and discuss
qualitatively the various defences that are available to the designer and
operator in pursuance of this policy. The design and operational stages for a
system cannot be considered to be independent, and liaison at an early time is
important. It is considered necessary that each, organisation should be aware
of the requirements and problems of the other, so that the operational system
meets the reliability requirements. This general awareness of the CMF problems,
their causes, and the defences against them, is itself a fundamental requirement
of both design and operations staff. This will enable the other particular
defences to be implemented much more effectively, and the avoidance of attitudes
that tend towards considering such aspects of a system as unimportant trivialities
that only add to it's cost. It is by elimination of as many as possible of these
rare events that can be identified, by a systematic effort in design and operation,
and by reliability analysis, that the problem can be reduced to acceptable
proportions. An important aspect is that the reliability principles, with regard
to common-mode failures particularly, embodied in the design should be supported
by appropriate principles during the operational life of the system, such that
the system reliability does not deteriorate. Many of the design and operational
defences against common-mode failures are also of importance in reducing failure
probabilities due to random independent events, but others are only appropriate
to common-mode failures.

In a simple reliability analysis of a redundancy protective system which
neglects the effects, of common-mode failures, it is incorrectly assumed that
all failures are independent, and that system failure will only occur when an
appropriate number of channels have failed «incidentally. This assumption is
only valid for systems with low reliability requirements, but as these become
more stringent so the need increases for defence against common-mode failures.
It is perhaps appropriate at this stage to repeat the definition of common-mode
failures.

"A common-mode failure (CM?) is the result of an event(s) which, because of
dependencies, causes a coincidence of failure states of components in two or more
separate channels of a redundancy system, leading to the defined system failing
to perform its intended function".

The various causes of CMF have been identified and classified in section 3,
and the defences against them, with their inter-relationships, are shown on
Figure 5. The following sections discuss these in detail, and the hierarchical
•structure of Figure 6 relates all the detailed recommendations identified by
an alphabetic character to the report section and defence category in which they
appear.

4.2.1 Administration

It is essential in the design of a protective system that there is

12
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discipline in the design processes. Control of design processes by
administrative procedures and supervision in the main areas of design
responsibility, specification, detailed design, manufacture, installation
and commissioning, can assist in minimising the frequency of design errors
that inevitably occur. Design error« have been identified as a significant
cause of common-mode failures, and so by administrative control of design a
contribution can be made in defending against them. The effect of adminis-
trative control on the frequency of common-mode failures is extended over the
entire spectrum of CMP causes by considerably influencing the vulnerability
of a system to environmental extremes and energetic events.

The following points should be observed.

(a) Control of design processes by administrative and supervisory
procedures is essential.

(b) Awareness of the CHF problem by administration supervisory and
design staff is a first line of defence.

(c) Human errors in design and operations are most significant
causes of CHF.

(d) Basic design principles should be defined as early as possible.

(e) liaison with Operational administration is necessary in the
early design stage, to define basic operation, maintenance and
test principles.

(f) Interfaces between different systems sections on aspects
involving different organisations should be particularly well
controlled, e.g., design sub-contractors, manufacturers, etc.

(g) Reliability analysis should form an integral part of the
design strategy.

(h) Administration and supervision should ensure that design
requirements are satisfied during manufacture, installation
and commissioning stages.

(j) CMP causes or modes should be eliminated by design wherever
possible.

(k) System reliability requirements should be established early
in the design.

(l) The system design should include the consideration of the
effects of CMP in addition to independent failures.

(m) Design procedures should ensure that the possibility of errors
by operations, test and maintenance staff is minimised.

(n) The administration of design should ensure that a thorough
review of design is done as part of the product assurance
programme.

4.2.2 Functional Diversity

In plant hazard and dynamic performance studies the hazards will be
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identified, and the plant parameters by which the hazards will, be manifest •
will also be investigated. If different plant parameters can be identified
and measured, and from which automatic protection can be initiated to prevent
the hazard developing, then a form of common-mode failure defence known as
"functional diversity" is available. In applying this technique a more
thorough investigation and understanding of the plant behaviour might be
required, and this could also be of benefit to plant safety from both design
and operational, aspects.

It might not be possible to verify with certainty either theoretically
or experimentally that plant precursors to a hazard state are adequately
identified, particularly in terms of accuracy and response time, and so the
employment of entirely different identifying parameters is a defence against
this problem which is one of capability of the system rather than reliability.
It is therefore considered that a CMP causal event will probably affect all
channels in a simple redundancy system, but unlikely to commonly affect
channels of diverse measurements.

Although functional diversity is more commonly applied to identification
of impending plant hazard conditions as referred to above, it could also be
applied to the plant control functions, whereby more than one method could
be employed to ensure that the plant is forced into a safe state. It- is
generally a defence against deficiencies.in the system functional specifica-
tion, but it can also have a considerable influence on the detailed design,
manufacture, installation and operation of the system by reducing the number
of possible common influences.

The following points should be observed.

(a) Two or more plant paramebers should be identified and used for
plant protection for each hazard condition, and should be
related as closely as possible to that hazard.

(b) Two or more different methods of safely shutting down the
plant should be considered.

(c) Equipment diversity should be applied in the detailed design
of systems whsrs functional diversity is specified.

(d) Accuracy and response time requirements should be clearly
specified for each diverse measurement or action.

(e) To support this form of defence against CMP adequate
independence should be sought in the operation, test and
maintenance activities.

(f) Functional diversity in the system specification should be
complemented by diversity in all other design controlled
activities; i.e., detailed design, manufacture, installation
and commissioning.

(g) Where functional diversity is applied protection and
segregation of equipment becomes most important.

(h) For very highly reliable systems the provision of entirely
separate systems employing functional and equipment diversity
should be considered.

16



4.2.3 Equipment .Diversity. . ' .

The uae of different equipment for realising the same functional
requirement is often the direct result of applying functional diversity in
the system design, but it can also be a significant independent defence
against common-mode failures. As with functional diversity this defence
can have an influence on the reduction of the vulnerability of the system
to CMF in the detailed design stage, and it can alsoTLnfluence other stages
of the system life by way of manufacturing, installation, commissioning and
operational requirements and procedures. This could therefore be a palliative
solution to a common-mode failure problem when it is not possible to apply
functional diversity, and it could also similarly be applicable to not only
input measurement sub-systems, but to guard line and output sub-systems also.
As with functional diversity, the degree to which this defence is effective
will depend on the independence of the diverse equipments against human and
other influences in all. stages of the system lifetime.

The following points should be observed.

(a) Where functional diversity is specified this should be
supported by equipment diversity.

(b) Where functional diversity cannot be specified equipment
diversity should be applied wherever possible.

(c) Systems should preferably not rely on identical redundant
channels, in either input, guard line, or output sub-systems.

(d) Diversity of signal conditions can also be applied to reduce
the probability of CMP in diverse equipment.

(e) Diverse equipment should have diversity of operational
interfaces.

(f) Where diverse equipment is used protection and segregation
of these is most important.

(g) Diversity of equipment should be complemented by diversity of
manufacture installation and commissioning.

(h) Adequate independence for diverse equipment should be sough*
in operations, test and maintenance activities.

4."?.4 Fail-Safe Design

A description that is frequently used for a component or sub-system
is that it is "fail-safe". This generally means that the component predomin-
antly fails to some safe mgde, with a much lower proportion of failures to a
dangerous mode. The definition of safe and dangerous modes depends on the
application. This technique of designing systems and components which pre-
dominantly fail-safe is well established, but in addition to being a defence
against random independent failures, it is also relevant to common-mode
failures. When considering the failure characteristics of components to be
used in redundancy systems it is appropriate to ensure that they are
adequately fail-safe with respect to common-mode failures, rather than
independent failures only, because for the total system it might be advantage-
ous to eliminate by design certain failure modes which would not otherwise be
significant. Of particular importance in this respect can be the possibility
of failure of wiring and cabling between units and components within instrument
racks, and cabling between the plant and the instrument racks.
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The-following.points should-be observed.

(a) The system design should be such that wherever possible,
it predominantly fails to a safe mode.

(b) It should be ensui-ed that a system is adequately fail-safe
with regard to CMP rather than independent failures only.

(c) Dangerous CMP's should be eliminated by design.

(d) Open circuit, short circuit, and earth faults in cabling
systems should be fail-safe»

(e) Special attention should be paid to the design and engineering
of bypasses, reset, and manual shutdown facilities with regard
to fail-safe design.

(f) In analogue circuits potentially dangerous failures should be
revealed by alarms or be converted to a spurious trip or other
safe failure mode.

(g) Consideration should be given to the application of a dynamic
mode of operation rather than a static mode, so as to reduce
the dangerous failure rate.

(h) It must be possible for the system to be proof tested on-line
for revealing any possible dangerous failure modes.

(j) Calibration controls should have their ranges limited such
that errors in the dangerous direction are minimised.

(k) Where start-up bypasses are provided on low, intermediate, and
high power measurement channels, high and low trips should be
included to ensure that the correct range is selected.

(l) Rate of change rather than absolute value trips should be
considered, because they do not require start-up bypasses.

4-.2.5 Redundancy and Toting Logic

In the design of automatic protective systems to achieve defined
reliability objectives it is necessary to make an allowance for the effects
of common-mode failures. This is in contrast to designing to the limit of
the reliability requirement and hoping that in any future detailed analysis
the effects of common-mode failures will be insignificant. This allowance
for CMP, particularly for high reliability systems, will be necessary despite
the consideration of other CMP defences in the system design. The merits of
functional and equipment diversity have been discussed in previous sections,
and experience with certain classes of CMP indicates that in higher order
redundancy systems all channels are not always affected, and so a system
failure does not occur. In applying increased identical redundancy the
channels voting logic might also be influenced, due to the conflicting require-
ments of safe and dangerous modes of failure in the system reliability criteria.

The following points should be observed.

(a) The degree of redundancy and the voting logic of each sub-system
must be related to both dangerous and safe reliability criteria,
which have conflicting requirements.
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(b) The redundancy and voting logic must include allowances for CMP.

(c) The consideration of CMP in the system design should consider the
application of diverse or increased identical redundancy.

(d) The redundancy and voting logic should allow the system
~~and all its' redundant components to be adequately proof tested.

(e) Where possible, redundant channels should not be bypassed for
test and maintenance, which severely degrades the system. For
example, a 2 from 3 system should become a 1 from 2 rather
than 2 from 2 during channel maintenance or test.

(f) The use of double m from n decision logic should be carefully
considered because of the linking between guard lines, and
therefore CMP possibilities, that are introduced.

(g) Separate input measuring equipment should lie used for each
guard line.

4.2.6 Protection and Segregation

Physical protection of equipment and segregation of channels in a
redundancy protective system are design features which can increase system
immunity to causes of common-mode failure. This is particularly so for causes
of CHP external to the system in the operational stage, and from engineering
errors in the manufacture, installation and commissioning periods of the design
stage. This defence against CHF is the separation of items of equipment or
cabling, both within and external to the system, by either space, or barriers,
or both of these.

The following points should be observed.

(a) Redundant channels of a system should be physically protected
from external influences of a manufacturing,- installation,
operation, or other environmental source.

(b) Separate channels should be adequately segregated from each
other such that there is a low probability of an external
influence causing failure of more than one channel.

(c) Protection equipment should be devoted entirely to that purpose,
and not shared with any other system, particularly for plant control.

(d) Protection equipment should be segregated from control or other
systems such that there is a low probability of an external
influence causing a CMP of both.

(e) A single component that is common to all channels should not be
used in a redundancy sub-system, but rather the redundancy should
be maintained up to the voting logic.

(f) Segregation should apply to plant equipment, cables, control
room equipment, junction boxes, manual control equipment, test
and maintenance facilities, and especially to guard line
equipment.
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(g) Cables or other equipment should not be. densely packed, and be
readily accessible.

(h) All items in a protection system should be adequately identified,
to prevent or discourage inadvertent or unauthorised interference.

(d) Opposing ends of guard lines should be convincingly separated
to avoid short circuit failures, and reset and other manual
control facilities should be critically examined in this respect.

(k) Guard line cross connections should be avoided even though from
consideration of independent failures improved reliability is
apparent.

(l) Signal levels from sensors should where possible be high
enough to preclude the need for head amplifiers, where they
might be vulnerable to external influences.

(m) Wiere functional or equipment diversity is applied, entirely
separate cable routes and separate equipment rooms or locations
should be used as the requirement to eliminate rarer CMF
causal events increases.

(n) Where spatial separation restrictions do not permit segregation,
it should be achieved by physical barriers; e.g., cables in
adjacent metal trunking rather than on open trays.

(p) Adequate fire breaks should be provided between redundant
sub-systems or channels.

(q) Junction boxes, equipment racks, cables, etc., should be
protected from environmental effects such as steam or water
leaks, oil leaks, heat sources, mechanical damage, corrosive
atmospheres, etc., during construction and operation.

(r) Access for maintenance and test purposes should be restricted by
equipment design to only one guard line at a time.

(s) Redundant channels should be protected from electric or magnetic
interference fields, or any other interference source..

4.2.7 Proven Design and Standardisation

This method of defence against common-mode failures is one aspect of
feedback of operational experience into the design of other systems. If
unnecessary design innovation can be avoided a proven or standard component,
sub-system, or installation might eliminate possible causes of CMF that could
otherwise be introduced into the system. In seeking a design which is
acceptably immune from CMF it is worth examining previous experience of
proven failures, in addition to proven success of design. By reference to
CMF reports such as those reproduced in another section of-this report, it
is possible to comprehend how events which might be overlooked as incredible
actually happen, and appropriate defences adopted to prevent a recurrence in
a new design.

The following points should be observed.
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(a) Wherever possible, a proven design is preferred for a
redundancy sub-system rather than design innovation, unless
this proves to be necessary.

(b) Although a proven design might have had CMP problems eliminated for
previous applications, its use for another application will still
require critical examination.

(c) Environmental effects, and other operational influences
could be significant CMP problems for a new application of
a previous design.

(d) Previous experience of failures in addition to successful
operation, should be examined.

(e) There could possibly be conflict between standardisation of
design and diversity as defences against CMP, but diversity
is considered to be of primary importance,

(f) System design should wherever possible not introduce any
unnecessary complex, novel or difficult procedure for its
operation, maintenance, or test.

4.2.8 Equi-pment Derating and Simplicity

Components for use in protective systems should be selected such that
they are derated well below their specified maximum operating stress parameters.
This form of defence will have a significant effect on the rate of independent
failures, but will also be effective against common-mode failures, particularly
caused by environmental effects.

In general, simplicity of design leads to increased reliability, and
unnecessary complexity might require additional or more complex test
procedures which could introduce causes of CMP.

The following points should be observed.

(a) Components selected for use in protective systems should be
such that they are derated well below their maximum operating
stress parameters.

(b) Stresses caused by environmental extremes should be considered
when selecting components.

(c) For electrical and electronic components adequate spacing and
cooling should be ensured.

(d) The maintenance of clean operating conditions can have a
significant effect on the component stress levels so adequate
precautions should be taken in the design, and in preventive
maintenance procedures.

(e) In general, simplicity of design leads to increased
reliability, and unnecessary complexity should be avoided.

(f) Equipment parameters such as response time, accuracy,
stability should be adequate but should not be overdesigned
or cause unnecessary complexity.
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(g) Operating, maintenance, and teat procedures should be as
simple as possible.

(h) Environmental stress conditions can be applied because of
tolerated partial failure conditions of the plant; e.g., steam
and water leaks} oil leakage.

4.2.9 Operational Interfaces

To achieve good operational reliability of a protection system it is
essential that the facilities provided for the operations test, and maintenance
staff at the operational interfaces, are adequate functionally and well
engineered. These features in a system design, in conjunction with good
operational administration, can make a significant contribution to the reduction
of CMP due to operational influences. It is therefore a pre-requisite to have
liaison, between design and operations teams for each to ensure that their
requirements and problems are understood by the other. In the examination of
CMP events it is sometimes difficult to decide if the cause of failure was
due to inadequate interface design or operational error.

The following are principles of a general and detailed nature which
should be applied to protection systems operational interface design.

(a) It is essential that controls settings should be correct at all
times, and to achieve this visual inspection through glass panels
in locked doors is a recommended method for checking. Analogue
controls should be calibrated, and digital switches should have
their positions clearly identified.

(b) Main controls such as trip settings should have their ranges
limited to their safe values by design, (e.g. mechanical stop)

(c) Multirange instruments should not be used.

(d) Bypass facilities for either start up, test or maintenance
purposes should be well engineered to discourage the desire to
inhibit protection by short circuit links across terminal
blocks, or other devious means. The bypassed state should also
be clearly indicated to control room operators particularly
if the bypass switch is in some remote location.

(e) Designs should attempt to minimise the possibility of maloperation
rather than placing excessive'emphasis on the need to avoid
accidental operation.

(f) The system or equipment design should be such that as far as
possible all non-routine operations are unnecessary.

(g) Controls and displays should be as few as possible, so as to
minimise the complexity of operating procedures, which could be
significant at times of operator stress

(h) Special provision should be made in the design for the injection
of appropriate test signals such that temporary disconnections at
terminals or other undesirable means are not necessary for that
purpose. Also, the means should be incorporated to reveal the
successful or unsuccessful completion of a test, also without the
need for temporary connections to the system.
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4.2.10 Quality Control

t

An essential feature of the manufacture, installation and commissioning
phases of a project is quality control. This applies initially to the selection
of components and continues with all facets of workmanship up to the acceptance
of the finished product as an operational system. By ensuring that adequate
quality is achieved the possible causes of CMP can be minimised, and the
reliability intended in the system design can be realised. The main features
of quality control are as follows, and which to a large extent, are complementary
and inter-related.

4.2.10.1 Construction standards and procedures

This refers to the use and application of specific requirements for the
quality of components, materials, workmanship, inspection and testing as
defined by some other independent body or by the design authority, (ESI:
ISO; TKR. IEC: IEEE: DBF spec; BOD: AUSI: ASME: Codes of Practice; etc).
Generally this will tend to ensure that components and materials of adequate
quality are initially specified and that they should be suitable for the
environmental conditions to which they will be subjected during operation. It
will tend to ensure that the failure rates will be relatively low and constant,
and where appropriate, increase in failure rates due to wear will be minimised.
It will also tend to ensure that the assembly of all the components and
materials during the construction will be to a compatible quality.

The following points should be observed.

(a) The application of specific requirements for the quality of
component materials, workmanship, inspection, and testing,
as defined by some independent body or by the design authority
should be adopted where possible.

(b) Special procedures to ensure the security of equipment should
be considered for the independent transit and site installation
of diverse equipment*

(c) Standards and procedures should be specified in any aspect of
manufacture, installation or commissioning where the environment
might not be ideal, and where a lack of an experience and
awareness of CHP problems might exist.

(d) Administration and supervision of the applications of
standards and procedures is especially important where
different organisations are involved in different systems
sections or aspects; e.g., design sub-contractors, manufacturers,
installers, etc.

4.2.10.2 Inspection

Inspection is essentially the visual examination of components materials,
workmanship, testing and test records, to verify and certify that the design
requirements have been satisfied. Inspection might also involve the use of
special techniques; e.g., weld radiography, ultrasonic testing. It will be
done by some independent organisation, to a great extent from within the
construction organisation concerned, but on high reliability applications it
is preferable to have a completely independent inspection, even in some cases
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involving more than one Inspection authority. There might also be a statutory
organisation, who are required to perform this independent inspection function.
Inspection can form -an important part in preventing defects in the system
introduced during plant construction being unrevealed at the time the protection
system becomes operational and in conjunction with testing and -commissioning
this is the last line of defence against all design error causes of CMF.

The following points should be observed.

(a) Inspection should be by some organisation completely independent
of the organisation that has done the work being inspected, and
should in some cases involve more than one inspection authority«

(b) It should be ensured that completed and inspected work should not
be violated by subsequent operations.

(c) As plant construction proceeds protection equipment must be
protected from all other construction activities.

(d) Final inspections should ensure that any damage or degradation
of the protection system can be revealed.

(e) The management and supervision of inspection procedures should
ensure that the detailed procedures, their co-ordination, their
relationships with other inspection procedures and construction
activities, are extremely thorough.

(f ) Inspection certification is an important aspect which will
require adequate records to be maintained.

(g) .System modifications during the installation and commissioning
phases should be inspected to the same standards as specified
for the manufacturing phase, especially as factory standards of
manufacture might be difficult to achieve in the site construction
environment.

4*2.10.3 Testing and commissioning

The importance of testing and commissioning activities throughout the
manufacturing and installation stages cannot be over-emphasised, and it is
of importance because of basically three sources of CMP causes. These are
design errors, construction errors and one source that might easily be
overlooked, errors and limitations in the test and commissioning procedures.

The following points should be observed.

(a) Testing and commissioning procedures should be designed,
managed and supervised, such that they adequately ensure that
design and construction CMP are revealed.

(b) Testing and commissioning should be supervised and performed
such that CMP are not introduced into the system by these
activities.

(c) During testing and commissioning activities there will be
extensive involvement with inspection, and so there should be
some combined management and supervision in order to achieve the
desired adequacy.
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(d) Special test procedures might be required for revealing or
avoiding potential CMF, and it is therefore ne'cessary for
the staff involved to be aware of the CMP problem.

(e) The detailed procedures must be explicit in their presentation,
and not leave important aspects to decisions and interpretations
by the staff involved.

(f) Calibration procedures for instruments is one of the most likely
parts of testing where faults can remain unrevealed or be
introduced, either by errors in the procedures or by the staff
involved.

(g) Testing and commissioning should not be degraded by system
modifications, especially where factory standards of manufacture
might by difficult to achieve in the site construction
environment, and management and supervision should beware of
this.

(h) Testing and commissioning will need to be integrated with
system and plant construction, and these requirements should be
considered during the design stage.

4.2.11. Design Review

An indirect method of improving the system reliability by catering for
both random independent events, and common-mode failures is to include in the
design processes a thorough review of the functional and detailed aspects of
the system design. This can be a continuous action throughout the design
period, and can be a formal and mandatory requirement. It is generally a
review of the design prior to system manufacture and installation, and is
comparable to quality control of the system during this period. By such a
process actual or potential CMF can be identified and eliminated by
application of the appropriate defences.

Some of the aspects to be taken into account are:—

(a) A thorough review of all functional and detailed aspects of
design should be included as part of the design process.

(b) Operational aspects of maintenance test and operation should be
included in the design review.

(c) The design review should include the construction stage for the
system.

(d) The reliability requirements derived from the plant hazard
study should be reviewed.

(e) A particular aim of the review should be the identification of
actual or potential CMF and the application of appropriate defences.

(f) Where actual or potential CMF are identified, they should wherever
possible be eliminated by design modifications.

(g) The design review is more effective if it is a formal, identifiable,
addition to the design process, made to definite requirements, and
with completion certified.
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'4.3 OPERATION

4.3.1 Adnrini atration

The main operational administrative requirement with regard to the
prevention of common-mode failures in a protective system during its
operational life, is to ensure that the reliability incorporated in the
design, which in part is based on assumed principles of operation, are
maintained during the operational life of the system,. The areas of control
are operation, test and maintenance procedures, but some control might be
exerted over some environmental aspects by good general operational discipline,

The" following points should be observed.

(a) The administration of all operational procedures should ensure
that the reliability incorporated in the design, which is in
part based on assumed principles of operation, are maintained during
the operational life of the system.

(b) Early liaison with the design should ensure that the correct
assumptions are made in the reliability analysis concerned
with operation.

(c) Liaison with design should ensure that adequate interface
facilities are provided for all the future operational
requirements.

(d) Basic principles for operation,test and maintenance activities
should be defined as early as possible in the design phase.

(e) Control should be exerted where possible to ensure that assumed
environmental conditions at the design stage, are maintained
during operation by good operational discipline.

(f) Test, maintenance, and operations activities should not be
allowed to proceed independently, but administrative control
should ensure that they are integrated as appropriate, because
of there being a general weakness at any interface.

(g) Although liaison with design is recommended, due to the need
to reveal any CHP that has been introduced in the design stage,
some independence in the preparation of test, maintenance and
operational procedures- should be ensured.

(h) All operations staff should be made aware of the CMP problem
as part of their training programme.

(j) Operating, test and maintenance procedures should be prepared
at a sufficiently early time in the design stage, so that they
can be included in the system reliability analysis«

(k) Human errors in operations, test and maintenance activities are
significant causes of CMF in protective systems.

(l) Administration and supervision should ensure that the protection
system is protected from modification, maintenance, or other
activities on the plant.
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(m) Administration and- supervision should ensure that plant failures
do -not affect the protective system.

(n) All maintenance and test activities should be appropriately
authorised, with the authority specifying precisely the task
to be performed and the procedure to be followed, which on
completion should be certified.

(p) There should, be adequate feedback from all operations, maintenance,
and test activities to ensure that what has been demanded has
been done.

4.5.2 Ifn-i ntenance Procedures

Maintenance of a protective system, for both preventive operations and
repair, are other actions which require direct human contact with and
influence on the system, and so while intending to improve the reliability
or availability of protection, in so doing CMF > are introduced. As for proof
testing, an assumption in a reliability assessment of a system is that repair
is perfect, and so procedures and their supervision must be strict if the aim
of perfection is to be approached.

The following points should be observed.

(a) Maintenance staff will necessarily have access to the system
at any point, not only at the defined operational interfaces*
for the purposes of repair, and so it is particularly
important that the maintenance procedures should be explicit»
comprehensive and detailed.

(b) Control of access for maintenance should be strict, and
activities adequately supervised, to prevent the introduction
of CHP.

(c) Maintenance activities should be recorded so that equipment
reliability performance can be measured.

(d) Repair action should be performed promptly on a failure being
revealed.

(e) Safe failures should not be bypassed while awaiting repair.

(f) It should be ensured that maintenance staff receive adequate
training, and are made aware of the CMP problem.

(g) Requirement for routine preventive maintenance should be
clearly identified, administratively enforced, and well
supervised.

(h) All maintenance activities should be appropriately authorised,
with the authority specifying precisely the task to be performed
and the procedure to be followed.

Cj) All maintenance activities, particularly where they affect
more than one channel, should be followed by an independent
test.
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(k) Functionally diverse equipment should preferably be maintained
by different staff.

(l) Staggered rather than immediately consecutive routine maintenance
should be considered for redundant channels.

4.3.3 Proof Testing

A major assumption in the design of a protective systemi and. also in its
reliability analysis, is that dangerous failures which are usually otherwise
unrevealed, are revealed by periodic proof testing. This is a defence against
common-mode failures in addition to its more generally considered function of
revealing independent random failures. Unlike other defences, it is not one
of prevention, but of limiting the effects. A related assumption that is
frequently made ia that testing is perfect, but the CMF classification system
recognises that the tests might not be adequate to reveal certain failures,
and also that the tests themselves might introduce failures due to operator
errors or inadequate procedures and supervision.

The following points should be observed.

(a) The proof test procedures should ensure that as far as
possible any CHF in the protective system shall be revealed.

(b) The proof test procedures should ensure that no CMF are
introduced into the system whilst the tests are in progress.

(c) The test procedures should be explicit, comprehensive and
detailed, such that there is only limited decision and
interpretation by the staff involved.

(d) The test operations should be adequately supervised to ensure
that the procedures are correctly performed.

(e) The results of tests should be recorded and appropriately
certified.

(f) The frequency and duration of tests should be compatible with
the assumptions made in the reliability analysis.

(g) When failures are revealed by proof test, repair action should
be promptly done, followed by a successful re-test.

(h) Any system and modifications or changes in test procedures
should be critically examined with regard to CMF.

(j) It should be ensured that testing staff receive adequate
training, and are made aware of the CMF problem.

(k) Protective actions should not be bypassed except where necessary
and permitted by the procedures, and then only at the
appropriately designed interfaces.

(l) All test activities should be appropriately authorised, with
the authority specifying precisely the task to be performed and
the procedure to be followed.
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(m) Measuring equipment calibrations procedures, particularly for
indirect or inferred measurements, are particularly vulnerable
to error and should be carefully prepared and supervised.

(n) Test signals should be of a form which simulates the actual
operational or fault condition as closely as possible.

(p) Staggered rather than immediately consecutive testing should
be considered for redundant channels.

(q) Functionally diverse equipment should preferably be tested by
different staff.

(r) Good means of communication should be provided where tests
require staff to be at different locations, however such
requirements for testing should be avoided where possible.

4.3.4 Operating Procedures

It is essential for the minimisation of the frequency of CMP caused by
plant operators, that comprehensive, explicit and detailed procedures are
prepared, and in addition that the intended operational discipline is achieved
by good administration. The possible causes of failure have been identified
as errors by the operator and inadequate procedures, supervision or communication.
Plant operators can be a direct influence on a protective system at the interfaces
provided for his use, which are principally trip settings, start-up bypasses, and
manual, control facilities. The operator can also have an indirect influence on
the protective system via maintenance and test personnel liaison and possibly
their common supervisory control, and also by the operator's monitoring of the
protective system states. The operator's main interest will be to operate the
plant at the desired output rate and to achieve this it could be possible,
either intentionally or unintentionally, to degrade the protective system
reliability performance.

The following points should be observed.

(a) Plant operating procedures should be comprehensive, explicit
and detailed, such that decisions and interpretations by the
operators are not required.

(b) Plant operating requirements should not be allowed to override
any test or maintenance requirements of the protective system.

(c) Trip margins should always be set at values in accordance with
the plant safety requirements.

(d) Channels with safe failures should not be bypassed with the
intention of avoiding a spurious trip.

(e) Channels with dangerous failures should be repaired when failures
are revealed.

Cf) It should be ensured that plant operators receive adequate
training, in all aspects related to the protective system,
including the CHP problem.

(g) The plant operator should only have limited access to the
protection system, as provided in the design, at the appropriate
interfaces.
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(h.) Any modifications to operating procedures should be critically
examined with regard to possible CMP. _

4.3.3 Reliability Performance Monitoring

The reliability performance of the system should be monitored as part of
its operational requirements. This means not only recording equipment failures
to derive failure rates, but monitoring aspects of the system's performance,
such that all parameters about which assumptions made in a reliability analysis
can be tested and comparisons made.

Tht following points should be examined in detail: -

(a) The system reliability performance should be monitored throughout
its operational life.

(b) The reliability data recording system should recognise all
equipment failures, but should also reeojr-oise all events due to
operational procedures resulting in system malfunction.

(c) The operational staff responsible for data recording should be
capable of identifying CMF events.

(d) The primary events causing CMP should be identified, classified
and recorded for subsequent analysis.

CMP caused by design errors should not be allowed to recur, by
appropriate system modifications , where possible.

(e)

(f ) Where deficiencies in maintenance operations on test procedures
cause CMP they should be modified to reduce the probability of
recurrence.

(g) Where the system design or the operational procedures are modified
a rigorous independent reliability analysis should be made of the
modified system.

(h) The reliability monitoring process should ensure that proof test
requirements are being satisfied.

4.4 BBLTAHILITT ASSESSMEHT

In the design, construction and operation of high reliability protective
systems the causes cf and defences against common-mode failures will be
considered to some degree, dependent on the system reliability requirements
and the experience of the personnel involved. Such consideration can be
inadequate, or economic or other constraint might be imposed, such that the
complete operational system might never satisfy the reliability requirement,
perhaps because of its vulnerability to common-mode failures. By having the
reliability of the system assessed by an independent organisation all stages
of the project, then a significant defence against CMP is introduced.

The following points should be observed.
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(a) An awareness of the CMP problem, and the consideration of •
their causes and defences, should form part of the design process.

(b) Independent reliability analysis should begin äi the functional
specification stage of a system design.

(c) A detailed independent reliability analysis should be made of
all design and operational aspects of the system.

(d) Clearly defined reliability criteria should be available at an
early stage of the analysis.

(e) Both qualitative and quantitative reliability assessments
should be made.

(f ) A major aim of the reliability analysis should be the elimination
of possible CMP by making recommendations for improved system
design, design procedures, operating test, or maintenance procedures.

(g) Recommendations for modifications should be restricted to
identifying deficiencies in the existing system, and discussing
principles rather than ™«»Vi -ng detailed recommendations for
solutions to problems.

(h) System modifications should be analysed with the same thoroughness
as the original system.

(j) All maintenance and test procedures and supervision should be
critically analysed to determine the effects of errors on the
system performance.

4.5 EROTECIIOlT SYSTEM ABSANgBMBllTS E£AMPT.re!

As a qualitative guide to possible system design for reliability, taiing
into consideration the common-mode failure problems, various system arrangements
and the main defences against CMP are discussed in this section. It is appreciated
that reliability requirements are not the only criteria against which a system is
designed and operated, but that economic, plant design, or other constraints
have also to be considered. However, these other problems are not within the
scope of this study.

The simplest form of system is the single channel arrangement of figure 1,
which will have a very limited reliability. By introducing redundancy into
the system to improve the reliability performance due to random independent
failures the CMP problems becomes apparent, and limit the overall improvement.
The system of figure 8 has redundancy of its input measurements only, and
the justifiable inference of this arrangement is that the most significant
contributors to failure probability are the components of the input measuring
system, although the redundancy might also be extended to the guard line sub-
systems to make some further reduction of failure probability possible.

The next logical development in the quest for greater system reliability
is to reduce the CMP failure probability by introducing diversity into those
parts of the system where identical redundancy has been previously considered
as above, xhe system of figure 9 indicates a typical system arrangement where
functionally diverse measurements are made of two plant parameters, each of
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which is capable of. initiating protective action and each of which has
identical redundancy applied. The system shown has the diverse measurements
operating into both guard line subsystems, but the intended improvement of
system reliability due to random independent failures could be nullified
by CMF possibilities that are introduced. Such a system arrangement is
applied to the Fessenheim station.

For further reduction of system failure probability the independence of
functionally diverse input measurements must be enhanced by applying
equipment diversity and eliminating the links between guard lines. The system
of figure 10 has therefore been evolved. A common further development of
this basic form is to include identical redundancy within each of the diverse
guard lines.

The final stage in the evolution of protection system arrangement is to
provide two separate and diverse shutdown subsystems such that they can each
be operated by diverse input and guard line subsystems of the type shown on
figure 9. These are therefore completely diverse and separate systems through-
out, and might be expected to have failure probabilities that have low values
such that there is the problem of substantiating them in a reliability analysis.

The value of failure probability achieved will depend to some extent on
the various system parameters such as failure rates, proof test frequency»
test time, repair time, etc., but particularly for the systems for which low
failure probabilities are intended the value will almost certainly be dominated by
that due to CMP. It will depend on the defences that have been applied in
the system design and operation to alleviate, but not eliminate, the CMF
problem. The advantages of functional and equipment diversity applied to the
system configuration have been discussed above, but to be able to claim that
a system can meet the required low failure probability more detailed aspects of
design and operation must be considered.

The various CMF defences that are available to designers and operators
have been discussed in sections 4.1 and 4.2, and for most of them it is the
widely variable extent to which these can be applied that must be considered, and
which must be quantified in a reliability assessment. It is not possible to be
specific about the contribution that each of the detailed points listed will
make to the reduction in system failure probability because of this variability
and the variability of the plant application, and so guidance has been given
in the hierarchical structure of figure 5.
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5. COMuM-EDDE! FAILURE DATA

5.1 COMKOK-M)DE FAILURES IH US MJCLSAR REACTOR

5.1.1 Data Collection

The most extensive source of data relevant to this study is from commercial
nuclear power stations in the United States. This is a system operated by the
"Office of Operation's Evaluation" of the USNRC which requires the stations to
submit reports of abnormal safety related occurrences. These were initially known
as "Abnormal Occurrence Reports", but are currently known as "Licensee Event
Reports". Data is extracted from letters or other written reports of events, and
translated and classified by the USHRC for recording on its computer system files.
The data for this study has been taken from the computer printouts of these events
that are issued monthly, and are for the period 1971 to 1976 inclusive, for all the
US commercially operating power stations. For the period considered there are 60
stations with an integrated operating life since achieving criticality of approxi-
mately 220 reactor-years. This has yielded approximately 8000 occurrence reports,
of which 166 have been identified as common-mode failures of the two systems con-
sidered in the study, the automatic protective system (APS) and the emergency core
cooling system (ECCS). The growth of the US nuclear power operations in this
period is indicated by the graph of figure 11.

In order to give an appreciation of the systems design and redundancy, brief
descriptions of both the reactor protective system and the emergency core cooling
systems are given. They are based on typical arrangements for both PWR and BVIR
reactors (2).

5.1.2 PVfR Systems

5.1.2.1 The APS

A typical Pl-IR protective system is shown in schematic form on figure 12. It
includes primary sensors of plant conditions, measurement channels, relay logic
circuits, and output circuit breakers for the control rods. It does not include
the rods or their control system for normal operational control of reactivity.

Referring also the diagram of figure 12 the system operates from various
plant measured variables, the emergency core cooling system, and also B. manual
trip pushbutton. Each of the plant variables is measured by three separate channels
and a 2 from 3 decision to trip the reactor is made. The decision logic for each
variable, and the combination of all these, are duplicated to form two lines of
trip demand to the control rod trip breakers. These breakers interrupt a 400V ac
supply from duplicated motor-generator sets to typically 48 control rod supporting
electro-magnets, to initiate the release of the rods into the core. More than two
rods failing to enter the core would be identified as a system failure to shutdown
the reactor. Various interlocks and bypasses are provided for start-up and
maintenance.

The plant variables ti.-.ich can initiate a reactor trip are as below.

Reactor Coolant Pumps Frequency Low
Reactor Coolant Flow Lo';
Reactor Coolant Pumps Voltage Low
Core Differential Temperature High
Core Flux Positive Differential
Core Plux Ne;a.tive Differential
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Pressuriser Pressure High or Low
Pressuriser Level High
Steam Generator Level Low
Steam Generator Peedwater Plow Low
Turbine Stop Valves Closed
Turbine Oil Pressure Low
Nuclear Power (Source Range) High
Huclear Power (Intermediate Range) High
Nuclear Power (High Power Range) High.

5.1.2.2 The ECCS

A typical emergency core cooling system is shown on figure 13F and consists
of three means of cooling the core in the event of a failure of the normal coolant
circuit.

The accumulator system is a passive injection system which has one accumulator
vessel containing berated water under a nitrogen pressure of 650 psig. It is
normally isolated from the higher pressure coolant circuit cold leg by two series
check valves, hut vihen the coolant pressure is less than the accumulator pressure
the water is automatically injected. An isolation valve on the accumulator outlet
line is normally open, but if it is not, then it is automatically opened from a
low coolant pressure signal. Level and pressure in the accumulator are monitored
for abnormal conditions by duplicated measuring and alarm systems.

The low pressure injection system provides cooling water from a duplicated
pumping system at 600 psig delivery pressure. When the normal coolant pressure is
less than this, check valves allow the emergency coolant flow. The water is initially
drawn from the refuelling water storage tank, but continues with water from the
containment sump. The pumps are started automatically by signals from the ECCS
control system from measurements of either:—

OR
AUD

J Containment Pressure High
b) Reactor Coolant Level Low

Reactor Coolant Pressure Low.

All stop and control valves in the system are manually operated, and are
normally in the open position.

The high pressure coolant injection system provides emergency cooling water
from the refuelling water storage tank'to the normal cooling water outlet line when
there is less of coolant and the reactor remains pressurised. It also protects
against steam leakage on the secondary circuits. A further function of the system
is to inject water via the boron injection tank into the reactor coolant inlet line
for rapid reactivity suppression. Plow is provided by three charging pumps in
parallel of which two are required for certain plant incidents, but only one pump
is required for others. One pump is normally operating during plant operation,
delivering water to the normal cooling line via two series automatically controlled
valves. Haen the system is required for emergency use the following operating
changes are initiated:-

(a) Open either or both parallel common inlet valves for the pumps
from the storage tank.

(b) Start the other pumps.
(c) Close either or both the normal delivery valves.
(d) Open either or both the boron injection tank parallel

inlet valves.
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(e) Open either or both the boron injection tank parallel
outlet valves.

(f) Close, either or both the boric acid series recirculation
valves.

(g) Close either or both the volume control tank series outlet
valves.

(h) Close the three charging system mini-flow valves.

The control logic for the high pressure, low pressure and accumulator coolant
injection systems consists of two identical protection lines A and B, but the
three measurements of pressuriser level and also pressuriser pressure are common
to the two protection lines. However, redundancy is provided in that the decision
logic is a 1 from 3, on the combination of low pressure AND low level. The two
lines have a common measurement for each of the other plant variables previously
referred to, but these are not considered to be the primary initiating signals.
In addition to the control logic output functions previously stated, signals
are also provided to initiate a reactor trip and supporting services.

5.1.3 BWR systems

5.1.3.1 The APS

The reactor is controlled by typically 185 hydraulically actuated control
rods, and the failure criteria for a trip demand is that three adjacent rods shall
not fail to be fully inserted. The insertion force is applied to each rod
individually by water under high pressure nitrogen from an accumulator vessel, and
is controlled by pneumatically operated trip valves in the lines to the insert and
withdraw ports on the rod actuator. This is shown schematically on figure 14. Both
of these valves must operate on a trip demand, and this also applies to the two
trip pilot solenoid valves controlling the air supply to the trip valves. The
pilot valves have back-up solenoid valves in the instrument air supply to the common
header for the pilot valves. Both of these must also operate on a trip demand.

The trip pilot valves for all rods and the common back-up valves, are each
operated from both logic channels each of which receives trip signals from two
measuring systems, including the trip circuit breakers. The trip decision from the
output contacts of the breakers is 1 from 2, so with the 2 from 2 operation of the
trip valves, at least one A and B measurement must operate to initiate a trip.
The system redundancy therefore changes from the rods with their actuating valves,
to the measurement and logic channels. The measured plant variables operating into
the trip decision logic are as follows, and for most plant hazards they provide
independent and diverse methods of detection.

Turbine Stop Valve Closed.
Generator Load Rejected.
Control Rod Drive Trip Volume Water Level High.
Condenser Vacuum Low.
Main Steaa Line Isolation Valve Closed.
Drywell Pressure High.
Reactor Vessel Pressure High.
Reactor Vessel Water Level Low.
2-Taia Steam Line Radiation High
ITeutron Monitor System.

5.1.3.2 The ECCS

In the event of the loss of the normal feedwater coolant line from the
turbine to the reactor various emergency core cooling arrangements are made, as
sho'-m on figure 15.
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The low pressure coolant injection systems, (LPCIS) in addition to its
normal function of residual core heat removal, provides a high flov; from the
torus into the core when the reactor is depressurised. It consists of two
injection loops, each loop having two motor driven pumps, two heat exchangers, and
associated motorised valves. The two loops are interconnected by a. motorised
valve to enable the pumps and heat exchangers of one loop to operate-into the
other loop. Each of the pumps and associated valves receive ac power frow separate
electrical buses. Separate buses supply dc control power to the two loops. The
control logic has the duty to select the appropriate loop for operation dependent
on which normal main reactor coolant line has failed. This decision and the
resulting actions, are initiated from measurements of reactor and drywell conditions.
These conditions are:-

Brywell Pressure High AHD Reactor Pressure Low OR Reactor Level Low.

The resultant control actions to be performed by the logic are:-

(*)
b
c
d
e
f

Start the four pumps.
Open the selected loop isolator valve.
Open the selected loop throttling valve.
Close the selected loop recirculation valve.
Close the non-selected loop isolation valve.
Close the non-selected loop throttling valve.

The core spray injection system (CSIS) operates alone or in conjunction with
the low pressure system, to deliver emergency coolant from the torus to the core
for a large loss of normal coolant. It is arranged in a similar manner to the low
pressure system by having two loops, both of which must operate in certain
circumstances. Each loop is supplied with two motor driven pumps in parallel,
delivering into a common line into the reactor. The power supply of ac for the
motor and dc for control are also independently provided from separate buses.
System operation is initiated from the same sensors as the low pressure system.
The control logic output functions are:-

(a) Start the four pumps.
Cb) Open both injection loops isolation valves.
(c) Send an OPEU signal to both "normally open" loops valves.

The high pressure coolant injection system (HPCIS) is to provide an emergency
supply of cooling water for small losses of normal coolant, and when the reactor
is still pressurised. The plant is a single line system consisting of a steam
turbine driven 2-stage pump delivering water from initially the condensate storage
tank, and then from the suppression pool. Turbine steam is taken from the main
steam line B, and water at constant flow and variable pressure is pumped into
feedwater line A. Operation is initiated from either low reactor water level or
high drywell pressure measurements. ?or each variable the combination of any one
of two, for two pairs of measurements is required. The resultant control actions
from the logic are:-

Open the pump discharge valve.
Start the auxiliary oil pump.
Open both the series steam isolation valves.
Open the steam throttle valve.
Open the condensate tank isolation valves.

Other 1 from 2 decisions from measurements of condensate tank level and torus
level control the pump suction valves from these two vessels.
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5.1.4 USHRC Data

The data for both KPS and ECCS have been extracted from the reports, and
presented separately on tables in Appendix 3. The data extracted for each
failure report consists of date., station, failure and failure cause, to which
have been added the CMP classification according to figure 5i 3^d- characteristics
of the failure mode as discussed in section 2.3. Ir. a few cases ladt of data
prevented this further information being added to that reported, and so these
events were not classified. An example print-out is shown on figure 16.

The data summarised on table 1 show the predominance of CJF1 s in classes
SDR and OPM1 and the common significant feature of these is that they are
concerned with human reliability in design, and the operational support processes
of maintenance and testing. The latter is moresignificant in APS data where 45$
of all CMP's are in this class. The problem of human reliability is further
identified by the next highest contributor for both systems is class OPO, the
plant operators activities. Significant by their absence are failures in class
OEE, which are CMF caused by external energetic events. This could be because
greater emphasis is placed in design and construction on the defences against the
type of CI-IP which are probably more tangible than considerations of the effects
of future operator errors. Also, an analysis of operations procedures might not
be as comprehensive and detailed as that for hardware in a reliability assessment,
possibly because the procedures would not be available at that time.

A study of plant hazards and the protection measurements which guard against
them has not been included in this report but for the major hazardsF diversity is
usually applied. Uo CM? has been identified which has affected channels that
have either functional or equipment diversity. They all involve identical equipment
or subsystems, and it is therefore appropriate to relate the failures to the
integrated operating time for all subsystems to which redundancy is applied. From
the systems described in Sections 5.1.2 and 5-1.3, the following redundancy
subsystems have been identified

PViR AK

1 5 x 3 Measurement channels
2 Guard Lines

Total 16 subsystems

PHH ECCS

2 LPCI Pumps
2 LPCI Check Valves
2 Accumulator Check valves
3 HPCI Pumps
2 HPCI Inlet valves
2 HPCI Outlet valves
2 Boron Injection Inlet Valves
2 Boron Injection Hecirculation
Valves

2 EPCI Volume Tan> Valves
2 Guard Lines
2 x 3 Measurement Channels
2 Accumulator Alarm Channels

Total 13 subsystems

Vote to trip

2 from 3
1 from 2

Vote to Operate

1
1
1
2
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

from
from
from
from
from
from
from

from
from
from
from
from

2
2
2
3
2
2
2

2
2
2
3
2

Subsystem Type

Input
Guard Line

Subsystem Type

Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output

Output
Output
Guard Line
Input
Outwit
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FACILITY/SYSTEM
COMPONENT/COMPONENT SUDCODE/
CAUSE/CAUSE SUBCODE/
COHPOHENT MANUFACTURER .

LER OUTPUT ON ECCS AND REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEMS
FROH I»71 TO THE PRESENT

OUTPUT SORTED BY FACILITY AND EVENT DATE

PAGE 2

DOCKET NO./ EVENT DATE/
LER NO./ REPORT DATE/
CONTROL NO. REPORT TYPE

EVENT DESCRIPTION/
CAUSE DESCRIPTION

ARKANSAS-I
REACTOR TRIP SYSTEMS

( INSTRUMENTATION + CONTROLS
SUBCOMPONENT NOT PROVIDED

• COHPDNEHT FAILURE
( CAUSE SUBCODE NOT PROVIDED

' BARTON IHSTRU CO.. DIV OF ITT

05000913
7« 031

D32376 (7t-4> DURING ROUTINE CALIBRATION. PRESSURE SWITCH P5-2400 CREACTOR BUIL
012276 DING PRESSURE SHITCH TO CHANNEL A OF THE RPS) FAILED TO TRIP OH IHCREASI
30-DAY HG PRESSURE ABOVE 18. S PSIA. CHANNELS B1C, AND D HERE OPERABLE. NO PRIOR

FAILURES OF THIS TYPE. SHITCII HAS RECALIBRATED.

IHSTRUHEHT DRIFT. BARTON HODEL 2B8A-I204«

BEAVER VALLEY-I
EHERG CORE COOLIHG SYS + CONT
PIPES1FITTIHGS
SUBCOMPONENT NOT PROVIDED

CDHPONEHT FAILURE
CAUSE SUBCODE NOT PROVIDED

• ITEH NOT APPLICABLE

05000334 060875 DURING HOT FUNCTIONAL TESTING HITH PLANT AT 530 DEGREES F A LEAK HAS DET
75 02X 070775 ECTED AT THE SAFETY INJECTION 3/4 INCH HIGH POIHT VEHT LINE HELD CONNECT

013039 OTHER ION AT THE 12 INCH HEADER.

FATIGUE FAILURE DUE TO VIBRATION OF REACTOR COOLANT PUMP. HELD REPAIRED-
OTHER SIMILAR HELDS INSPECTED.

BEAVER VALLEY-I 05000334 021176
REACTOR TRIP SYSTEMS 7« 01T 02257«
. INSTRUHENTATION + CONTROLS 014150 2-HEEK

SUBCOHPONENT HOT PROVIDED
DESIGN/FABRICATION ERROR
CAUSE SUBCODE NOT PROVIDED

HESTINGIIOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.

BEAVER VALLEY-I D5000334 03037«
REACTOR TRIP SYSTEHS 7« 03L 03177«
INSTRUMENTATION + CONTROLS 014281 30-DAY
SUBCOMPONENT NOT PROVIDED

. DEFECTIVE PROCEDURES
CAUSE SUBCODE NOT PROVIDED

HESTINGIIDUSE ELECTRIC CORP.

(76-4/1T) AT COHPLETIOH OF IHITIAL FUELING OPERATION. HESTIHGHOUSE NOTIF
IED LICENSEE OF TESTABILITY DEFICIENCY IN SOLID STATE PROTECTION SYSTEH.
FAILURE OF UHTESTED IC IN BOTH TRAINS COULD DEFEAT TEST INTERLOCK. NO P

RESENT FAILURES. PROCEDURE AVAILABLE FOR SURVEILLANCE TEST UNTIL COMPLET
ION OF CIRCUIT HODIFICATIOH.
IT SHOULD BE HOTED THAT THIS DESIGN DEFICIENCY HAS HO EFFECT ON THE HANU
AL REACTOR TRIP CAPABILITY OF THE PROTECTION SYSTEM.
IC NO. ZIC ON SHEET 13 DF NESTINGHOUSE SSPS SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM IS NOT TES
TED HITH THE BUILT-IN TEST EQUIPNENT. CIRCUIT HILL BE HODIFIED TO PERMIT
TESTING.

(7«-14/3L) MOMENTARY LOSS OF BOTH CHANNELS SOURCE RANGE HIS DUE TO IMST.
TECH. PLACIHG BOTH PROTECTION TRAINS IH TEST DURING SURVEILLANCE TEST.

BOTH CHANNELS HERE OUT OF SERVICE ONE HIHUTE OR LESS. PERFORHED SHUTDOHN
MARGIN CALCULATION AS REQUIRED BY TECH. SPECS.

PROCEDURE ERROR. PROCEDURE PLACED BOTH PROTECTIDH TRAINS IN TEST AT THE
SÄHE TIME.

WBURE 16 EXW)PLE WIHlDHT MIOH USNHC LICENSEE EVENT HEPOnTS
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BHR APS

10 x 2 Measurement Channels
2 Guard Lines

Total 11 subsystems

PHR BGCS

2 LPCI Loops
3x2 Measurement Channels
2 Core spray Loops
2 Guard Lines
2 x 2 HPCI Measurements
2 x 2 HPCI Valve Measurements

Total 10 subsystems

Vote

1 from 2 to Trip
1 from 2 to Trip

Vote to Operate

from 2
from 2
from 2
from 2
from 2
from 2

Subsystem Type

Input
Guard Line

Subsystem Type

Output
Input
Output
Guard Line
Input
Input

From Appendix 3 the integrated operating time for both systemsof both
reactor types are:-

R-IR 1l6 Reactor-years
3VIR 102 Reactor-years.

PI-IR . B3R TOTAL

APS 1856 1122 2978 Subsystem-years

ECCS 1508 1020 2528 Subsystem-years.

From these values the total CMF rate related to subsystems has been derived
on table 1 as 2.8 x 10~2 and 3.3 x 10 per subsystem-year respectively. As an
aid to comparison with, data from other industries the CIS? classes are grouped
according to the times at which, the Cl-IF are caused and it is possible that
only those that are caused at any time during the plant operating life are
relevant to other industries. For example, many of the other CI-IF that are
caused during the engineering stages could possibly have been prevented by perfect
testing and commissioning. It is of interest that of the 37 CIJF in the OPM
class for the APS, 22 are defined as PARTIAL subsystem failures only, mainly due
to calibration errors. Similar ratios can be obtained for the ECCS, for those
CLIP in the SBR class, and also for all CMF .

It is also desirable to consider the CIF rates for the different types of
subsystem as defined for the APS and SCCS of both PV-1R1S and 31!H1S r as in the
above tables. The rates have been derived on table 2. All subsystem types
considered have yielded a significant number of CIE?; the mean rates approximate
to the total CI-F rates derived in table 1.

The conmon mode failure rate per subsystem (Qcm) will ^e dependent to some
degree oa the independent random failure rate per channel (Sj). It was therefore
considered appropriate to derive the independent failure rate and the ratio \,y)
of the CIC1 rate to the total channel failure rate.

The total numer of independent failures (IL.) v;ere counted, and from the
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CMP GROUP

CMPs CAUSED PRIOR TO OPERATION AND
RBMAIM UNLESS ELIMINATED BY
MODIFICATION OR REPAIR
(NON-RECURRENT)

CMPs CAUSED MAINLY AT PROOF TEST
TIMES, BUT COULD BE AT ATUY TIME DUE
TO REPAIR. THEY WILL REMAIN UNTIL
REVEALED AND REPAIRED
(PERIODIC AND RANDOM)

CMFs CAUSED AT ANY TIME DURING
OPERATION AND REMAIN UNTIL REVEALED
AND REPAIRED
(RANDOM)

CMF
CLASS

EDF
EDR
ECM
ECI

OPM

OPO
OEN
OEE

UNCLASSIFIED

TOTALS

APS

CMPs

1
18
2
4

37

11
5
O

4

82

OPERATING
TIME (SS-YRS)

2978

2978

2978

2978

2978

CMF RATE
PER SS-YR

0.0084

0.0124

0.0054

0.0013

0.028

ECCS

CMFs

O
32
3
5

24

12
3
1

4

84

OPERATING
TIME (SS-YRS)

2528

2528

2528

2528

2528

CMF RATE
PER SS-YH

0.015

0.0095

0.0063

0.0016

0.033

TABLE 1 . DERIVATION OF SUBSYSTEM COMMON-MODE FAILURE RATES FOR CMP GROUPS



bUitoloTM TXHa

INPUT SUBSYSTEMS

PLANT MBASURINU EQUIPMENT
COMPARATORS
VOTING LOGIC INPUT SWITCHING

GUARD LINP! SUBSYSTEMS

VOTING LOGIQ
OUTPUT SWITCHING
OUTPUT CIRCUIT BREAKERS

OUTPUT SUBSYSTEMS

CONTROL RODS
VALVES & OPERATORS
PUMPS & MOTORS

NOT KNOWN

TOTALS

CMP
CLASS

EDP
EDR
ECM
ECI
OPO
OPM
OEN
U/C

EDR
OPM
OEN
OPO

EDR
ECM
ECI
OPO
OPM
OEN
OEE
U/C

-

APS

CME1B

1
16
2

1?
35
3
4

76

o

rt

rt

O

y-

-

82

OPERATING TIME
SS-YEARS

2760

218

2978

CMP RATE
PER SS

0.028

0.028

-

0.028

ECCS

CMFs

O
16

O

i
11

O
3

32

2

O
1

rr

H)
3)
4)

10
Q

5
1

*

45

-

84

OPERATING TIME
SS-YEARS •

1062

218

1248

2528

CMP RATE
PER SS

0.03

0.032

0.036

-

0.033

TABLE 2 DBRIVATIOH OF SUBSYSTEM COMMON-MODE FAILURE RATES FOR SUBSYSTEM TYPES



r

N

NCM
T1CE

TSS

6I

0CM

/

APS

SUBSYSTEM TYPE

INPUT

654

76

7260

2760

0.09

0.028

0.237

GUARD LINE

25

6

436

218

0.057

0.028

0.33

TOTAL

679

82

7696

2978

0.088

0.028

0.241

ECCS

SUBSYSTEM TYPE

INPUT

366

32

2356

1062

0.155

0.03

0.162

GUARD LINE

68

7

436

218

0.156

0.032

0.17

OUTPUT

415

45

2612

1248

0.159

0.036

0.185

TOTAL

849

84

5404

2528

0.157

0.033

0.174

-

-

Channel-years

Subays t em-ye ars

Failures per
channel-year

Failure per
subsys tem-ye ar

-

TABLE 3 DERIVATION OP INDEPENDEOT FAILURE HATES AND £ FACTORS



integrated channel operating experience (TCH) the failure rate was calculated.
This was done for both the APS and the ECCS, and also for each subsystem type.

9 = r^- failures/subsystem-year.
1 TCH

The results of these calculations are shown on table 3.

5.2 .4IRCHAF1P SYSTEMS FAILURE DATA

5.2.1 Sources _and Definitions

Detailed accident records are available from the Civil Aviation" Authority
(CAA) in the UK. The CAA "World Airline Accident Summary" (29) is world vride
and practically comprehensive in scope (33) and includes sufficient technical
detail in the majority of cases to explain the failure causing each accident. The
International Civil Aviation Authority (ICAQ - an agency of the United Nations
Organisation) produces world wide airline operational and general accident
statistics. (30)(3l)(32). There are also other useful sources of data (33)(34).

The accident records have been analysed for a 17 year" period, and those
due to CI-IP have been identified and classified. The damage states given in the
recorded accidents are almost entirely classified as "substantial" "or aircraft
"destroyed". Consequently this CHP analysis has been concerned with failures
which lead to major incidents or hazards. It is thought that these will be of
primary interest and the frequency or rate of occurrence associated with them
will give a point on the yardstick of rare event occurrences.

Generally spealcing the definition and classification of CMF explained in
section 2 and 3 respectively have been closely followed in the analysis of the
data.

About two thirds of all aircraft accidents are due to pilot error. Most of
these are due to overall mishandling or mistaken navigation of the aircraft,
e. s., flying too low or in the wrong place. For the purposes of this analysis,
only pilot errors which caused CJIF in an individual system have been counted.
This is shown diagrammatically in Figure 17. The CI-IF arise in the systems as a
result of pilot action. Accidents involving pilot error which did not involve
CIJF in the aircraft systems have not been counted as CI-IF for the purposes of this
analysis

AIRCRAFT

, ACCIDEHTS

FIGDR3 17 CBEl-J CAUSES OF CMF III AIRCRAFT STBTSHS

5.2.2 Aircraft Accidents Caused by CMF

Appendix 3 contains a summary of accident data arising from CIC1. This has
been abstracted from reference (29) and covers a. period of 17 years from the start
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of the big jet transport era e.g., 707i Trident, VC-IO, DC-8 etc., in 1959 to 1975-

Sufficient data was available to identify the occurrence of a CMP causing
an accident. In a low percentage of cases insufficient data was available to
classify CLF. This would require much more detailed searching, since it is
doubtful whether in many of these oases that the published records contain further
useful information.

Examination of Appendix 3 indicates that the events occur mainly randomly.
In a few cases, a small number of similar events occur closely in rapid succession
or over a short period suggesting a systematic error. Eventually these do not
again re-appear indicating effective prevention action. The failures are spread
over all types of passenger transport aircraft from the smallest to the largest
etc., and similarly for the airlines. All parts of aircraft are affected, e.g.,
landing gear, engines, fuel system, flight control, hydraulics, electrical system,
radio, structure, etc. All classifications of CMF occur except that engineering
construction (EC) classes cannot usually be distinguished from operations procedural
maintenance (OPM) classes. Any further explanation or description of the events
could not be bettered than by reading the Appendix.

In a significant number of cases it was not possible to be unambiguous in
the classification of CMP, so a dual classification has been made. This has been
generally because an environmental (energetic) occurrence has arguably been due
to a design realisation limitation or functional deficiency. Usually it has been.
possible to decide which is the dominant cause»

5.2.3 Statistics

5.2.3.1 Analysis of Cl-IP accidents

During the years through 1959 to 1975 the average proportion of all airline
accidents considered, which were as identified as arising from CEF, was 4$. The
variation in the yearly percentage lies between O and 10.3Jj. Apart from these
extremes, the annual figures are evenly spread about the average figure.

The different types of CI-IF1 contributing to this average, according to the
CMT classifications utilised, are in the following proportions:-

SIIGIuEERUiTG

OPERATIOIIS

CMF CLASSI-
FICATION

3. EF
E. DR

O.PO
O. RI
O.BH
O.EE

% OP
TOTAL CMP

5.7
19-5

18.7
13.8
4.1
22.8

The remaining 16;S could not be classified. Apparently over half of CI-U1

accidents are due to operational causes while one quarter are due to engineering
reasons. A very hî h proportion (about half) of the latter are due to design
limitations, e.g., spacing of engines. The operationally designated CMP are
about equally divided between on-line operation (O.PO) (crew errors mainly),
sztrsneous energetic events (O.ES), e.g., fire and the remainder. However it
should be clearly pointed out that in 17:1 of the CI-F accidents, it was difficult



to choose between an engineering design (ED) cause and an operational environ-
mental (OE) cause. (See previous section). Also that nearly 28$ of GMF were
given dual classifications.

Prom Appendix 4 it appears that some aircraft systems are involved in 01.E?
accidents more than others. This is indicated below.

STEIEH

Engines
Flight control
Fuel systems
Landing gear
Hydraulics

ft OF
TOTAL CM?

41
21 (see CMFRpc below)
14 (mainly due to mismanagement)
12
6

The proportion of CMF accidents involving fatalities was 44$ and those
involving substantial damage was 50j£« These are about the same proportions
that fatal airline accidents and non fatal airline accidents hold to the total (31)
number of accidents.

According to the'above analysis of CMF classification, 18.7$ of CMS? accidents
are due to operational procedural on-line errors (OPO). These are almost entirely
crew errors.

5.2.3.2 Airline accident statistics

The airline (30)(3l) fatal accident rata per 10 flying hours has been
steadily decreasing and over the period of interest has an average value of 3. The
rate per million hours is well correlated vrith the rate per 109 passenger kilo-
metres (pass-3aa). There is a wide variation about the mean per billion passenger
lälometres between airlines (33). Over a period of 4 years, a large number
(35$) °f airlines (compare electric utilities in the nuclear power industry) can
maintain a passenger fatality free record, but over the period of 25 years (up to
1974) only 1.55" had no fatal accidents. The distribution appears to be log normal
with a range from aero to over 100 fatalities per 10̂  pass-Ion in fatality rate
between airlines. Evidence (33) also indicates that certain airlines tend to
maintain, low accident rates, others middling and the remainder tend to have high
rates, i.e., airlines are not randomly spread across the whole distribution, but
maintain consistent rates more narrowly spread than the whole distribution. It
vould appear that a distribution ratio of about 10 either side of the mean for
good and poor airlines is appropriate, i.e., the good are 10 times better than
average and the poor are 10 times worse.

The mean number of passenger fatalities per fatal accident has varied around
about the upper twenties. It raisht be said that this corresponds to the number
of "in-plant" fatalities (if they were to be compared with a nuclear power plant)
as against the public fatality rate which is much lower in the case of airline
accidents.

5.2.3.3 CLF Rates

The aircraft CtF accident rate CI-IFR. per year is given by

?fo. of CW accidentsCl-IFR,
Aircraft years

Ua. of CHF accidents
Ub. of aircraft accidents x aircraft accident rate
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The aircraft accident rate per year depends on the utilisation. This is
about 50$ averaged over all airlines, i.e., flight hours are about 50$ of total hours
(probably less in the case of small airlines, but about 50$ for the large
airlines which generate the bulk of the traffic). Using the values produced
above:-

CMFR. = -fa x 3 XlO - 6 x 104 x 0.5

6 x 10 per aircraft-year.

The good airlines will have achieved about 0.6 x 10 per year, but the poor
organisations will be about 100 times worse than this. Thus an in-plant fatal
accident rate due to CMF better than IQ"4 per aircraft-year appears to be
achievable by the best airlines.

Aircraft system CI-IP rate (CMFRg) is given by

, -f'^^^^f xCMFRA

Considering the flight control system

CMFR1n., = ^s x 6 x 10 per system-year overall
Jt Î  ] UU

= 1.26 x 10 per system-year

Figure 18 shows a block diagram of a typical transport aircraft total flight
control system (FCS).

TRIM
STSTEM

FLIGHT DECK COHTROLS AHD DISPLAYS

RUDDER
DOHTHOLS

STABILISER

ELEVATOR
CONTROLS

AUTOPILOT
&

DAMPER

RUDDER

ULERON
33 HTROLS

ELEVATORS

FLAP
SYSTEM

AILERONS FLAPS

HB. Each of the sub-systems in an FCS is wholly or partly redundant

FIGURE 18 FLIGHT OTiTROL SYSTEM (FCS)

(The range of sophistication across the aircraft is in fact considerable).
It will be seen that there are basically six different subsystems. The average
CIIF rate for subsystem is thus:-
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CMFR„ = rrrpr x 6 x 10"* x -g per subsystem-year

= 2.1 x 1CT"* per subsystem-year

However the detailed statistics indicate that the elevator system is most prone
to CMF failures with 35$ of FCS CMF giving

CI.
£l I W I '

—5= 4.4 x 10 per subsystem-year

The trim system was the most reliable with only 4$ of FCS CI-IF giving

CMPRT = W x 100 X 6 x 1°"4

= 5 x 10~ per subsystem-year

It would appear that for the best airlines a CMFRs better than 10 per
subsyst em-year is obtainable for high integrity control systems.

Crew flight hours average about 10 per year. Hence proceeding as above
the CMF rate CMFRC due to crew is given by:-

CHFR = IM x r^ x 3 x 10~6 x 103 per yearc _

= 2 x 1O-3 per crew-year

Hence the best airlines probably achieve a CMFR-, of about 10~ per crew-year
and the poorer bodies about 10"** per crew-year.

/IS the crew themselves were to be considered as a redundant system (in
conjunction with air traffic controlf since all critical flight phases involve
them) the picture is somewhat different. About two-thirds of all accidents are
due to crew error, hence the crew fatal error rate (CER) is:-

CER I x 3 x 1C-"6 x 103

„-3= 2 x 10 per crew-year^

5.2.4 Discussion

There seems to be no very significant reason why the proportion of CMP fatal
accidents based on ICJlD member airlines should not be more or less the same as that
proportion derived in the analysis over all airline accidents including non-members
of ICAD. Hence it is legitimate to apportion the IC^O airline fatal accident rate
with the derived proportion of CtF accidents in order to arrive at an overall
hazard statistic for CI-IF. To prove this would be extremely time consuming and
laborious. However it is useful to have approximate statistics in developing a
yardstick of ris'; due to CI-IF and this has been achieved.

Aircraft po-.-rer plant suffers the most in comparison with other airborne systems
from CI-IF. At least half of these are due to energetic events either internally
generated or extraneous. Many of these are comparable with high power rotating
machines generally, e.g., overspeed failures, highly stressed part failures.
Spacing and configuration are often important factors for this type of plant.
There may be apparently unavoidable engineering design realisation limitations.
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In the case of flight control systems the CMPR achieved is comparable and
possibly better than that typically theoretically achievable with statistically
independent reactor protective systems for fail dangerous conditions. Most of
these systems in aircraft are predominantly mechanical. Only the very latest
aircraft rely predominantly on non-mechanical controls for which high standards
of integrity are being demanded (including CMF). A requirement of about 10~°
per sub-system year (approx. 10~iO per sub-system flight hour) for dangerous
failures would probably be regarded as a desirable target.

The high proportion of dual classifications in Appendix 4 confirm the
relatedness of engineering design and operational environment classifications.
Environmental considerations (particularly energetic events) are therefore very
important in carrying out preliminary hazard analysis at the design stage.

Uo engineering construction cases were found, mainly because of the relative
high frequency of maintenance cycles on airline aircraft, e.g., a mean time
between overhaul of about tvio years, and complete checkouts per flight.

5.2.5 Summary Conclusions

Transport aircraft common-mode failures over a number of years of airline
operating have been identified and classified. An overall CMF rate of better
than 10~5 per sub-system year could be achieved by the best airlines, but the
average is between 10~4 and 10~5 per sub-system year. CMP do not occur for
relatively few reasons, but are spread acorss the whole process of engineering
and plant operation. In the case of high integrity control systems, an average
dangerous CMF rate of about 1O--3 per subsystem—year appears to be achievable.

5.3 OTHEE 0OHBPlHK)]E FAILURE BATA SOURCES

5.3.1 WASH 1400 Common-Mode Failure Data

The common-mode failure data derived in Appendiz III of the US VJASH 1400
Reactor Safety Study was based on an examination of data obtained from reactor
incident files, operating occurrence reports and various other sources. The
period selected was the whole of 1972, and some further examination of later
data did not indicate that any modifications viere required in the data assessment.
There were 17 nuclear stations included, and although the system was identified
for all 303 failures, the systems in which the CMF' s occurred are not known and
cannot be identified in all cases from the information reported on the event.

The data was presented for both BVfR and PVIR stations as summarised below

Ho. of Stations
Total No. of failures (H)
Ho. of CJiF

BVIR

9
198
21

0.106

PSR

8
105
11

0.105

TOTAL

17
303

32

0.106

The C!5? events are shown on table 4, and the classification gave the
following totals.



BDP
EDR
ECM
ECI
OPO
OPM
OEN
OEE
u/c

O
12
1
O
1
6
5
O
J_

32

9

This shows some predominance of human error problems in design and
operation, which account for nearly 60$ of the total. There were 8 CMP's of
a mechanical nature, but the majority, 20 of 32, were concerned with instrumention,
including protection.

If it is assumed that half of the 20 CMPs associated with instrumentation
are from redundancy protection systems, and that a similar proportion of the
total number of independent failures applies, the CMP rate, (O01n). "the independent
failure rate (9T)j a*"1 the^ factor can be estimated.

From section 5,1 a typical protection system will on average have
approximately 14 redundancy sub-systems.

20
cm 2 x 14 x 17

O = 0.042 failures/sub-system-year

If it is assumed that a mean number of channels per sub-sysem is 2.5.

f303-32) 20e 2.5 x 14 x 17 x 2 x 32
6_ = 0.14 failures/channel-year

fl =

0.042
0.042 H- 0.14

0.23

5.3.2 USA Diesel Generator Common-Mode Failure Data

Operating experience of diesel generator units at US nuclear power plant
"-.as been analysed and evaluated from reports by licensees during the period
October 1959 to October 1973. (55) Reports were available from 29 nuclear plants
having a total of 51 diesel generator units, from which 83 failures were
recorded. I-Iany of the units operate ia some redundancy arrangement, and the
report lias identified 6 events as common-mode failures, which are listed on
table 5.
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GW OGGURRENGE

HIQH FLOH ISOLATION
SWITCHES FOR HPCIS DRIFTED
SHECIFICATION LIMITS.

ALL LOW PRESSURS PERMISSIVE
SWITCHES DRIFTED ABOVE
SPECIFICATION LIMITS

TRIP SKTTINGS FOR ECCS
VJERB TOO LOW

FLOW SWITCHES ON LPCIS
HAD BROKEN PADDLES

ALL MAIN STEAM LINE HIGH
FLOW SWITCHES

4 FLOW SWITCHES AND
CONTAMINATED JEWELLED
BBARINO.

IRM CHANNELS B, D & F
HAD BLOWN PUSES

3 LPCIS PRESSURE SWITCHES
DRIFTED OUT OF
SPECIFICATION LIMITS.

CUF, CAUSE

SWITCHES WERE NOT OF
THE LOCKINa TSPK

SWITCHES WERE NOT OF THE
LOCKING TlPE

ABSENCE OF LOCKING
DEVICES

HEAVIER DUTY SWITCHES
WERE REQUIRED

USE OF LEAD BASED
SEALANT IN SWITCH
ASSEMBLY

BEARING HOUSING REQUIRED
RE-DESIGN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

CAUSE CLASSIFICATION

MAIN

EDR

EDR

BBR

EDR

ECM

KDR

u/o

u/o

SECONDARY

INADEQUACY

INADEQUACY

INADEQUACY

INADEQUACY

QUALITY
CONTROL

KRRDR

FAILURE

DKOREB

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

PARTIAL

CATEGORY

DANGER

SAFE

DANGER

DANGER

TABLE 4 COMMON-MODE FAILURES PROM WASH UOO (Sheet 1 of 4)



CMF OCCURRENCE
«

LOH-IX)U REACTOR. PRESSSURB
SWITCHES DRIFTED BELOW
SPECIFICATION LIMITS.

11 PIPE HANGERS WELDS
BROKE

SUCTION AND DISCHARGE
VALVES TO OFF-GAS SAMPLES
WERE LEFT CLOSED

BREAKER INTERLOCK PREVENTED
ONE FROM OPERATING WHEN
OTHER WAS RACKED OUT

10 VALVES FAILED TO
CLOSE

INDICATOR LAMPS 8/c
ACTUATED CIRCUIT BREAKER

2 RCICS VALVES FAILED
TO OPEN

4 REACTOH LOU-LOW LEVEL
SENSORS OUT OF ADJUSTMENT

CMF CAUSE

UNKNOWN

HEAVIER TACK WELDS HERE
REQUIRED FOR WATER HAMMER
CONDITIONS

PROCEDURES CHANGED AND
VALVE LOCKS PROVIDED

DESIGN ERROR IN INTERLOCKS

WEAK TORQUE SWITCH
TORSION SPRINGS

USE OF SAME 120 VOLTS
POWER SUPPLY

INABILITY OF 240 VOLTS
BREAKER TO OPERATE

INCORRECTLY CALIBRATED
BY SAME PERSON

CAUSE CLASSIFICATION

MAIN

U/ O

OEN

OPO

EDR

u/o

EDR

u/c

OPM

SECONDARY

STRESS

PROCEDURES

ERROR

ERROR

ERROR

FAILURE

DEGREE

PARTIAL

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

PARTIAL

CATEGORY

DANGER

DANGER

•

DANGER

COMMENT

[

VJl
VO

TABLE 4 COMMON-MODE FAILURES FROM WASH 1400 (Sheet 2 of 4)



CIIP OCCURRENCE

4 MAIN STKAM LINE LOW
PRESSURE SWITCHES SET
BELOW SPECIFICATION LIMIT

CONDENSER VACUUM SWITCHES
SET TOO HIOH

MAIN STEAM LINE LOW
PRESSURE SWITCHES SET
BELOW SPECIFICATION LIMIT

2 SOLENOID VALVES IN
TORUS SAMPLING SYSTEM
FAILED TO CLOSE ON DEMAND

PUMP START RELATE NOT
DESIGNED FOR 125 VOLT
OPERATION

RODS DROPPED INTO CORE

3 CONTROL RODS DROPPED
INTO CORE

SIMULTANEOUS ACTUATION
OF ECCS FOR TWO
UNITS

CMF CAUSE

CALIBRATION ERROR

SENSING LINES
CONTAINED CONDENSATE

CALIBRATION ERROR

DUST ACCUMULATION ON
VALVE INTERNALS
CAUSED BINDING

DESIGN ERROR

WATER FROM FEEDWATER
LINES LEAKAGE ENTERED
CONTROL ROD CUBICLE

FAILURE OF MULTIPLEXING
THXRISTOR IN MOVABLE
GRIPPER COIL CIRCUIT

DESIGN ERROR '

CAUSE CLASSIFICATION

MAIN

OPM

u/c

OPM

OEN

EDR

OEN

EDR

EDR

SECONDARY

ERROR

ERROR

CONTAMINA-
TION

ERROR

CONTAMINA-
TION

DEPENDENCY

ERROR

FAILURE

DEGREE

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

CATEGORY

DANGER

DANGER

SAFE

SAFE

SAFE

COMMENTS

TABLE 4 COMMON-MODE FAILURES FROM WASH 1400 (Sheet 3 of 4)



GMP OCCUTJHENCE

BCGS NITROQE)N PRESSUR]B
RSGULATOR FAILED AND OTHBR
REGULATOR NOT ADEQUATE

OVER POWER HOD STOP AND
REACTOR TRIP BISTABLE
FAILURES

3 LEVEL TRANSMITTERS
CALIBRATIONS INCORRECT

6 SG SLOWDOWN VALVES
FAILED TO OPERATE ON
SAFETY DEMAND

6 SOLENOID VALVES FOR MAIN
STEAM VALVES STICKING

PRESSURISER LEVEL
TRANSMITTERS ZERO ERROR
5$ LOW

CRACKS IN WELDED JOIWTS
OF BOTH MAIN STEAM
LINES

CHECK VALVES ON tIPCIS EX-
HAUST. IHAIN LET HATER INOX)
DRAIIJ TRAP

CMF CAUSE

DESIGN ERROR

INCORRECTLY SIZED
ZESNAR DIODE IN POWER
SUPPLY

CALIBRATION ERROR

TEMPORARY JUMPERS
MOT REMOVED

ACCUMULATION OF DIRT IN
AREA OF PLUNGER

DRIFT OR INCORRECT
CALIBRATION

UNKNOWN

LOOSE RUSE PARTICLES CAUSES
VALVE PLUGS TO BIND

CAUSE CLASSIFICATION

• MAIN

EDR

EDR

OPM

OPM

OEN

OFM

u/o

OEN

SECONDARY

ERROR

ERROR

ERROR

ERROR

CONTAMINA-
TION

ERROR

CONTAMINA-
TION

FAILURE

DEGREE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

PARTIAL

COMPLETE

PARTIAL

COMPLETE

CATEGORY

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

COMMENTS

I

TABLE A COMOH-HODE FAILURES PROM VJASH 1400 (Sheet 4 of 4)



The -units range in capacity from 400 Mf to 4000 kW, and the system
arrangements are as below.

ITo. of
Stations

5
13
3
1
3

"HO. of
Reactors

1
1
1
2
2

iio. of
DG units

1
2
3
2
3

_.

Older systems.
Separate buses for redundant loads.
Any 2 from 3 required.
1 from 2 for either not both reactors.
1 for each reactor plus common standby.

Failures are classified as a failure to start on demand, or as a failure
during operation. They are further identified by one of eight sub-systems in
which they occur as indicated below.

Engine
Starting System
Fuel Oil System
Lubricating Oil System
Cooling System
Governor
Generator
Exciter and voltage Regulator.

Redundancy is generally applied at the complete diesel generator unit
level rather than the sub-system level, and so only those stations with
redundancy arrangements are considered. This reduces the total number to 24
from those included in the original report, and these have a total lifetime
since reactor criticality of 1,030,711 system-hours, or approximately 118
system-years.

The common-mode failure rate can then be derived
6e 8 x 118

0.0064 CUF/sub-systeni/year.

The total' number of independent and common-mode failures reported from the
24 stations was 67 ,and therefore a mean failure rate per DG sub-systeia can be
derived. The total operating time was 233 DG-years.

9 = S a°238
9 = 0.035 failures/year.

The ratio of common-mode failure rate to total failure rate is:-
* _ 0.0064

P 0.035

/3 = 0.18
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CMP OCCURRENCE

UNIT STOPPED FOLLOWING ADJUSTMENT
OF AUTOSTART FOR ENGINE
PHOTECTION LOGIC, AND WOULD NOT
RESTART.

DURING SUKVEILLANCE TESTING
UNIT TRIPPED ON HIGH
TEMPERATURE

UNITS WOULD NOT AUTOSTART ON
POWER LOSS UNTIL MANUALLY
RESET.

TWO UNITS TRIPPED WHEN LOAD
REDUCSD, BUT THEN MANUALLY
RE-STARTED

BOTH UNITS STARTED, BUT FAILED
TO CLOSE ONTO BUS. MANUALLY
OPERATED.

BOTH UNITS STARTED ONLY AFTER
SEVERAL ATTEMPTS.

CMF CAUSE

DESIGN DEFICIENCY IN
ENGINE PROTECTION CIRCUITS

PROCEDURES FOR SETTING
COOLING S-KTEM VALVES
POSITIONS INCORRECT

STARTING SKSTEM LOGIC
DESIGN ERROR

SUSPECTED MOMENTARY CONNECTION
TO GRID AFFECTED MACHINE
STABILITY

WIRING ERROR IN
SYNCHRONISING SYSTEM

SOLENOID VALVE FAILED TO
OPEN AND WATER FOUND IN AIR
LINES

CAUSE CLASSIFICATION

MAIN

EK;

OP

EDR

OPO

ECM

OEN

SECONDARY

ERROR

PROCEDURES

ERROR

OPERATOR
ERROR

INADEQUATE
INSPECTION

CONTAMINATION

FAILURE

DEGREE

COMPLETE

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

CATEGORY

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

COMMENTS

s>

TABLE 5 DIESEL GENERATOR COMMON-^IODB FAILURES IH US NUCLEAR PLANTS



5.3.3 Prototype Reactor Common-Mode Failure Data

T:.e reliability performance of part of the shutdown systea for a prototype
reactor has been reported in an operations division paper and in operations progress
reports. These reports have identified common-mode failures that occurred in the
first 3 years of operation.

From the definition of common-mode failure proposed in this report, not all
of those events reported can be considered as CUF's, and the original list of 10
has been reduced to the 7 shown on table 6. Those that have been eliminated viere
only potential CMF's, identified by recognising a deficiency in a system following
the failure of one redundant component. There are a total of 17 redundancy sub-
systems, the operating time covered by the reports was 3 years, and the sub-system
CMF rate (6pn) can be derived.

9-,, = 0.14 CUF/sub-system/year.

This is the rate for all CilF's, but if only these which are categorised
as dangerous as on table 16, are of interest then the rate becomes ( 9 ) !

CICD

CHD CMF/sub-syst em/year.

The classification of failures shows the predominance of design errors, in
class BDR on the table, and of these three were of a mechanical nature.

The three failures reported as potential CMF's, but not included in the
table were also of a mechanical nature.

The reports referred to have been mainly concerned with deriving independent
failure rates only in the dangerous category, and although all types of failures
are reported the quantities are not known. The mean dangerous failure rate 6 is

eD = 0.056 failures/year.

It is then possible to derive the ratio (j3) of CMF rate to total dangerous
failure rate

ff ' - Q.-039
~ 0.039 + 0.056

JS = 0.41

5-3.4 French Reactors

Data has been collected by CEA France from 8 power reactors and 24 research
or experimental reactors. It has been collected since 1973 and represents a total
of 95 reactor-years operating experience in the sample p-iriod. A total of 56
events have been identified as CLE? and approximately 1400 as independent random
failures, which have occurred on protective systems and other redundancy systems
related to reactor safety; e.g., blowers, computers.
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CMF OCCURRENCE
t'

POISON HEADER TANK LEVEL
HlOBBS INSULATION LOW. MOUNTING
TWE CHANGED.

23 OF 8? PRESSÜBE SWITCHES
FAILED. MICHOSWITCH TYPE
CHANGED.

ON 4 OF 12 LOOPS POISON HEADER
TANK GAVE SPURIOUS HIGH LEVEL '
ALARMS.

200 psi BURSTING DISCS FAILED
FREQUENTLY.

MAIN VALVE BACKSEAT FAILURES
DUE TO HYDROLYSIS IN WATER AT
10O0C.

ON STROKING TEST 2 OF 12 MAIN
VALVES STUCK IN COCKED POSITION.
OK UNDER NORMAL PRESSURE.

MAIN VALVES WOULD NOT COCK WITH
DESIGN AIR PRESSURE OF 60 psig.

CMP CAUSE

ORIGINAL MOUNTING TYPE
UNSUITABLE FOR CONDITIONS

ORIGINAL TYPE UNSUITABLE

«

SEVERE WATER LEAKAGE FROM VALVE
ENTERED JUNCTION BDXES
CAUSIHJ SHORT CIRCUITS

PROCEDURES MODIFIED

SEAT MATERIAL UNSUITABLE SO
CHANGED

UNDERCUTTING ON VALVE FACE
CAUSED INTERFERENCE

OPERATED AT 90 psig DUE TO
FOULING BETWEEN THRUST PLATE
BOSS AND END OF SPINDLE

CAUSE CLASSIFICATION

MAIN

EDR

EDR

OEN

OPO

KDR

EDH

EDR

SECONDARY

INADEQUACY

INADEQUACY

CONTAMINATION

PROCEDURES

INADEQUACY

ERROR

FAILURE

DEGREE

PARTIAL

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

CATEGORY

DANGER

SAFE

SAFE

SAFE

DANGER

NEUTRAL

SAFE

COMMENTS

o\
Ul

TABLE 6 PROTOTYPE REACTOR SHUTDOWN SYSTJiIM COMDlWlODE FAILURES



Details of individual CMP events are riot available, but they have been
classified according to the system presented in Section 3 of this report and
the data are summarised below.

EBE"
EDS
ECU
ECI
OBI
OPO
OSlI
OEB

TOTAL

2
20
5
2
4
5

15
3

56

35.7
8.9
3.6
7.2
8.9

26.8
5.3

100$

If it is assumed that the mean number of channels per redundancy sub-system
is 3, then an estimate of the ß factor can be made.

The proportion of all events in the sample that are CMP can also be
calculated

N0n-Ha1 ~ 1400 + 56
= 0.033

It is not known how many redundancy sub-systems existed in the sample, so
the CIS? rate per sub-system cannot be calculated. However, the rate per
reactor—year can be determined, although it is not directly comparable with
other data.

e -0CH 95
9CLl 0.59 CEIF/reactor-year.

5.3.5 Common-Mode Failure Data from Report GA-A13617

Data has been analysed by Fleming et al that has been obtained from the
US Jfuclear power plants. The information sources were:-

WASH 1400 Appendix III "Failure Data".
USASC report OOE-SS-002 "Diesel Generator Operating
experience at lluclear Power Plants".
EPLER S. P. "Common-mode failure considerations in the
design of systems for protection and control".
USAEC abnormal occurrence reports.

(o)

Details of all the data are not given, but the results of the analysis are
summarised on the attached- tables, 7 and 8. These derive/3 factors at 5C~< and
955* confidence levels for various types of equipment, and estimates a mean value
of /3 for all equipment types of 0.085. The CM?»s have been classified according
a system based on cause of failure, and this shows the dominance of human errors,
especially in the design stage, over other causes of CI-IP,
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TABLE H ISS1FIMAIEES OF ODMMOW MOlS! FAILURE! PARMBTEHS FOR GENERIO EQUIPMENT TYPES

o\
co

Generic
Equipment

Type

Diesel
Generators

Reactor trip
input channel

Valves

Pressur
Switches

Pumps

All equipment
listed above

Failure
Mode

Failure
to
start

Failure
to run

Failure
to initi-
ate trip

Various

Failure
to
actuate

Failure
to run

Various

No. of
Failureti
in Sample

49

28

153

102

50

103

485

No. of
Common
Cause

Failures

4

2

14

6

14

1

41

No. of
Causal

Failures

O

.1

O

O

O

O

1

'*>

0.082

0.071

0.091

0.059

0.28

0.0097

0.085

"95

0.175

0.21

0.15

0.12

0.40

0.055

0.11

V5O

0.014

0.06

0.005

0.007

0.014

0.007

0.002

V95

0.06

0.16

0.02

0.03

0.06

0.03

0.01



In the overall model developed in the report for system reliability,
causal failures have been treated separately from common-mode failures, and
a. Of function derived from the data. The values of this variable is such that
no significant effect is made on the calculated system reliability for the
examples considered.

5.3.6 ORMi Reactors

In an analysis of approximately 100 reactor years experience of the
operation of research reactors at ORKL, Epler (8) analysed the failures of
protection systems. He deduced that an average number of sub-systems in a
protection system is 3, and so there was approximately 300 sub-system-years
of operating experience. Three actual CMF's were identified giving a common-
mode failure rate 9™

&„,, = 0.01 CMF/sub-system-year

The paper suggested a typical channel random failure rate of 0.1
failures/year and so a value of ß can be derived.

ß - Q.01
P ~ 0.1 + 0.01

/3 = 0.091
r"™"™""—"̂ "—'

5.3.7 US Nuclear Power Plants

For part of an MS thesis in 1972, Williams (27) analysed data from US
nuclear reactors for the 2 year period 1969-70. Common-mode failures were
identified amonst the total failures and then classified according to a system
developed in the thesis. This was subsequently used as the basis for the
WASH 1400 classification system. The results of the analysis are summarised
in the tables, and the proportion of all failures that are common-mode has been
derived for all system types.

ca
II = 0.21

The classification system indicates the predominance of design errors and
other human errors among the causes of CI-IP, these contributing 46$ and 41fj of
the total respectively. A unique feature of this analysis is that table 9 shows
the antidotes that could have prevented the failures^, and the major factors have
ecraally been operational and design administration.

5.3-8 A Chemical Plant Data

Data has become available via a failure data recording system at a chemical
plant, and in particular for the input sub-systems of the plant protective
system. The sample size is for 50 triplicated measurement channels operating
for a period of 6 years. Detailed data is only available for 9 sub-systems in
which common-mode failures occurred, and these revealed 90 independent and 14
cosrnon—mode failures. The events are summarised on table 10.

9
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Failures in 1969 and 1970

Failures

Failures
Common Mode Failures

PWH
Number Percent

91 100
16 17

DWR
Number Percent

114 100
28 25

Total
Number ' Percent

205 100
44 21

Common Mode Failures in 1969 and 1970

Common Mode Failures

Class: I (All identical)
II (Entire system)
III (Two lines of defence)
IV (Need for and loss of

protection)

Cause: A (Design)
B (Human)
C (Environment )
D (Contamination
E (Unknown)

Prevention: 1 (Functional)
2 (Operational

administration)
3 (Design

administration)
4 (Equipment)
5 (Physical)
£ (Unknown)

PWR
Number Percent

4 25
11 69
1 6

O

5 32
9 56
1 6
O
1 6

O

10 63

4 25
O
1 b
1 6

BWR
Number Percent

12.0 43
11.0 39
2.0 7

3.0 11

15.5 56
9.0 32
1.5 5
2.0 7
O

1.5 5

6.5 23

15.5 56
3.0 11
l.b !>
O

Total
Number Percent

16.0 36
22.0 50
3.0 7

3.0 ?

20.5 46
18.0 41
2.5 6
2.0 5
1.0 Z

1.5 4

16.5 38

19.5 43
3.0 7
2.5 6
1.0 2

TABLE 9 1''AILURES IW US NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

1 I.
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CMP OCCURRENCE

5 x 3 ANALUSEHS « CELLS»
DAMAGED BY WAVER INCRESS

5 x 3 AHALKERS HAD WRONG
TYPE CELLS PITTED

2 OP 3 LEVEL SWITCHES HAD
BLOCKED IMPULSE LIMES.
2 OP 3 LEVEL SWITCHES HAD
BLOCKED IMPULSE LINES.
2 OP 3 LEVEL SWITCHES HAD
BLOCKED IMPULSE LINES.

HANDWHEEL ON GOMCK)Ii
ISOLATION VALVE PER
PRESSURE SWITCHES NOT
REMOVED.

CMP CAUSE

WATER INGRESS DURING
FIGHTING & PLANT PIRE

SPARES PITTED AFTER
PIRE WERE WRONG TYPE

SWITCHES COULD BE
MANUALLY ISOLATED

CAUSE CLASSIFICATION

MAIN

OEE

OPM

OPM

SECONDARY

FIRE

MAINTENANCE

FAILURE

DEGREE

COMPLETE

CATEGORY

DANGER

COMMENTS

ALL 5 SUB-SYSTEMS
DAMAGED DUE TO
SAME FIRE

5 SUB-SYSTEMS
SIMILARLY
AFFECTED.

NOS 1 & 3'

NOS 2 & 3

NOS 2 & 3

POTENTIAL
ONLY

IN
SAME

' SUB-
SYSTEM

CMF

TABLE 10 CHEMICAL PLANT PROTECTION SYSTEM COMMON-MODE FAILURES



a '

Prom the above the common-mode failure rate can be calculated
i/i

S,CM ~
e = '0.047 Cl-IP/sub-system-year
^«M^MMMB^M

The independent failure rate per channel Qanbe estimated from the data,

e - 900I " 9"x 3 x 6

6_ = 0.56 failures/year

o.Q47_
0.047 + 0.56

0.077

5.3.9 UK Nuclear Reactors Data

Data has teen obtained from operating experience at 5 UK Magnox nuclear
power stations which has identified 2 coamon-mode failures in 1000 sub-system-years
of integrated operating time. The common-mode failure rate is therefore:- — =—

3CM 0.002 CMF/sub-system-year.

One of the failures is know to be due to a maintenance error, but the cause
of the other is unknown. In neither case was the failure directly dangerous,
but was conditional on some other event. It is of particular interest that the
systems from which these data were obtained had been subject to a rigorous quali-
tative reliability analysis, which is probably reflected in the relatively low
value of CHP rate derived. Also the method of data collection, in which site
engineers recollections of events were utilised, less significant CMP events
might not have been reported, and so the derived CJE? rate could be optimistic to a
small extent1.

5-3.10 German Huclear Reactors Data

Prom a report (37) on a reliability investigation of engineered safety
features for protection against large LOCA in German water reactors, data on
common—mode failures have "been extracted. The data was obtained by means similar
to that for UK Reactors. The analysis was based on approximately 70 reactor-years
experience and in the statistical evaluations the best and worst values were
neglected for special reasons. Based on the reactor protection system for the
Biblis A plant it v-as assumed that for each system there were 20 measured para-
meters^ and 10 output functions, although in the analysis the latter were reduced
to 9f because the diesel-generator starting function had been analysed separately.
Only dangerous unrevealed failures were considered and 3 CI-F events in measuring
sub-systems and 2 CIt? events in output sub-systems were reported. Brief details
of these are given in table 11.

Based on an annual function test interval,
calcul-ted

the mean unavailability (a)

72



For measurement channels "the Cl-P rate is ^iven by:-

"CI-I

6 = 0.0021 CIS?/sub-syst em-year
- '

u.
U.

= 0.0021 x Oo5

= 10,-3

For output sub-systems

2
9CI-I = 70 x 9
ö_„ = 0.0032 CHF/sub-system-year

Ot-I

Based on a monthly proof test

U = 0.0032 x 0.04

U

3CLI

e,K-I

= 1.3x10~4

the above the average CI-I? rate can be calculated

3 + 2 ^
~ 70 (2o -r ^)
= 0.0025 CMF/sub-system-year

Diesel-generator experience has been reported (43) for the period 1965-76
and totals approximately 30 reactor-years. Fron the occurrences reported 4 have
been identified as common—mode failures. Based on the assumption that during this
operating time 1000 demands have been made on all groups of diesel generator
systems the mean unavailability (n) per demand was calculated.

= 4 x 10,-3

The sub-system CI-I? rate was not considered but if it is assumed that there
are 8 sub-systems per diesel-generator as for the US systems:-

_ 461CI-I 80 x 3

= 0.0063 CI-IF/sub-system-year



C.M.I'. OCCUKRENCE

MEASURING CHANNELS
MUaSSURE PIPES FAILURE

PRESSURE SI/ITCHES
STICKING

MEASUHING CUAHUELS FAILUIiE

HEACTOH SCRAM SYSTEM
BELAYS STICKIIlG

ONE ISOLATION VALVE
CLOSED DID WOT PREVENT
SECOND ISOLATION VALVE
CLOSING

C. M. F. CAUSE

IMPERFECT
INSTALLATION

CORROSION DUE TO
CHEMICAL AGENTS IN
MEASUREMENT MEDIUM

FAULTY CONSTRUC-
TION OF INTER-
LOCKING CIRCUITS

CAUSE CLASSIFICATION

MAIN

ECI

OEN

ECI/
ECM

SECONDARY

I
CONTAMINA-
TION

ERROR

FAILURE

DEGREE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

CATEGORY

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

COMKENTS

TABLE 11 GERMAN REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEMS C.H.F. EVENTS



TABLE 12 SUMHARI OF COHMON-HODB FAILURE! DAlA

CHF

CLASS

EDF
EDR
ECM
ISCI

OPH

OPO
OEN

OEE

u/c

IOTAL

»CH

«CH

6I

P

NCH
C W I

CLASSIFIED DATA SOURCES

AOR

APS

1
18
2
4

37

11
5
O

4

82

0.028

0.088

0.24

0.11

AOR

ECCS

O
32

3
5

24

12
3
1

4

84

0.033

0.16

0.17

0.09

AIRCRAFI

7
24

O
O

17

23
5

28

19

123

2.1.10-5

J. 04

WASH
1400

O
12
1
O

6

1
5
O

7

32

0.042

0.14

O.23

0.106

USA
DIESEL

GEN

O
2
1
O

1

1
1
O

O

6

0.0064

0.035

0.18

PROTOIUPE
REACTOR
A.P.S.

O
5
O
O

O

1
1
O

O

7

0.14
(0.039D)

0.056

(D)

0.41

0.33
(D)

FRENCH
REACTORS

2
20
5
2

4

5
15
3

O

56

0.11

0.04

TOTALS

10
113
12
11

89

54
35
32

34

390

56 OF
TOTAL

2.6
29
3.1
L.B

22.8

15.8

9
8.2

8.7

100J6

OTHER DATA SOURCES

FLEMING!
(10) I

41

0.085

EPLER
(8)

3

0.01

0.1

0.091

WILLIAMS

(27)

44

0.21

CHEHICAL
PLANT
A.P.S.

6

0.04?

0.56

0.077

U.K.
NUCLEAR
REACTORS
A.P.S.

2

0.002

GERMAN
NUCLEAR
REACTORS

5

0.0025

GERHAN
DIESEL-

GENERATORS

3

0.0063
CHF/
sub-system

Failures/
sub-system
channel-year

-

..



6. .

6.1 Introduction

COMMON MODE FAIUJIlE MODEÜBIG

In order to be useful, CMF modelling must be considered from the systems'
assessment viewpoint. First it is necessary to identify the CMF. It will be
appreciated from the foregoing sections of this report that identification will
be in terms of a common cause(s) that produce the mode of failure.

It may be possible to have a. special model for every CMF, but this is likely
to be inefficient and be difficult in terms of data, and as will be shown below,
the available evidence points to a set of models covering.most if not all CMF.
So the next step would be to classify the type of CMF along lines _similar to
those already proposed in section 3- This leads to a means of mod'elling the
process of failure. Data is then required, e.g., event probabilities or rates and
conditional probabilities. A model e.g. a fault tree of the system is finally
required which is related to CMF process model. The failure process model and
the system model are then combined, leading to a method of calculation or
computation e.g., based on logical network theory.

It is necessary, if the modelling technique is to be useful in systems
reliability assessment, to be able to take into account any improvements in the
system which arise from the assessment. This may seem obvious, but in the case
of CMF it may be problematic. An engineer, carrying out a safety assessment,
will want to consider each potential CMF in as much detail as seems warranted
from the point of

(1) determining how prevention, avoidance, minimisation etc.,
of the CMF is possible;

(2) Qualitatively and probabalistically predicting the effect of the CMF
with (and without) whatever defence measures or system improvements
seem warrantable.

The models available should fit both these requirements and enable
calculations and sensitivity analyses directly related to the cause to be performed.

Sufficient data has been collected and classified in section 5 to enable a
more detailed consideration of CMF than has been possible before. The evidence
provided wil be utilised to examine the general failure processes which theory
suggests and to indicate which are of major and minor importance. This should
assist engineers not only as mentioned in (1) and (2) above, but also in
understanding the type of CMF likely to be important in any particular systems
analysis.

Finally, to conclude this introduction, it is worthwhile considering the
desirability of CMF- modelling in the nuclear power industry. The situation is
different to that of the aircraft industry by comparison. Airlines throughout
the non-communist world fly about 11 x 10° hours per year, about half of which
is done by USA carriers. The operational experience stretches 'back over ̂ O years.
Many aircraft have been operated in huge numbers, e.g., nearly 1500 in the case
of the Boeing 72?. Aircraft designers and regulatory authorities therefore
know to a high degree what they must improve on and what the system weaknesses
are. Experience in the nuclear power industry is shorter and in terms -of total
unit hours or years, much smaller, although it is now approaching 10° reactor
hours per year (Western) worldwide, over half of which is in the USA. Experience
of actual hazards is correspondingly much less in the nuclear power industry,
but the potential is viewed with concern. Quantification of systems reliability
is therefore viewed as an aid to overcoming this shortage of experience, just as
it was when automatic landing was introduced to the airlines. The evidence
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suggests that CMF could be significant in. nuclear reactor systems, hence the
motivation towards modelling. However it should be pointed out that this has
not generally been done explicitly in the aircraft industry, but what has-been done
is to develop very detailed procedures designed to avoid or minimise them to a
generally acceptable level.

6.2 Types of CMF, Conceptual- Models and Banking

The reliability assessment engineer will want to identify particular CMF
possibilities, or the concern may extend only to an overall appreciation of the
system'-s CMF potential. In either case, but particularly in the former, conditions
will be recognised that enhance or reduce the probability of CMF occurring. It
depends to a large extent on the depth and detail of the analysis. In any case
it will be recognised that rare catastrophic events in which CMF play an essential
part, require a chain of events and conditions with which an overall safety
assessment will be vitally concerned.

System design engineers may apply rules, such as those described in chapter
k in order to avoid CMF, generally as good engineering practice, to a greater or
lesser degree. A system assessment may only check the general observance of the
rules, or it may be extremely detailed and reveal CMF of which the designer was
unaware, giving the opportunity of varying degrees of improvement in the system and
its operation. These remarks again touch upon t he point made in the introduction
to this chapter that CMF modelling should not be seen in a constant unvarying '
context, but in a changing one.

The general fact of fundamental importance that the evidence from the collected
data reveals is that HUMAN FACTORS are involved to a very high degree in nearly
all causes of CMF. By itself thi.j is not a very useful and may even be an
obvious statement. However it is the intention in the detailed discussions of the
evidence to reveal how human beings are involved in the causes of CMF since this
will have a considerable effect on modelling. It is worth while noting at this
stage that it is in the organisational aspect of human involvement that the problems
lie .

6.2.1 Assessment of the Evidence

A close look at section 5 reveals that engineering errors, defects and
deficiencies (classes EDF, EDS, ECM and ECI), particularly engineering design
realisation (EDE), i.e., design error, plays proportionately a very significant
part in causing CMF. In particular this will be seen by examining TABLE 1,
TABLE 12 and section 5.2.3.1. These are manifestations of aspects of system design
and construction that have been overlooked or unrealised by the designers, project
managers and their organisation, In the case of the reactor ECCS this appears
to be the most significant class of CMF, but in all the technologies examined
this class is very significant. Apart from this fact, as far as modelling is
concerned, this class is distinguished from other classes because the failures can
be regarded in principal, to a high degree, as non-recurring, i.e., once they
have been revealed, system modifications can.be introduced and the failure eliminated.
(Evidence for this is presented and discussed in Appendix 5). Depending to some
extent on.the technology (and probably on the available statistics) these non-
recurring design error or defect types of CMF may constitute on average between
20% to 50% of the total of potential system CMFs. The upper bound is fuzzy
because the information available probably does not include those detected during
commissioning which have been modified out of the systems. Furthermore 'it is
difficult to generalise about the depth and detail of the system assessments which
have been cfirried out on the systems about which data has been presented. This
could affpjt the proportion of non-recurring CMF either way.

I
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The most significant class of the remaining "recurring" classes of CMF is
that due to maintenance error (OEM). In the case of nuclear AtS, this is- the
most significant of all classes. Basically this -class covers repair, test,
calibration and replacement, and from the data 'it appears 'to cover a similar
proportionate range as the 'engineering design class discussed above. The
distinguishing features of this type of error or failure are:-

(a.) It is often most remote from design control or even project control
and procedures often accumulate mainly as a result of the maintainers'
experience. This can only be overcome by very good management and
mandatory procedures.

(b) There is a periodic nature, primarily due to the requirements for
regular testing, inspection, calibration etc.

Also it is not a$ all clear to what extent a systems assessment will in
practice influence maintenance procedures and hence maintenance error. It seems
clear that of all the CMF classes, this is likely to be a numerically significant
feature of the overall CMF problem. In particular, it will be dependent on the
practices built up in each technology/plant by the maintainers and on plant age
as shown in Appendix 5« •

The remaining classes of CMF are probably random in nature. In the case of
aircraft in particular, the operator (crew) error (OPO) and the external energetic
events (OEE) are proportionately significant. (See section 5.2.3.1)« There are
clear reasons for the latter, i.e., bird strikes and engine failures which are
unlikely to affect other technologies, as is evident from the data (see table 12).
Operator error features less in the other technologies as far as CMF is concerned,
being numerically less than 15/6. The effect of extreme environments (OEN) is
proportionately quite small overall, being much less than 10̂  of the whole in
most cases, It should also be recognised that this class of CMF could very well
be regarded as being a sub-class of design error. This depends on design
limitations, conciously made or otherwise. This also applies to the OEE class
in the case of aircraft, e.g., finite spacing of engines. To some extent operator
errors could be a sub-class of design error, where these are under the designer's
control, e.g., console design, operating procedures etc. In fact, in classifying
CMF, the data interpretation was sometimes ambiguous. This could be partly
attributed to overlapping of the classes, such as explained above in the case
of EDR, OEN, OEE, and OPO or the cause not being simple e.g., they could be
multiple, finally leading to a CMF. At a very detailed level, e.g. if the
classification tree diagram in figure k were extended through several more levels,
it would not be possible in many CMt cases to identify a single cause. This means
that if complex CMF models are to be avoided they must operate at a fairly
general level. In order to design defences against CMF or to avoid them, a
detailed process model may be required but quantification would probably not be
required. If the model or classification is at too high a level, quantification
is usually possible because of data being available, but the results may be not
very meaningful. Therefore a balance must be struck.

6.2.2 Conceptual Models

The evidence from the collected data has highlighted the following points
must be taken into account in CMF models:—

(1) Human factors is of major and fundamental importance
e.g., design and maintenance errors.

(2) Some Cl1S;' ;ire highly likely to be non-recurring, e.g., design errors.

(3) Other CMF are recurring either periodically, e.g. maintenance errors,
or randomly.
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(Jf) The CMF model used must be at an appropriate level of detail for the
purpose of the particular- assessment.

In the cases where potential CMF are recognised or have been revealed and
appropriate modification action is desirable, the CMF model will essentially be
a process model of sufficient detail to enable the designer to draw up the required
modifications. Generalised models are probably not appropriate for this purpose.
There will be a particular model in most cases in the engineers minds or on paper.
The following discussion will be aimed at producing conceptual models of CMF
based on data and evidence from which more detailed models will be developed to
enable approximate probabilities to be estimated.

6.2.2.1 NON-HECUEEING EBSIGN EREOE

Basic system design errors can arise for many reasons as discussed in
Section 3«

. Functional deficiencies (EDF)

. Defects in component design

. Management and technical software errors

. Operational interface deficiencies ? (EDE)

. Inadequate quality assurance

. Design limitations

. Inadsquacy of procedures

. Manufacturing errors (ECM)

. Installation and Commissioning errors (ECI)

The engineering function which has been set up to counteract this by some
firms is called "product assurance". In principal such a function should reduce
these errors to negligible proportions, but it may take time. There should be
a decreasing error rate with age since design errors are most likely to be
eliminated by modification when revealed. This could be a rapidly decreasing
function if the product assurance is good, e.g., if very detailed engineering
assessments, tight quality assurance, detailed design codes etc., are followed.
Product assurance is relatively new, so information on past plants is unlikely
to show its effects. However failures are revealed during the operation of a
plant and through maintenance operations etc., so a decreasing function of age is
to be expected. The detailed evidence for this from the data is discussed in
Appendix 5« If a philosophical problem is to be avoided, i.e., how can you model
that which has been overlooked, mis-understood or simply bungled, then it would
be practical to show that this type of error will decrease, or can be decreased
to relatively insignificant proportions. Alternatively the data analysis suggests
that on past performance consideration for APS and ECCS a mean CMF design error
rate of about 10" per sub- system year is appropriate. Further consideration
about the possible statistical spread about this average is given in appendix 5-

It is obvious that human error, whether individual or organisationally
distributed, plays the major role in this type of CMF. Therefore it is formally
Identified as a major Taxman factors problem. Some more detailed aspects will be
discussed in the next section concerning the factors involved. But at this level
it is clear that a major structural, quantitative analysis is required if a
completely detailed appreciation and a reliability model are to be obtained. This
is outside the scope of this report, however some simple guides will be given.
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6.2.2.2 MAINTAINEE.EEROE MODEL (OPM) .

The problem of maintenance error is primarily concerned with human factors.
Maintenance is not easy to control, so this cause of CMF could be the most
predominant in the long term, particularly if the design and assessment engineers
can satisfy themselves that design errors can be reduced to a less significant
level. The most difficult problem which a totally satisfactory model should
include, is the variation in maintenance error as a function of the significant
factors involved. This is required in order to indicate to what extent above or
below average maintenance conditions will vary the CMF rate. It is not clear
exactly what factors are involved. There is no published research on maintenance
error. Therefore the variation of maintenance error and the factors involved is
clearly identifiable as a potentially useful area of human factors research.
Some evidence based on the collected data is presented and discussed in Appendix 5«
This indicates that for plants not previously subject to rigorous maintenance
analysis,, the maintainer error rate decreases with plant age. •

6.2.2.3 CAUSAL MODELS (OEE)

This type of model deals with energetic events or shocks and some
forms of extreme environmental failure which' are due to identifiable random
occurrences .affecting the system. The shock may be extraneous,(̂ 5) e.g., lightning,
missile etc., or due to a failure of a component of the redundancy system(39T
e.g., an engine failure affecting an adjacent engine on an aircraft. Essentially
the model will be based on the causal event probability statistics, engineering
judgment of the conditional probabilities arising in the particularly system
concerned, e.g., the probability of whether a fire will spread, and on the system
configuration.

This type of model is the easiest to conceive and is probably the most
influential in engineering thinking. However the data clearly shows that
proportionately it is of least significance. This may well be because conceptually
and practically it is most easily subject to engineering solution. In the case
of aircraft, bird strikes and engine fires or bursts have to be minimised and
much effort goes into this. The problem is not so great in nuclear technology
although rare events such as missile strikes, earthquakes, turbine overspeeds
are clearly potential hazards whether they cause CMFs or other failures. However
their occurrence and solution is more 'tangible to the designer and efforts are
usually made to avoid them.

6.2.2.̂  EXTREME ENVIEONMENTAL MODELS (OEN)

The primary cause recognised by this type of model is a distributed
variable or flux which affects the channels of a redundancy system e.g.,
temperature, load, or any of the parameters listed under OEN in figure 4.
Investigations(̂ l)(̂ 6) into this type of model have shown that broad assumptions
have to be made about the type of distribution used. Also the distribution of the
"resistance" or "strength" of the system components have often to be assumed.
This can be crucial since the method involves calculating integrals to determine
the "overlap" of the "load" and "strength" distributions. A variant of this model
used in electronics systems where there is extensive data(V?) is to use
environmental factors or curves to estimate how much statistically independent
failure rates should be increased to take account of extreme environments.
However the evidence previously discussed and elsewhere suggests that these types
of CMF are not very significant relative. to the whole.

6.2.2.5 OEEEATOE EEROE

error.
Much human factors work concerned with human error has been about operator
Methods of modelling(21)Ct8) are available which are similar to
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engineering reliability analysis methods, e.g., fault trees. Data is very limited.
The evidence does not suggest any reason for believing that the available models
will be more or less applicable to the analysis of CMF. Only approximate
predictions can be made, but this is no different from the other CMF models.
Only a minor proportion of CMF however can be regarded as due to operator error
in most technologies on which information has been examined. Aircraft are
exceptional and the reasons are clear in that aircrew play a major role in the
functioning and checking of all systems.

6.2.3 Banking of Models

A careful review of the evidence which has been explained in the above
sections clearly indicates that the five model types discussed conceptually above
cover practically all, types of CMF. This includes those recorded in the data and
those proposed theoretically in the literature. It is also clear from the
evidence that some are more important than others. A ranking order as follows is
suggested:-

ENGINEERING PROCESS
ERRORS

RANDOM ERROR MODELS

(MAINTAINER ERROR
(DESIGN ERROR

(OPERATOR ERROR
(
(CASUAL
(
(ENVIRONMENTAL

(OEM)
(EDF, EDR, ECM, ECI)

(OPO)

(OEE)

(OEN)

The collected evidence clearly indicates that engineering process errors,
i.e. those errors arising during design, construction, installation and
maintenance, are dominant. Theoretically it is supposed that design errors
will be eliminated as plant ages by a process of discovery and modification.
They are therefore to a high degree non-recurring and should diminish with plant
age. However, data presented in appendix 5 indicates that maintenance errors
also decrease with plant age and this process is analysed to some extent. The
random error models may be regarded as representing the acceptable limitations
of the actual system (after at least one design iteration), i.e., the inherent
or residual errors of acceptable or insignificant probability. These will be
revealed by analysising the system itself. Present evidence indicates that
engineering process errors are unacceptably high, therefore an aim of modelling
will be to help understanding about how to reduce these to the same order as the
random or inherent errors.

6.3 Details of Proposed CMF Models

6.3-1 ENGINEERING ERROR '

Any attempt to model engineering error must be based on a notional account
of the processes involved in engineering. At a very simple level three activities
must be considered:-

(a) producing a design, hardware, etc..

(b) checking and/or testing the design, hardware, etc.,

(c) operation of the system
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It is possible for errors to arise in activities (a) or Cb), so in
principle probabilities can be assigned to them, e.g., Pa, P0 respectively.
An error occurring in (a), which is unrevealed by (b), may eventually be
revealed during activity Cc). The rate at which they are revealed by (c),
combined with the probability of their occurrence gives rise to a failure
rate. This may be represented diagrammatically ir figure 19 as follows:-

(a) Engineering error occurs

(b) Testing/checking does not reveal error (Ph)

(c) Operation reveals error (Pc)

FIGOEE 19. ACTIVITIES CONTRIBUTING TO ENGMEERING EHRORS

The error may finally be revealed during operation through maintenance
activity or particular conditions arising, requiring performance which the error
inhibits (e.g., operator demands, extreme environment, etc.) This in principle
could also be assigned a certain probability PC.

A major question now arises i.e., to what extent are these activities
independent? Recognition of the value of such independence 'is general within
industry, for instance in the case of inspection departments. Sometimes a high
degree of independence is forced by the nature of the manufacturing process,
e.g., there is usually a separate test department. System operation is usually
independent of the other activities to a large extent, because of physical
remoteness from design and manufacture, separate organisation and temporal
separation.

Does the remoteness of some particular occurrence or combination of
operational circumstances affect the possibility of design error? This is a
human factors questioni Put another way, is Pa a function of Pc i.e., Pa(Pc).
If the consequences of error are catastrophic, then safety assessment is usually
considered necessary in order to ensure that the error probability is low, by
introducing a largely independent activity in the design process. It is difficult
without evidence to postulate whether Pa is a function of Pc, whether increasing
or decreasing. Familiarity breeds contempt? How far does to designer's
imagination stretch? Things can be overlooked 1 Potentially dangerous situat.'.ons
receive special attention. Such a variety of considerations suggest that thert=
is not a consistent Dependency of Pa on P0

This is not the case with Pb and PC. To a large extent P1, and P0 are
inversely related. Errors associated with very remote circumstances, i.e., low
P1. are more likely to be undetected ( high P1, ) and conversely those associated
with more frequent situations i.e., normal circumstances ( high Pc ) are less
likelŷ  to be undetected ( low Pb ).' . This is because the process of error
detection by testing and inspection will be parallel in many ways to that causing
errors to be revealed during operation, e.g., maintenance, extreme environments.

The main difference will be due to the frequency of events occurring
during the period of operation.
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The above points indicate that to ä first approximation activities (a), (b) ar-d
(c)"may be regarded as independent, although Pb and P0 are inversely related.
The probability of failure Pj, is therefore given by

PF =

B-
... (1)

where F is a function of time or frequency

) represents the summation of all failure modes and 2nd order terms

have been ignored.
The system designer can control F by determining the operating environment

as far as'it is in the ambit of the designer, or he may have to design for a high
value of F. Nevertheless what equation (1) reveals is the overriding importance
of errors in activity (a).

Assuming for the moment that Pa is not a function of time, i.e., assuming
we have reached the bottom of the "bath tub" curve; also for small values of Pj,
i.e.,<0.1, the failure rate is given by

at dt
(2)

Now a high proportion of nuclear system CMF engineering errors are
revealed by routine inspection and testing during operation. The corresponding
engineering error rate is about 10-2 per sub system year, and the inspection rate
is probably on average about 10 per yr. Substituting in equation (2) gives a
value of P = 10~3 for these systems.

The system assessor will not necessarily be concerned with average systems
or systems very similar in design to those from which data has been obtained.
How can a value of P& therefore be determined more generally? t̂ mustbs said

again that this is basically a HUMAN FACTORS problem, "but in an area concerned .
with organisation and management rather than with system operator behaviour, (on
which human factors work has tended to concentrate)).. It should be"
recognised now from accident analyseŝ SXSO) that the human links, in the complex
chains of .events leading to technological catastrophies (rare events) are extremely
important J *

A logical network approach along the following lines is proposed:-

As a design, or more generally as work proceeds, it is continually checked
informally as well as formally. This process can be represented as a flow process
as follows:-
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. 20 DSSIfflt CHECKIMG PBOCESS

The p solid line arrows represent stages of work and the pc and p̂ . dotted arrows
represent the checking process at various stages, the latter are shown as a
feedback function, but a feedforward function may be appropriate. Making the
important assumption that to a large degree these individual actions are largely
independent and the p and pc symbols are taken as probabilities of error.Then
assuming that the probabilities are small, the overall probability of failure is
given by:-

P3 ? + PP0) Pi + PP0 _7 Pc +

I PP0 PC
 + order terms.

It can be seen that the product ppc represents the core behaviour activity
of the whole process. This type of model overcomes the simple additive model
used to represent some complex chains of human behaviour.(21) Such models are
thought to fail because of interaction between the stages of the process, however
the hierarchical checking process suggested here does not seem to have been
considered explicitly. To some extent the design process can be deliberately
separated into reasonably independent stages, whereas this may not be so
representative of systems' operator's functions. An example of this is the
design of high integrity on-line computer programmes or software. Because this
requirement is quite new and previous software design has often been complex in
order to save memory locations or increase speed, procedures have been deliberately
evolved in which the overall programme is broken down into modules. These
modules are not sub-routines serving in many functions, but arise from a
specification which, splits the functions to be computed into simple basic single
.purpose elements which are then programmed either in assembler code, or some other
well tried and tested code into modules. Each module is then independently
checked - flow sheot, coding, etc., - and tested on a simulator at least once.
Modules link together to form ensembles or macros which are then independently
checked and tested. The ensembles finally go together to produce the total
programme which again is checked and tested. All this OCCUTE before any testing
of the programme in the on-line computer is done. However, although this is an
example of the formal application of this process, it is proposed that generally
speaking the design process can be synthesised as small independently checked
activities with continual overall checking as illustrated in figure 20. This may
not be recognised formally, and so it will not be as thorough as explained in the
case of high integrity software.

If it is assumed that each of ttie activity stages is simple and that error
probabilities are of the order of 10"1 > p, pc or p̂ . >10~

2Cf-8) and assuming some
degree of coupling,(*to) i.e., not complete independence of p, pc and p', then



it is clear that ppc p£, i.e., pa, could achieve a value of about 10 . as
calculated previously from the data for nuclear" systems. However, to achieve a
much better figure than this, something more is necessary. The typical approach
to this is to introduce clearly independent elements in the design process . (t</
some extent this is implied in the outline logical model described by the p£
overall check function}.

Where management have realised that the integrity of the design process
has to be improved above the basic, additional functions are introduced into the
design process, typically

. Design review/audit

. Reliability assessment

. Quality engineer ing

The total design process and its probability of failure can now be
represented approximately by the logical diagram in figure 15 below.

Basic design process

Product

Assurance ,

Design review/audit

Beliability assessment

QTTAUTY ENGINEEEINS

FIGOBE 21 BESIOi EROCESS EELIABII1ITY MODEL

The basic design process is assumed to include design against appropriate
codes, standards, regulations, since, these would to some extent form part of the
checking process previously described. The level of detail of the product assurance
activities can vary enormously in extent and in the number of "parallel activity
paths" within them. As an illustration of high order of activity, the elements
of the reliability programme for a present generation jet transport aircraft
are outlined in Appendix 5-

The detail and thoroughness of such a reliability assessment as outlined
(which will deal with far more than CMF of course) will inevitably gain a large
degree of independence of the basic design process. However management also
appreciates the need for co-operation between designers and reliability engineers
thus avoiding complete detachment, so the engineers work together but are
separately managed. Human factors research into the area of design and product
assurance work and management might help clarify the picture.

The ratio between the nuclear and aircraft systems' apparent design
error CMF rates. This appears to be. a factor of 1cP. First of all this may be
misleading because, all the aircraft CMF listed were catastrophic, 55% involving
fatalities, whereas the nuclear system CMF were "dangerous" and there is some
uncertainty as to what extent they can be regarded as catastrophic, it depends on
other systems factors. The fact that other events are required in the chain of
events leading to a reactor catastrophy is of course a reason for not expecting
extremely low APS or ECCS failure probabilities. However APS and ECCS -are usually
regarded as high jjitegrity systems from the design viewpoint and therefore in
principle comparable to other high integrity systems. It may be better to attempt
comparing non-catastrophic aircraft system potentially dangerous CMF with the
nuclear system CMF. A sample of Mechanical Reliability Reports (MRRs) from the
Federal Aviation Administration's (FAA) Aeronautical Centre in the USA, together
with an estimate of the number of American aircraft CMF accidents gives a figure:-

10" 1> CMF accidents
dangerous CMF
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This is very much an approximate estimate. So the factor between nuclear and
aircraft CMF rates may be-between 10 and 102 rather than 103. Returning to
figure 21. it will be seen that an assessed probability of error of the order of 10~1

for each of the product assurance functions could provide this. This is more
than reasonable if the model described in figure 19 applies to these functions.
Perhaps» it should be left to human factors assessment or management analysis to
decide whether management would be satisfied with much less than an order
improvement in reliability due to these -functions. This explanation of the ratio
between nuclear and aircraft system assessment is based on the observation that
the product assurance functions are relatively new to the nuclear industry
whereas they have been practised for some years in the aircraft industry. The
aircraft industry also has a more practised eye in terms of what to look for.

6.3.2 MAINTAINER ERROR

This type of CMF is recurrent and most likely periodic in the case of
regular maintenance, since the errors arise during maintenance work. It cannot
therefore in principle be eliminated by design action or correction. Appendix 5
shows however i that improvements occur with plant age to an extent comparable
with the improvement in design errors.

Much experience suggests that the design engineering function does not
have much control over maintainer functions which are more influenced by
operational management and supervision. The situation can be improved by deliberate
systematic attack. The first stage is to decide by a logical decision process
which maintenance tasks are required. Such a process is described in Appendix 5.
This illustrates the maintenance significant item (MSI) logic decision diagram
which is used to sequentially decide:-

. which tasks can be done

. which tasks must be done

. which tasks should be done.

Having logically and comprehensively defined which maintenance tasks are
to be done, the next step is to ensure that the engineering is compatible with
efficient performance of the required tasks. Co-operation between design and
operator teams will be essential to this. The fruits of this work can be finally
tested in a maintenance demonstration" in which maintainers follow the required
procedures for maintenance and the efficiency of the tasks are established to an
acceptable standard. This whole product assurance process can probably be
represented logically as follows:-

(1) Logically decide MSIs

(2) Design for maintenance

(3) Maintenance demonstration!

FIGORE 22 PRODUCT AJSSURANCE FOR MAINIENAMCE

/"This representation is not intended to carry any implications regarding
what type of maintenance should be employed/

It will be seen that activity (3) is essentially a check on activity (2) so
that errors in activity (1) could predominate unless some form of checking function
is introduced into this activity. To some extent a powerful checking function is
inherent, since the MSI decision logic is strongly related to the system reliability
analyses and safety assessment.

. The product assurance activities outlined may be carried out formally or
informally to a lesser or greater degree. It will be linked to some extent with
the maintenance training programme which should be formulated jointly between the
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design and operations teams. All these activities involve learning and are hence
functions of time. "If they are carried out informally and/or during system
operation, rather than commencing during design, this learning process is likely
to be prolonged, e.g., the 6 years as shown in appendix 5, whereas if a thorough
implementation is carried out, a shorter time and perhaps a greater reduction in
maintainer error could occur. This may be seen more clearly if a process block
diagram is constructed as shown in figure 23 below. Here entirely maintainer
originated errors-and design induced errors are shown contributing separately to
the overall error. Since their origins are quite separate they may also be

UHTRAIHED
MAINTAIHER
ERROR

EESIGN
INDUCED
ERRORS

ERROR REDUCE
TIOH BT
EXPERIEHCE OR
TRAIHIHG -?-

rA

,FIGOBE 23 MAINTENANCE PROCESS BLOCS DIAGBAM

regarded as largely independent. The degree of independence will be limited in
some cases by e.g., familiarity bred by years of common experience of particular
plants, co-operation between designers and plant personnel, but thesp will tend to
reduce the total error rate. However in general and particularly with new plant
they could be largely independent.

Design induced maintenance errors could be quite high e.g., between
10~2/yr and 10~3/yr judging from the level of CMF due purely to engineering error.
The product assurance (PA) activities previously described should reduce the error
rate or probability. If these functions are weak as design activities and design
induced error is a significant component of maintenance error, then it would Ie
expected that design error and maintenance error would decrease in a similar
manner with time, as is the case shown in appendix 5- However, the maintenance
error reduction with age is relatively large which supports the hypothesis that a
maintainer learning process is also occurring.

How. far can the product assurance process reduce design induced errors?
If maintenance decision logic may be fairly represented by the process shown in
figure 22, then from the arguments previously associated with that process an
error probability of between 10"2 and" 10-^ could be anticipated in appendix 5 (or less
if this was also subject to reliability assessment. •
The activity (3) in figure 22 would tend to make the errors associated with actual
design negligible, only those items missed by error in the MSI decisions logic
would then be a significant cause of design induced maintenance error.

In the case of high integrity systems it would seem reasonable to suppose
that each maintenance task involves an activity checking process along the lines
described by figure 20. This may not be the case with other types of maintainer
tasks, e.g., first line replacement maintenance of none-safety related equipment.
However it will be particularly so, if maintainer teams are involved and a
documented procedure is followed. Thus an error probability of the order of 10"-̂
is to be anticipated.

The evidence from the data for CMF due to maintainer error indicates a
failure' rate of 10~2 per sub-system year. A pei-iod between maintainer action of
about 10"'_yr is a representative average, hence a maintainer error probability
of 1 0-3 can be calculated. The actual maintenance error caused CMF rate is thus
compatible with predictions for both the design induced maintainer error without
significant PA, and also with purely maintainer effort.
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It has been shown how design induced maintenance error can be reduced, but
how pan the error probability due purely to the maintainer be reduced? . This is
clearly indicated by a particular practice in aviation. Prior to each flight
a "•ore-flight check-out" is a mandatory procedure carried out bv the flight crew.
(This together with the uroduct assurance functions already discussed is
hynothesised as the basic reasons for the differences between the nuclear and
aircraft systems' CMF rates. 1 The tire-flight check-out may be regarded, at least
in execution, as being independent of maintainer and design functions. There are
undated documented nrocedures certificated bv thn regulating authorities, and a
high degree of crew motivation. The crew are highly trained for their job and
usually consist of at least two members, one or more of whom will be senior and
very experienced. They also receive very fast feedback in response to their
actions when flving and are out in a position to normally be able to respond very
quickly. The effect of this can be gauged from the crew error rates achieved.
Although in section 6 of this renort it is nointed out that crew error is the
largest classified contribution to accidents, the error rate of 2 x 10~° per
flight hour gives an error t>robability ner flight of between 10~' and 10 , taking
the average flight length as being between 1 and 3 hours. In fact the most hazardous
segments of flight are take-off and landing which are relatively short neriods.
Also it must be remembered that air traffic control (ATCl provide an indenendent
element of flight control in conjunction with the crew. Thus a crew error
tirobability ner flight or task of somewhat greater than 10~5 is nostulated. In
fact if crew error are regarded as being concentrated in the few minutes of
take-off and landing, a rate t>er hour of an order higher than 2 x 10~° may be
•postulated i.e., 10~-y'hr and this may be increased further if the indenendent
functions of ATC are also discounted (assuming a factor of 10""1) i.e., an error
urobability for an hour long or two hour tasks of between 10-̂  and 10~5. If this
is also the error nrobability to be anticiuated during the ore-flight check-out,
it begins to look more comnarable with the errors of commission urobabilities
arising in the nuclear industry, A check-out error probability of 10~3 easily
covers the factor between nuclear and aircraft system maintenance error rates.

6.3.3 RANDOM OR INHERENT ERRORS

6.3.3.1 General

Design errors and maintainer errors cause at least 705o of CMF. The
remainder can for the nurnoses of modelling be broken down into

. Onerator error

. Causal failures

. Environmental extremes.

- To a large extent these raav be recognised easily by the designers and
indeed their lower rate suuoorts this contention. Th^ cintribution of each tyne
to the CMF rate depends on the technology and in the case of APS and ECCS it is
less than 205s. Thus it is only when there is confidence that design and maintainer
errors have been reduced by nearly an order in tirobability below that reported
in section 5 of this renort that detailed quantitative assessment of this tyoe
becomes necessarŷ  Such notential CMF will be candidates for elimination or for
defensive measures, but will have been judged at least initially by the designers
as borderline or insignificant cases. Generally sueaking Quantifying these tyces
of CMF will be as atroroximate as in the case of design and maintainer errors,
however as long as they can clearly be shown to be of low probability i.e., « 10"̂ .
then this is nrobably not of great importance.

This tyne of CMF due to random errors thus arises essentially from
limitations in system design, arising at best from .judgments based on risk/benefit
trade-offs. Such trade-offs maybe formal or informal, e.g., designers' judgment.

, They become important as the ultimate limiting factors of redundancy systems'
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reliability and integrity. When they have been properly assessed they are no '
longer "errors" (except perhaps in the case of operator error) but accepted risks,
although in practice such an argument might be labelled "philosophico reductio
extremis", since when they occur there is likely to be some opinion regarding them
as due to errors, e.g., because redundancy systems are primarily designed to
avoid system failures due to sinFle events. Thus these errors may be regarded as
intrinsic or inherent errors, since they are inherent or intrinsic to the design.

6.3.3.2 Operator Eriors

Human factors research has concentrated much more in this area of failure
causation than in the case of design and maintainer error already discussed.
However data and modelling techniaues are very limited(21)Cf8). Some of this has
already been referred to in deriving the basis for design and maintainer error
models. The basic ideas of some degree of independence between small tasks,
continual checking (see figure 20), coupling between similar "parallel" activities
and fault trees (or humans error chains) are probably as useful in connection with
CMFs, as in other failure analyses, where the operator forms a link or has an
effect.

In the case of high integrity automatic protective systems, there will be
a tendency to keep the operator out of the act, e.g., for at least 30 minutes
post-tripl̂ 2 J 1 i.e., automation will be utilised as far as possible and operator
intervention will require justification. Nevertheless where this appears, not to
be the case, the potential for CHF as well as other failures r equir es assessment.
However very little can be said about differences in modelling techniques for
operator induced CMF as compared with other types of operator induced failures.
Probably the most significant is "coupled" action which has already been referred
to and is dealt with in the literature(̂ 8).

Operator induced CMF due to coupled actions can be calculated(̂ 8) along the
same lines as those used in the boundary method (geometric mean), square root lav;
or log median law(2) method where a value intermediate between that produced by
assuming complete independence of operator actions, and that assuming none

i.e., P(A1). P(A2) $ 1'(A1. A2) $ P(A1) +

e.g., P(A1A2) = P(A1J-P(A2). /"P(A1) + P(A2)_7
 ?

(IfS)
Alternatively a similar method, assumes

Y0 probability of operator errors for the first time

y j where j = 1 ..... n; conditional probability of human error being
repeated for j + 1 time

rj t
^ 7

PrJ two components are down because of human error
= yoy1
If the actions are widely separated in time

y° =y1 =

When they are carried out in close succession under stress

Generally yo g y . ,<: 1

i.e., if an error has been committed j times in close succession then the

probability that it will be repeated is a non-decreasing function.
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6.3.3>3 Causal Failures . . • •

This is probably the most well known type of CMF. It corresponds- to a
large extent with the OEE classification used in this report. The "energetic
event" or'fehocks"̂ ^̂  may be external or internal to the system concerned. The
detailed mathematical analysis may be different in the case of internal causal
CMF, but this generally does not significantly affect the quantitative results(39).

Basically the ene-getic event causing the CMF is a member of a class of
events about which statistics can be collected, e.g., lightning, earthquake
explosive engine failures, vessel ruptures and hence probability predictions can
be made. One approachO) then is to postulate that the CMF rate is the same as
the event rate and the probabilities involved follow the Poisson law. The
calculations then follow the standard methods developed for exponential reliability
functions on single channel systems.

e.g. R = e~

p = 1 -e~et

where O = CMF rate in this case.

However, because it is well known in practice that energetic events have a
whole range of effects and "that catastrophic results have a lower probability,
e.g., small fires become big ones in only a proportion of cases, this approach is
bound to be modified in practice. Engineering judgment will be used to estimate
a conditional probability of consequences, or system failures of a given degree of
seriousness developing from the original event, e.g., the probability of lighthing-
starting a fire in a particular building, or data will be used, e.g., the proportion
of big fires to all fires (the probability of a fire becoming a big fire))
in a particular environment. A factor which is considered important in multichannel
redundancy systems is the probability of one, two, m or n out of n channels being
affected. In particular cases this can be important, but generally and particularly
for the catastrophic cases it is not possible to assign conditional probabilities
to any particular number of channels, only to the system as a whole. Where
attempts have been made to do this(38) the quantitative results have not been
significantly affected, the algebra becomes very extensive and much practically
meaningless tedium is involved in assigning all the conditional probabilities and
interpreting the results.

Shock models in a modified form have been utilised by G.E. Apostolakis
to give a detailed mathematical treatment of the causal type of CMF as defined
here. This enables an upper bound to be placed on the CMF rate (0cm) for
redundancy systems. However it is also pointed out that "in view of the
uncertainties it is evident that the mathematical treatment of CMF's cannot be
as rigorous as the conventional reliability models which involve chance failures".
Taking this view it is possible to arrive at the general result in a much more
direct manner.

As has already been explained

9 = a . qcm cm cm

where a
c!n = rate of causal or initiating event

ccm = conditional probability that the components in question
••/ill be affected.

Since only'small probabilities are being considered, the probability of
failure (Pcffl) due to CMF is given
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where T = proof test period or repair time.

/IS Pom were stated as a fractional downtime D a factor of 0.5 would enter
the RHS of the etjuationj«

In the case of m out of n redundancy systems (where k is the number of
channels which, have failed and cause system failure) the probability of failure
(p) due to random independent failures is given approximately by

where C is a factor determined by the system configuration, n and m, and whether
p is regarded as a probability at a given time or a mean fractional downtime.

when
Generally it would be agreed that an upper bound on g had been reached

Pcm= p

hence the upper bound on O is given by
Now in view of the approximate nature of CMP analysis, the factor C can be ignored

bou
ĵ

max

.'. Maximum S =0.cm •
>k-1

In redundancy systems k > 1 and usually Sr < 10,-1

In fact if p ~ 10 is desirable and k = 2, Br i 10~
p̂

.". Maximum 0 = 10 .0
cm

i.e.

This is a specification for the ß model for CMPs (see next section and
appendix A.1.5)

0 ß
where ß = —r- (or more accurately —̂)

" ö ö™ + °cm

(it will in fact be seen from table 23 that the evidence indicates that
0.025 < ß f 0.4)

Now generally
Max 0

Maximum ß i g
 m i (Qr)

Hence Br

Now p + p
cm

(maxp)

2

2

,(k-1 r
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If maximum ß = 10~ then for

is = 3 P + Pom =

k = 4 P + P1311 =
jj

In fact for very large k, rrr •*• 1

2 x 1OT6-

2 x 10~3/2

2 x 1(T4/3

cm 2. max

All of this indicates that 6om (and max/) must be very small if high
system integrities are to be achieved, particularly in high redundancy systems.

It will be seen that the GMP causal or shock model could be generalised
to cover all types CMP, providing 0 can be defined and estimated. In fact

cm. Nan.

•»here the overall probability of failure < 0.1.

It will therefore be seen how important could be if is to be kept small.

. the case of design error qom -would be generated by the PA functions previously
described; similarly in the case of maintainer error, qcm of less than one would
come from both the FA functions and the independent system tests/.

However such an approach loses the insight into the basic process which
both cause and defend against CMF. It is therefore best that this model be
applied at the sub-system level to particular causes or shocks which can be
identified, and acm and q estimated. Nevertheless in the overall sub-system CMP
logical model defined in the next section, the structural similarities will appear.

6.3.3.4 Environmental Extremes

There are two methods of approach which have been adopted, both of which
recognise a distributed load or environmental variable. The distribution usually
has either wide extremes e.g., hot and cold, or in the case of the particular
system concerned its environment is biased away from the technology standard
e.g., continual high temperatures. The effect of the whole 'load* distribution
may be considered, or only the extremes may be considered depending on the
reliability criteria, i.e., whether an average failure probability is required
over all operating conditions, or whether a particular value must not be exceeded
for any operating condition. It should also be recognised that sometimes there
is a border line difficulty between this type of CMP and Causal CMP e.g., between
high humidity and a steam leak, between rain and a cloudburst etc., i.e., when an
extreme becomes an energetic event.

The first of the two methods of modelling normally assumes a total 'load'
distribution and a 'resistance1 distribution and produces an estimate of their
•overlap* in terms of the probability of the 'load* exceeding the »resistance*.
This is called the

. common load model.
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It is basically similar to a type of model used in mehcanical engineering
for estimating structural reliability.

The second approach will be called the

. stress factor model

and is basically a modification of the method utilised in predicting electronic
component reliability where failure rate stress factors can be calculated as a
function of an environmental variable.

Although both these models are of general applicability it should be
recognised that their application is basically at component level rather than
even sub-system level. Their application is particular also, depending on
recognition of operational circumstances.

6.3.3.5 Common Load Model

• This model has been developed theoretically in detail by T. Mankamo
and is similar to a model utilised in mechanical engineering reliability
analysis(53)(54).

(41) (46)

If identical components are loaded or stressed by a random variable of
pdf, fs(x). The resistance of the structure is also treated similarly as a random
variable with pdf, f,,(x)

x *fx

/

J—

dy. ?i,(y) for each component

The probability of K components out of H failing is:-

J-

so = p„ dr .

Assuming HDRMAL distributions (with mean^ and standard deviation «r) and defining

"s

gs
"R '"S

or U)GTORHaL distributions (with median value m and coefficient of variation c)
and defining

In C,
R In C0

In

the same expressions for Pg can be derived in terms of variances Sjj and
From this an equation for Pg; in terms of P1 (K = 1) and a power ay (P1.
can be computed, i.e., P_ = P4

 nK. 'K. i

It appears that ng depends strongly on the ratio (L/8~, but weakly on P .
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Small values of SH/$S leans that failures are highly inter-dependent because
the load or stress variation is very wide compared with the resistance to this
load which means that components tend to fail simultaneously. In mechanical
engineering terms, there is a high loading »roughness1 factorO3A54/. For
small values of approaches unity i.e., PK

/The probability product rule that assumes independence, breaks down because of
the common load/.

In the case of large ̂ R/̂ SF i-e-t "smooth" loading which means that there
are large variations in resistance compared with variation in load, so that
parallel loaded components tend to fail independently, then n~ •» k,i.e., the
probability product rule applies

PK - 3

Although this is a general approach to a variable environment model it
has particular difficulties. The distributions concerned may be different, if
they are known at all, but more difficult the tails may not in practice be well
behaved i.e., follow a continuous law. usually insufficient is known to really
dispute both the distributions assumed above. Then a judgment has to be made
about the degree of 'roughness1 i.e., the value of 8-ft/8$ and- hence

1 < < K

One approach is to say it lies within a certain band.
to saying

In the end this amounts

r1 ' 1K ' r1

Other models have been devised to handle this situation and are discussed
in Appendix 1 and section 6.4« However if ̂/̂ 5 can be defined then this model
is both descriptive and quantitative.

6.3.3.6 Stress Factor Model

In this model,component failure rates are regarded as functions of the
particular common stress, e.g., temperature or corrosion, in a common environ-
ment. Component failure data is increasingly available quoting various stress
factors'*'', not just for electronic components, but also for mechanical
components, e.g., control valves. The precise method of calculation depends
on the method of data presentation as well as on the nature of the stress or
stresses involved with respect to the component concerned.

usually the problem considered is the effect of a high median value of
the stress variable concerned, rather than the distribution or a requirement to
achieve a particular failure probability under extreme conditions. The value
of the stress factor for such conditions is then selected and the component
failure rate calculated. Failures of the components still occur independently,
bat the rate has been affected by a common factor or cause. In the case of a
very extreme environmental condition, this will be the mair. cause of the component
failure in which case the common load model may be appropriate i.e., S /S6, is
very small and P1 R' S

K

However in this case, not only has independence been lost, but the failure
rate will be extremely high, so this is a situation which must be avoided or
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shown to be of very low probability. In the latter case the casual model
may be more appropriate, i.e., if «om can be shown to be low, then the value of
q (component failure probability) may not be significant.

6.3.4 OTOHALL CMF LOGICAL M)BEL

Five basic types of model, under those major headings which cover all
the classified types of CMF have been described. There are similarities and
differences between them. What remains to be done is to put them together in
compact logical form which will be of use to reliability engineers, designers
and technical management.

Such an overall sub-system model is illustrated in figure 24 utilising
•AND', 1OR* logic notation. This is based on the detailed considerations adduced
for each type of error model described in this section. Fundamentally it may
be viewed in two parts:—

Process errors
Inherent or random errors.

The process errors arise from engineering and maintenance, i.e., the
processes of design, construction and maintenance. These processes create and
support the system. They need examination and modelling because they have
been shown to be major sources of system CMF. The inherent errors represent
the limitations of system reliability and are modelled by modelling system
failure mechanisms.

In the case of the process errors, data values are incorporated in the
sub-system CMF model based on the evidence derived from the data surveys in this
report. CMF modelling can only be approximate as already explained and the
derived data is considered to be of general relevance at the sub-system level.
However for the inherent errors, each CMF cause and effect on the system should
be considered and appropriate data utilised. This data could in principle also
be obtained in a similar way to that used in this report, but much more would
be required. Event data frequency (Xcm) ̂ or causal or shock CMF is available,
e.g., frequency of lightning, earthquakes, fire etc., (although only approximate)
apart from the CMF context. Similarly for the other inherent CMF model, again
the data is only approximate and requires engineering judgment. Because of the
approximations involved the inherent error models are fundamentally only suitable
for deciding whether the CMF will be insignificant. If they show otherwise, i.e.,
that a particular GMF is marginal or worse, then design modification action is
required.

Generally this overall CMF model could be termed a. "modifier" model.
Basic causes of CMF are identified, e.g., maintainer error, basic design error,
design induced error, causal event frequency, but complementarily mechanisms for
reducing these errors are shown as modifiers (through AND gates) e.g., task
training, independent test, product assurance (PA) of various types and conditional
probability. These modifiers introduce largely independent functions which modify
the basic causes and reduce the overall probability of error. This concept also
applies in modified form to the environmental and operator error models where
system redundancy is the modifying element, but where some form of coupling or
interaction occurs. Each element of redundancy can be regarded as a modifier
which reduces the overall probability of system failure due to a single initial
element failure. /It will be appreciated that in these cases this is an argument
for high redundancy in order to reduce CMFs, but this is not true in the case of
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the process errors or the causal failures where the modifiers are independent
of redundancv/.

Finally the philosophical and practical question to be faced is, "can
CMF caused by engineering and maintenance process errors be satisfactorily
dealt with in the way proposed?" Prinarily this is an ethical, aesthetic and a
practical question. Assuming that assessors can produce detailed models along
the lines proposed, can we ourselves accept that the organisational and
individual activities of our fellows be objectively or reasonably represented
in this way. If not, then the process error model and its supporting arguments
at least provides some guidelines, based on theory and practice, showing how
improvements (if they are required) can be obtained. But until the desired (if
any) improvements are established in future, only past experience and data (in
the nuclear industry) can be relied on. This means at the redundancy sub-system
level, an average failure probability (or mean fractional downtime) of NO LESS
THAW 10~3 can be considered at present in reliability assessments of redundancy
sub-systems.

Diversity must then be used to obtain higher integrities (Pp < 10 ).
CMF will ultimately limit even this, so that an average sub-system failure
probability of "* 10~° will probably not be achievable with a dual diverse system
unless process errors are reduced.

The sub-system modelling structure illustrated in figure 24 includes some
details (at the bottom level) not fully delineated in section 6.3.1 and 6.3.2.
These have arisen partially as a result of advice and criticism of the initial
model.

Appendix 5 indicates that nuclear plant age tends to be accompanied by
declining design and maintenance errors including CMF. This has been included
as the factor (Z -»• 0.2) in the design and maintenance logic. The airworthiness
authorities emphasised the effect of regulatory codes or rules in their experience
and this is supported by the growth of USNRC codes for nuclear plant from 100 in
1970 to 1600 in 1976. They also supported the view concerning the effects of
written procedures and maintenance manuals on maintenance reliability. This has
only been explicitly shown as a contribution to maintenance design error, i.e.,
errors in the written procedures, but it also affects maintenance inherent errors
because all the errors contributing to this can be reduced by the
proper use of documented procedures.

Skill and motivation, also'good supervision have been emphasised by
comparison with aircrew checkout procedures and airtraffic control (ATC) monitoring
of aircrew/aircraft performance. Independent inspection of all maintenance has
also been found of great value in aviation.

For system design and maintenance errors, estimates based on the evidence
discussed, of error probabilities (including ranges) have been shown in figure 24
(in brackets). In some cases because of the very limited evidence,a rather
pessimistic view has probably been taken e.g., reliability assessment (1 -*- 10~1).
In this case in particular, if the view is taken that design (and maintenance)
error is primarily investigated, rather than system design weaknesses, then large
reductions in CMF could be achieved (besides many other improvements.) This is
the cass providing the relevant information is communicated to designers and
project management, e.g., through design review, quality assurance or directly
so that modification procedures, e.g., through CMF defences, can be implemented.
Many of these product assurance functions are required for overall design
reliability purposes, besides CMF reduction, however the opinion is also being
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advanced that management would not support such activities from the CMF
aspect, if about an order of magnitude in error reduction could not be obtained. Overall
reliability/safety assessment could provide the means of ascertaining whether
product assurance activities appropriate to the system_were in fact in operation
and report on this, together with making recommendations and reporting the
purely technical aspects about ths sub-system and the overall system design,
maintenance and operation.

6.4 REVIEVT OF CiSIIP IS)BELS

In addition to the various sub-models described with relation to the overall
sub-system CMP model proposed in the previous section (6.3)f a variety of models
have been discussed in the literature. These have been described individually
in Appendix Al.5 and they have been drawn on to a large extent to construct the
intrinsic/random error sub-models for the proposed CMP model. Such models have
been produced to meet differing requirements, often specific types of CMF, although
in fact they range from the generally applicable to the more specialised type.
Crudely in terms of generality, they may be ranked as follows:-

. ß model

. Boundary or median type

. Causal or shock model

. Common load model

They all recognise explicitly the "common cause" origin of CMP and the
originators on the whole, recognise the various classes of causes as described in
section 3 and Appendix Al.3. Nevertheless, the degree of sensitivity to the
classes of CMP varies considerably, due to both the structure of the models and
their application. The ß model for instance is generally applied as an overall
model without differentiation between classes and similarly the boundary or
median type, whereas the shock and common load models tend to be applied very
specifically. None of these models are both general in covering all classes of
CMF, and simultaneously specific in being sensitive to each class as in the case
of the proposed model (which of course is explicitly designed to do this). The
relative significance of the engineering process (design and maintenance) described
in the previous section has not been recognised before. The ß and boundary models
can take this into account, although not usually specifically. The shock and
common load models were designed only to cover intrinsic random errors and not
engineering process error. All CMP models have suffered from the lack of
supporting data and this is why they are either very specific to a type of causal
event for which statistics exist independently, e.g., lightning, or are insensitive
to class of causal event because of the small number of recorded failures.

The ß model is attractive because of its simplicity and the apparent
stability of the ß values. However, apart from the above comments there are
two possible drawbacks. (1) The justification for taking VLe ratio ((3 ) of CMP
rate to total failure rate has not been made properly. (2) There is little data
on the allowable variation of ß values. In the case of (1) the essential point
to be demonstrated is that the nature of CMP are generally the same as non-CMF
failures, i.e., independent failures. (Are we comparing "apples with apples?")

Data given in appendix 5 for all safety related occurrences in American
PWR plants during 1976, which has been classified using the CMP classification
scheme adopted in this report, indicates that this is to some extent true, except
that 26$ of the failures are classified as "inherent", i.e., they do not appear
fit in the CMP classification scheme. It is suspected from the examples given
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(see appendix 5 ) that some of these would in fact fit in the random error
or inherent class. Even if this was the case entirely, it is clear that the
proportions of types of failure are different between CIJTF and all types of failure
for safety related systems in PWR's, i.e., design and maintenance errors are
lower and random/inherent errors are the most significant — which is the reverse
of the case with CMF. So colloquially speaking, we may be comparing apples,
but not generally similar apples. . With regard to the second drawback, there
is not only the problem of the relatively high values of ß , so far estimated,
(the implications of this are discussed in Appendix A1.5-1 ) "but also the
reductions or improvements in ß which are allowable, say as a result of safety
assessment and the resulting system modifications. In order to deal with this
it has already been shown in the previous section that CMF model must take this
explicitly into account. Partial values of ß could be generated, but these would
not be based on the ß model itself, but would stem from a sub-model, such as the
one proposed.

The boundary or median type of CMF model is much more of a mathematical
device for indicating if more detailed treatment of a particular sab-system is
required. It assumes no CMF data and relied on judgment to decide where to take
the boundary — although using the median reduces this aspect somewhat. If the
boundary value derived is found to be significant (to the system failure
probability) then either mitigating circumstances must be drawn in (and the
boundary re-assessed) or a different more specialised model utilised.

The causal or shock model is probably the basic CMF model as far as
engineering thinking is generally concerned. It recognises a cause for which
an event frequency has to be estimated. This can often be done using data quite
independent of CMF, e.g., missile strike. The more difficult part comes in
estimating the probability of component failure given the cause. This may be
done either simply by estimating either an overall conditional probability of a
subsequent CMF(O e.g., little fires become big fires, or where there,are a large
number of relatively independent components, e.g., BTO control rods,^-3) a
combinational probability. However, in these cases, care must be exercised in
distinguishing between causal event frequency and failure frequency; also when
estimating the conditional probability it is necessary to be clear what the
common cause is and only components affected by the common cause should be taken
into account.

The common load model will be useful where the load and resistance
distributions are known sufficiently well (particularly of course the tails of
the distributions - which raises a paradox, since these are logically speaking-
the least known). Assuming the roughness index can be estimated and the
assumptions of normality are valid then CMF failure probabilities can be
estimated. However if this is not the case and the value of the roughness
index has to be judged, this method becomes similar to the boundary method
and it will be seen from the remarks on this above that there is some danger
of circularity occurring.

Generally it will be seen that all CMF modela, including the proposed model
can only be regarded as very approximate. Therefore their use in system reliability
assessment should be confined to showing that CMF1 either in particular or in
general, are insignificant. This will be an iterative process, starting with
the realisation that CMF are not insignificant and modifying the system design
and hence the CMF models until the CMF probabilities have been shown to be
acceptably small. The CMF models therefore must be sensitive to factors arising
from the defence measures described in Chapter 4 and the engineering processes
involved. The model parameters must consequently be related to these factors.
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6.5 A. SISTEMS ANALYSIS TEGHHIQUE - ALMOHA

6. 5- 1 Introduction

Common mode failure can cause the complete failure of a system or at least
a serious deterioration of its reliability. Two major problems are present, the
identification of all possible common mode failure mechanisms and the calculation
of system reliability when the causes have been identified.

The problem of identification has been considered in sections 2 and 3 of this
report. In this section a. method of analysis is presented which is confined to
the second aspect, and will assume that a means of identification is available.

In system analysis, a common procedure is to determine the minimal cut sets
by one of a number of standard procedures or computer programs. However, for
large systems it is generally not possible to determine all the minimal cut sets,
and the common practice is to limit the order of the cut sets determined. Thus,
if a cut set of high order contains a large number of components subject to a
certain common mode failure, and if that common mode failure occurred, that cut
set would, in effect, become a much lower order, and could contribute significantly
to the system unreliability. Of course, if all components of the cut set were
subject to the cause th3 result would be system failure.

With normal methods failing to determine all minimal cut sets, the problem
of recognising a high order cut set as significant by reason of a possible common
mode failure, is a difficult one. The most straightforward means is to include
common mode failures in the fault tree. This, however, results in a much larger
fault tree.

6.5.2 Systems Analysis Technique

The method will be illustrated by reference to the NCSR computer program
ALIDlJA WO), although it would probably be applicable to any other program carrying
out a similar calculation.

ALUDHA will calculate the probability of a system "being in a failed state at
a given time. In the course of the calculation the program calculates the minimum
cut sets for the system and rejects any greater than a specified order. In an
enhanced version of the program, it was arranged that the user could specify
that certain groups of components were subject to common mode faults. The program
then calculated the probability of system failure without any common mode effects
present and then repeated the calculation with each common mode effect in turn,
using the same network or fault tree, etc. Thus if the limit for accepting cut
sets was set at order 4i a cut set of order 5 would not be taken into account
during the first part of the calculation. However, if the cut set contained two
components subject to common mode failure, in the second calculation it would be
of order 3 and would be included in the calculation.

The probability of failure of the system is then given by

Fs = Fo P1P1

Where FQ is the probability of the system being in the failed state if
no common mode effect is present,

P is the probability of the system being in the failed state if
n the n'th common mode effect is present,

Pn is the probability of the n'th common mode effect.
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It is not, however, proposed that this final'step should be computerised, owing
to the likely uncertainty in the"values" of the pn, it being considered to he more
useful to draw attention:to the possible degradation, so that appropriate action
may he taken where this is too great.

6.5.3 Example System _.. . --

The protective system for a (hypothetical) chemical plant shown on figure 25
can initiate shutdown from the following items:

(a) 3 temperature sensors
(b) 3 pressure sensors
(c) 3 concentration sensors

Each of the 3 types of sensors work on a 2 out of 3 voting system and any
one system will initiate plant shut down.

In order to shut the plant down successfully it is necessary both to stop
the input flow and to discharge the reaction vessel contents to a dump tank.
There are two input valves and two dump valves, of which the correct operation
of one will perform the required function.

In addition, the detection of a hazardous situation will sound an alarm which
will allow the operator to take action in event of the shut down valves failing
to operate automatically.

The following failure rates apply.

Component

Temperature
Sensor

Pressure
Sensor

Concentration
Sensor

Input valve

Dump valve

Alarm

Operator

Failure
Distribution

Exponential

Exponential

Exponential

Fixed

Fixed

Fixed

Fixed

Fault rate

per year

0.15

0.10

0.24

-

-

-

-

on demand

-

—

-

0.02

0.02

0.001

0.1

Test
Interval

12 months

12 months

3 months

-

-

-

-

Type of
Testing

Sequential

Sequential

Staggered
(one each month)

-

-

-

-

TABLE 13 HYPOTHETICAL FLAUT RELIABILITY DATA
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Common mods failure mechanisms are provided by the three ducts carrying the
leads, each duct containing one lead from each type of Sensor. In addition,
damage to the third duct would render the alarm inoperable.

It is recniired to calculate the probability of failure to shut down when a
hazard occurs 1 year after start up.

Without common mode failures an overall probability of the protective
system failing to shut the plant down of 8.5 x 10"-' is obtained. For each
common mode case the system is degraded by nearly two orders of magnitude, the
degradation also being shown by the Boolean expressions.

If we can assign a probability to each common mode failure we can calculate
an overall probability for system failure.

P P1P1 P2F2 + ---

Where P is the probability of the system being in the failed state if
° no common mode effect is present,

Fn is the probability of the system being in the failed state if
the nth common mode effect is present,

p is the probability of the nth common mode effect.

Taking the probability of damage to each duct sufficient to render the
sensors inoperative as 0.005, we obtain

PS = 0.385 x 8.62 x 10~
5 + 0.005 x 2.82 x 10~3

+ 0.005 x 3.69 z 10~3 + 0.005 x 5.2? x 10~3

= 1.44 x 10~4.
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HYPOTHETK)AL CHEMICAL PLANT
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7. CONCLUSIONS MTD BECOMMHTOATIONS

7.1 ASSESSMlHT OF CMF EEB1ECTS

7.1.1 Review

The concern felt about CMP is vindicated in this report. It is clear that
they can have a significant effect on the integrity of high reliability systems.
However for a variety of reasons only very limited quantitative data is available
or is likely to become available. Because of this emphasis needs to be placed on
the best use of modelling techniques and defensive measures to ensure that the
probability of CMP is sufficiently below the acceptable level. Ih view of the
significance of CMP it is clearly necessary in the specification of a high integrity
system to know (approximately) what failure probability is acceptable for that
system.

tDefences against CMP and CMP modelling can be regarded as complementary. The
designer and operator will be concerned to minimise CMP to an acceptable extent and
will therefore be using some models of failure to help construct defences. System
assessment engineers will use other models to check the design and to carry out an
approximate quantitative analysis. These design and assessment procedures are
complementary and allow a degree of independence between designers and assessment
engineers. More important however, it has been shown that the majority of CMP arise
as a result of the processes of producing or operating systems. The defence measures
possible and the modelling will be affected by the structure of these processes.
This will naturally be a management concern as well as a technical matter.

It therefore seems necessary to structure the defence and. modelling processes
into administrative levels and technical levels. The higher the integrity required,
the more extensive the administrative structure must be and correspondingly, the
associated technical methods. The implementation of defence measures and the utili-
sation of modelling should be seen from both these viewpoints and this will be the
concern of this final chapter prior to making final comments and specific recommen-
dations.

7.1-2 CTIF Defences - Structures and Implementation

7*1.2.1 Management Aspects

A very important part of the engineering design and operation of a protective
system, from its concept to the end of its operational life, is in the associated
management structure. If the relationship between the causes of CMP and the defences
as shown on figure 5 are not controlled by responsible management, the application of
the detailed technical aspects of CMP defences will not be applied adequately, or
nullified by subsequent action.

The engineering management must recognise the need for the appropriate level of
basic design quality, of design review, and of quality control in the construction
process. Similarly, the operational management must have a well organised structure
for co-ordinated maintenance, test and operating activities, and should monitor its
own achieved reliability performance and that of the engineering processes by some
data collection and analysis system. It is also necessary that each organisation
should be aware of the problems of the other, and should have adequate liaison from
ar. early stage of design so that acceptable solutions can be found.
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An. independent reliability assessment is an additional and essential requirement
that must commence early in the design stage and continue into the implementation of
ooerational procedures. An objective of both engineering and operational management
must he to recognise and eliminate possible causes of CMP, and the independent
reliability analysis can greatly supplement the engineering and operational efforts
in this direction. Some design organisations might prefer to_ design entirely to
standard publications, codes of practice, etc., which have been shown as having their
place in the engineering process for CMP defences, but protection systems tend to be
so unique to the application that such a policy alone may mean that the reliability
requirements would not be satisfied due to CMP problems. A system must therefore be
particularly and independently analysed in sufficient detail so that what are often
considered as the rare, or extremely improbable events, can be identified and
appropriate action taken.

7.1.2.2 Technical Aspects

The technical aspects of the defences against CMP can only be satisfactorily
implemented if there is an adequate management structure having an appropriate CMP
defensive strategy to direct and supervise engineering and operational detailed
processes. This requires adequate awareness of the CMP problem in high reliability
protective systems throughout the teams of staff involved, which can only be
generated by definite efforts in that direction. It is an intention of this report
to generate this awareness from the experience and information collected from a wide
variety of sources.

Technical aspects of a system design, construction, or operation with respect
to CMP defences can range from consideration of system schematic and physical arrange-
ments, through design and operational policy, to detailed design and operational

I decisions and processes. Many of the detailed recommendations that have been made in
Section 4 of this report for reducing the probability of CMP are related to possible
causes of CMP that may sometimes be ccnsidered to have such very low probability
that they can be ignored. Collectively, and individually, these events can be of
great significance in system reliability qualification. It is hoped that by study of
the types of event that have occurred (such as presented in this report and other
items of reference literature) that this significance can be appreciated. It should
be remembered that if there is a mechanism for these events to occur then the evidence
shows that they do occur, and measures should be taken appropriate to the system
reliability required.

7«1«3 Approach to Modelling

7-J.3.1 System Failure

. Ia order to carry out an assessment of CMP risks, the assessment engineer will,
as in the case of other aspects of reliability analysis, obtain a thorough under-
standing of the requirements, functions, boundaries and environment of the system.
Hazards, external and internal events will be identified which could lead to CMP.
The zonal failure analysis (ZPA) method described in Appendix 5 is a very effective
method of starting this identification process, since it systematically covers
environmental effects, adjacent components and maintenance effects. These will
largely be the intrinsic or random errors discv Jed in Section 6.3.3, Depending on
the nature of the events and corresponding CMP, models will be selected for analysis
and quantification purposes along the lines described in Section 6. The results will
indicate whether the CMP is significant in relation to the requirements. If not, the
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result will be entered into an acceptable CMF inventory. However, if the result is
significant this will be considered for further action. Nevertheless, there are
bound to be marginal cases where modification action is strongly contested, also the

(total inventory of acceptable and/or marginally acceptable CMF may look uncomfortably
large. Systems analysis techniques, eg, ALMONA or fault trees (as in the Fessenheim
study) would then be used to give an overall analysis. Decisions may then be made
regarding further improvements and a re—assessment made if desirable.

7.1.3.2 Engineering Process Failures

These are mainly due to designer and maintainer errors. The defences against them
described in Section 4 and discussed in Section 7«2 above, include reliability assess-
ment as one of the product assurance or defence measures. This has a procedural as
well as a technical function. Thus the act of CMF modelling is itself a defensive
measure. It has been indicated that an order of magnitude reduction in CMF design
error risk could be expected by carrying out a reliability assessment (including CMF)
of a particular system design.

While performing the reliability assessment some idea will be formed about the
quality of engineering and project management which produced the system. Enquiries
will reveal to what extent the organisations concerned carry out product assurance
functions, maintainability analysis, operator training and the quality end availability
of procedural manuals and software generally. The overall sub-system model described
in Section 6.3.4 gives an indication (in figure 24) of the order of improvement to be
anticipated from having none or only rudimentary product assurance (PA) functions to
having comprehensive PA.

A design review body, eg, a safety committee, design authority, operator and

> regulatory authority, could receive views and recommendations concerning productassurance and maintenance provisions. It would evaluate them and make directives
either generically or in relation to the particular system being considered.

7.2 GMERAL CONCLUSIONS

It is clear that the problem of common—mode failures is inherent in the design
and analysis of high reliability redundancy systems, and from the literature surveyed
during this study, it is a problem that is given serious consideration. However there
has been lack of a uniform and comprehensive definition, and it was therefore thought
necessary to define the term itself, the systems which they effect, and the type of
events which can occur in those systems. The most significant feature of the
definition is that the initial event that causes the failure is common in addition to
the effect or the mode of failure being common. Only one reference defined the term
"common-cause failures", but it is not at this stage recommended that this term be
adopted because it does not have the world-wide understanding that the subject term of
this study has.

The events included within the general definitions proposed are from so varied
a range that, as most references had done, it was necessary to group the events into
a much reduced number of separate classes. With the exception of one reference which
had different unique objectives, the classification characteristic of the events was
the common cause of failure. It was decided to adopt this as the basis of a classifi-
cation system because it identifies the primary event, the definition of common-mode
failures is also based on their cause, and one of the objectives of this study is to
make recommendations for the minimisation of these events. It was felt necessary in

| this study to develop a classification system that was compr-hensive, and identified
and segregated the different activities and influences to which an engineering system
is subjected during its complete lifetime, from concep:ion to the completion of
operation.
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The study has been ''biassed towards automatic protective systems and emergency
core cooling systems for nuclear reactors, but it has also included, experience from
the aircraft and chemical industries. Although to some extent this might be a
limiting factor in the study, it is considered that the event definitions and classifi-
cations will be applicable to oth<=.r types of engineered system. The above systems
considered in the_study have a high electronics engineering content, but they have
significant electrical and mechanical engineering contents also.

The defences against CMP have been outlined in Section 4 in the form of limited
text followed, for each identified type of defence, by a list of general and detailed
items for consideration by the system designer or operator. Ar. important aspect of
this part of the study which has not been completed would be to, wherever possible,
relate the detailed, items of CMF defence to quantified system reliability require-
ments, so that designers and operators would, have better guidance based on data
obtained from operating experience. It has been the experience of participants in
the study that such guidance on the application of these techniques is a requirement,
and it is recommended that some further future effort be devoted to it. It is con-
cluded that for the achievement of the desired system reliability there must be a
co-ordinated CMF defensive strategy covering all stages of system engineering and
operation. Within this, the general policy and detailed technical aspects of the system
can receive more adequate consideration, and the product assurance functions of design
review and reliability assessment can cause the significant reduction in system
unreliability due to CMF that this report postulates.

The study has demonstrated that CMF events can be identified and classified
id.thin the proposals made. The exceptions to this were events that were recorded,
but insufficient information on the initial cause or the mode of failure was
available. In some cases, classification was impossible, and in others, particularly
for aircraft accidents, conflicts in the irterpretation of the recorded information
led to dual classification. It is suggested that the adoption of definitions and
classifications for common—mode failures by organisations recording failure events
would lead to a better understanding of the phenomena and their quantification. The
significance of the common-mode failure problem in nuclear reactor protection systems
is indicated by the failure rates of approximately 0.03 per sub-system-year obtained
for both the automatic protection system and the emergency core cooling system of US
water reactors. (See tables 1 and 2) Other significant features of the data are the
predominance of the human factors problem in causes of common—mode failures, the
predominance of CMF in input sub-systems, and that few events have been identified
which affected diverse redundant protection.

The most significant sub-systems with regard to a complete AFS quantified
reliability analysis are the guard lines and output equipment. Adequate experience
does not exist in the US reports examined, so there is an urgent need for more data
to ascertain a realistic frequency for CMF events in these sub-systems. It is also
expected that different designers, hardware, systems, operators, etc, could lead to
large differences in sub-system vulnerability to CMF , and so for these reasons
some further study should concentrate on these sub-systems.

The data from the aircraft accident records has shown a total failure rate of
6.1C~4 CMF/aircraft-year and the significant features of these data are the pre-
dominance of human factors problems in both design and operation. Unlike the nuclear
data, it shovrs a large proportion of CMF due to external energetic events (OEE).
This is because of design limitations particularly on the segregation of systems and
the particular operational environment. The proportion of aircraft Accidents caused
by CMF was 4%, whereas the proportion caused by all types of crew error is approxi-
mately two thirds.
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To relate the data'from the US nuclear industry to the aircraft accidents
it is necessary to consider the number of sub-systems in each of the main systems
considered, and to derive CMP rates per sub-system-year. These sub-systems are then
kroughly conmarable in complexity and size, and the CMP rates are:

S - ^ " -2 ,
if nuclear APS - 2.8.10 CMP/sub-system-year

* ECCS- 3.3.10"2 " " " "

*• aircraft PCS- 2.1.10~5 " " " "

\- -3I These values show an apparently large factor of approximately 10 between
•| the data derived from the two different sources, but when relating these values, the
J. different means of data collection, and the operating conditions in each case must be
!j, compared. The data from the APS and ECCS will contain the majority of CMP events,
:i whether or not they were capable of leading to a hazard condition, but the aircraft
^* data were derived from those events which resulted in a serious accident. It is

suggested in Section 6 that the ratio of these accidents to potentially dangerous CMP
for aircraft sub-systems is between 10-1 and 10"2, and so a more realistic ratio for
the CMF rates for nuclear and aircraft sub-systems is between 10 and 100. This ratio
could be partly explained by operational and test differences in the two applications.
Typically reactor protection systems are proof tested at intervals of 1 - 3 months by
instruments personnel, with probably limited supervision. Repair activities occur at
any time, also with limited supervision and it has been shown that these two
activities cause a large proportion of CMP*s. Aircraft are tested before every
flight, and have a mean flight time of 1 — 2 hours. Most significantly these tests
are independent of maintenance activities because they are done by the crew, one
pilot performing the tests and another witnessing against a written airworthiness

I
certificated procedure. This is a very dependable procedure. The effect of design
errors and design induced maintenance errors however must not be neglected. The
aviation industry has over many years developed extensive procedures (referred to in
this report as product assurance (PA) functions) to control design, production and
maintenance of safety critical systems.

For a hazard to exist in a nuclear reactor s. plant failure must initiate a
demand on the protection system, which must then fail to operate. The hazard
probability is therefore the combinational probability of at least these two low
probability events. For an aircraft, the moment it leaves the ground it is in a
potentially dangerous state, and so there will be a significant probability that if
a CMP occurs it will cause an accident. Therefore, for a particularly hazard
probability an aircraft sub-system must have greater immunity to causes of CMP, and
it is suggested that the higher standard of testing helps to achieve this. Prom
Table 1 it can be seen that approximately 84$ of CMP1 s could be eliminated from
reactor systems by perfect testing, whilst it is estimated that only 135$ °f aircraft
systems CMP*s could be eliminated in this way.

Other sources of CMF data have been identified, and these have been summarised
in Table 12". Where possible, and for comparison purposes, the CMP rate and the .-&
factor have been derived. These have shown a rather limited range of variability
0.005 < 9Cm < 0-05; 0.07 < £ <0."4) with the exception of the aircraft systems
data discussed above and some other data. For nuclear data below this range,
(9cm = 0.002 CMF/sub-system-year) the systems were subjected to a rigorous reliability
analysis with subsequent reduction of CMP by design. Also the data collection method
referred to in Section 5 suggests that other less significant events were not reported,
} and that the comparable rate might be a factor of 2 or 3 higher. For those data
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sources for which it has been possible to derive/^ factors, the values obtained
indicate the independence of the sub-system failure probability from the redundancy
arrangement. For none of the data sources identified has it been possible to relate
explicitly the quantified data to the possible causes of CMP, and the defences
provided. Ih applying the values in a future system analysis, the effects of the
environment, system design and operation must be considered.

Hone of the data sources investigated during this study have recognised CMF
events at their source, and they have subsequently been identified by interpretation
of events sometimes separately recorded. This creates doubts about data quality,
and it is recommended that data collection systems be influenced to correct this
deficiency. This will be particularly important for high reliability systems from
which CMF events will be rarer, possibly more difficult to identify, and more
significant in the total system reliability.

In the development of a sub-system reliability model for CMF, emphasis has
been placed on the evidence of the classified data sources summarised on Table 23.
From this evidence, and incorporating the various main defensive measures that
can be adopted, the special proposed model T-ias developed, using in some cases models
for CMF found in the literature survey. General models, such as the/3, require the
possible causes of and defences against CMF to be collectively assessed in order to
estimate the one model parameter. The geometric mean model is fixed for all systems,
but the proposed model allows each major cause class, or group of like classes, to
be separately assessed in conjunction with their appropriate defences. These can
then be combined as on Figure 24 to form the three main contributors to sub-system
failure probability from causes of CMF. The scope of the present study does not
permit the application of the model to an assessment of a real system, but it is
recommended that some future work be devoted to this (eg the Fessenheim system).
Daring the CMF modelling work the need has been identified for further study of the
human error problems in design, operation and maintenance. Some experience with
design and operation errors has been found in the literature, but there is a lack
of data and study of maintenance activities. This type of CMF cause has been shown
to be one of the most significant. Such a study could contribute to the data and
modelling aspect and also to application of stricter defensive measures against CMF.

The data collected from protective systems has been from applications involving
simple identical redundancy sub-systems only, with perhaps some use of diversity of
input measurements (as figure 9). Some further detailed investigation of events
that have'caused complete system failure for this type of application, and the
initiation of data collection and investigation of CMF events for more complex
systems, possibly employing diversity throughout, are required. It is considered that
this is where the real problem of rare events causing protection system failures
exists, particularly for those systems where extremely high reliability is required,
and which are most difficult to substantiate in a reliability assessment (<10~4 per
year).
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7.3 SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS

1. CMF have been generally defined and classified according to cause. A large
body of supporting ex'idence has been produced and analysed, which indicates that
there is a dominance of CMF in system reliability quantification and that human
errors in design and maintenance are the main CMF causes. It has also been found
in the nuclear industry that a large proportion of CMF could have been eliminated
by perfect testing.

2. Defences against CICF have been described and related to engineering management,
design, manufacture and operation. It is proposed that this should lead to an
integrated CMF defensive strategy for all these activities and the minimisation of
CMF frequency and the effects.

3. A general sub-system modelling structure has been proposed which relates to the
wide variety of CMF found to occur in practice. This structure covers engineering
process errors in design and maintenance, and intrinsic random CMF due to operator
errors and environmental effects. This type of model is in preference to a single
parameter model or a fixed model for all systems.

4. CMF are related to the environments that produced the system and in which it
operates. Generic type quantitative assessments could therefore omit those CMF
peculiar to a particular plant, and so a detailed reliability analysis including
FMEA1On addition to significantly reducing the CICP problem, is preferable to the
application of general retrospective data.

5- In any particular redundant system being evaluated for CMF1 the quantitative
conclusions should only be used as a rough guide.

7.4 SPECIFIC HSCOMHHTOATIQNS

1. Thorough consideration should be given to CMF by project management, designers
and operators in a co-ordinated policy.

2. Investigations into methods of data collection and analysis of CMF are needed
with a view to identifying CMF events at their source, and to incorporating CICP
data into reliability data banks.

3. The most significant sub-systems in an APS reliability analysis are guard lines
and output equipment and these need further detailed study. Also more complex and
diverse systems have not been included in the present work and should receive further
study.

4. Quantification of the effectiveness of the various CMF defences given in this
report is a requirement for further study.

5- Research is- required to obtain a better understanding of human factors relating
to system design and maintenance >iith a view to generating the capability of assessment
and control of human error leading to CMF.
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• APPEMDIX 1

SCTBVBY OF LITEIUCTPBB OH IHE STUDY OF

COMMON-MODE FAILURES

A.1.1 PITSODuCTION

It is apparent from the references quoted in this report that the problem
of common-mode failures has been mote generally recognised and studied by authors
in or associated with the nuclear power industry, and in particular, by engineers
concerned with protection and control instrumentation. In the aircraft industry
for example, common-mode failures are not explicitly identified and given special
consideration, although there is some awareness of the problem in a system relia-
bility analysis. Little literature has beon identified during this study that
has emanated from other industries, although there are numerous applications of
redundancy of equipment as a means of satisfying some reliability criteria where
a single item is inadequate.

Much of the work referred to in this study on qualitative aspects of the
problem have made direct credited use of the work of others, and most references
hare some resemblance to early work by Gangloff (3)(15) and Jacobs (1^), who are
concerned with reliability analysis of commercial nuclear power station protection
systems in the USA. Various other authors have presented original material
concerned with the quantification of the common-mode failure problem in systems
reliability analysis, and the more appropriate contributions have been included
in this survey. These authors are also connected with the nuclear reactor industry.
AU this work is therefore extremely relevant to this present study, and so this
appendix presents detailed references to, and quotations and opinions from these
other authors' work, with added interpretations and summaries compiled during
this study. This therefore served as a useful reference point for the state of
knowledge at that time, from which further study has proceeded»

A.1.2 DEFINITIONS

A.1.2.1 Related Terms

Before considering definitions of common-mode failures it is relevant to
quote SOQC definitions of other related terms^3). This does not imply that these
definitions are considered to be ideal but are quoted for reference only.

BEDTM)ANCY

In an item the existence of more than one means of performing
a given function.

FAILURE CAUSE

The circumstances during design, manufacture and use which
have led to failure.

FALLUBE MODE (FAILUKE EFFECT)

The effect by which a failure is observed.

COJTPLETE FAILUSE

Failure resulting from deviations in characteristics beyond speci-
fied limits to cause complete lack of the required function. The
limits referred to in this category are special limits specified
for this purpose.
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PARTIAL FAILUEE

Failure resulting from deviations in characteristics, but not
such as to cause complete lack of the required function.

FAILURE

The termination of the ability of an item to perform its
required function for any reason and to any degree.

A.1.2.2 Common-Mode Failure Definitions

Many of the references (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(22)(35) use the same basis for a
simple definition, which can be combined to give a general definition of the term
"Common-Mode Failure", viz

«Multiple failures due to a common cause".

Other definitions are not so general and make reference to redundancy as
applied to reactor protective systems and/or assume that the redundant systems
use identical units or components. (7)(8)

Some definitions are biased towards statistical arguments and introduce
the concept of conditional probability (9)(10)(20). These also incorporate the
general definition above and the following is an example.

"Failures which are dependent on the failure of other components
or are caused by the same single event11.

Such a definition includes the failure of one component being dependent
on (or caused by) the failure of another, so producing a cascade of failures.
Such a term features in another definition (11).

None of these definitions makes reference to the MODE of failure being
common although it is the term 11Common-mode failure" that is being defined. V/hat
is common is the GAUSS of failure as in the simple general definition stated
above. An exception to this is the use and definition of the term ""Common-cause
failure" by FLEMMING & HANNAMM (6). The term "common-mode failures" does not
describe the required phenomenon, although it is explicit in most definitions that
it is the cause and not the mode of failure that is significant, even though they
have purported to define the latter. Another eir^licit aspect which is usually
common to all such failure analysis is that the EFFECTon the system or sub-system
output performance of the failure MODE is DANGEROUS, SAFE multiple failures due
to a common cause are not generally considered, although they could be relevant
to plant availability studies.

Taylor (12) discusses various definitions, classifications and examples of
"common mode failures" before defining the term "coupled failures", which for the
purposes of his study, was preferred. This term incorporates both the concepts
for common mode failures introduced in section 2.3.

(a) Multiple failures due to a common cause.

(b) Failures which are denendent on other failures.
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However, one reason why the term "coupled failure" was preferred is that
"common-mode failure" has become more generally used in connection with system
failures. He therefore uses the term 1Icommon-mode failure" where coupled
failures cause a redundancy system to fail in a non fail-safe mode. The term
and definition adopted by Taylor is based on an examination of data from US
commercial nuclear reactor abnormal occurrence reports, lAten he found that a
large proportion of incidents were multiple failures due to a common cause.

His definition is:-

"Coupled failures are simultaneous failures of several components as a
result of a common cause".

"Simultaneous failures" are then defined as several components being in
a failed state at the same time; and "failure", as when a component cannot
operate according to its specification.

This is a definition which can apply to any type of system, including
nuclear reactor protective systems. It includes all the possible types of
event defined in section 2.3(a) to (e), but it also includes events which
affect components of two or more separate systems, each of which need not be
redundancy systems. This definition also refers to the common cause of failure,
without reference to the mode of failure being common.

A.1.3 COMMON MODE FAILUBE CLASSIFICATION

A.1.3-1 General Survey

It was recognised in section 2 which defines the subject phenomena of this
Steely, that it is the common cause of multiple failures which is most significant
and similarly it is the cause that is generally classified. Table A.1.1 shows
the classifications obtained from the references surveyed, and there is much
agreement between references of both the causes of failure and their classifications.

The classification by Taylor (12) is an exception in that although he quotes
the classifications by Gangloff (3) he adopted those based on failure mechanisms
or process rather than failure cause. His study of data samples from the US
nuclear power reactors abnormal occurrence reports was concerned with all types
of multiple dependent failures he defined as coupled failures, and which included
common-mode failures. The purpose of his classification system for coupled failures
was to provide a basis for a study of failure probabilities, and each classification
required a similar statistical model to predict the event probability. The system
is summarised in Table A. 1.2.

From the classifications in Table A.1.1 it can be seen that they are in
basically one of two groups. These are according to the time at which the cause
of failure is introduced into the system and tha authority responsible for the
system at that time. In a large project such as a nuclear power station there
will not be a clearly defined time when the changeover occurs, but for an automatic
protective system and for the purposes of this study the concept is applicable.
The groups are:-

(A) Design
(B) Operation

These major groups can each be subdivided into three separate classifications
of causes of common-mode failure.
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A DESIGN 1. Functional Deficiencies.
2. Design Realisation Faults.
3. Engineering Errors.

B OPERATION 1. Operational Influences.
Z. Environmental Extremes.
3. External Events.

The allocation of the causes of common-mode failure that have besn identified
with these classifications is shown on Table A. 1.3 and a discussion of these
follows.

A.1.3.2 Functional Deficiencies

Generally, this means that components or sub-systems have not been specified
with the capability to perform the required function, and this possibility has
been recognised by most authors. Such failures have been considered by Taylor (16)
as design errors of a particular type. For the particular application of nuclear
power station protective systems, this means that a common-mode failure can be
introduced at a very early stage by one of the following means.

1. Hazard undetectable.

The plant dynamic behaviour is insufficiently understood so that
the measured parameters cannot give an indication of the impending
hazard. This might not be initially true, but could be due to
behavioural changes with time.

2. Inadequate Instrumentation.

Also resulting from insufficient understanding of the plant dynamic
behaviour the instrumentation might not ba adequate because of
properties such as response time or inaccuracy.

3- Inadequate Action.

This could again be the result of insufficient understanding of
the dynamic behaviour of the plant, whereby the output control
action from the protective system is not capable of preventing
the hazard.

A.1.3.3 Design !Realisation Faults

A similar classification has been considered by Taylor (16) as design errors
that are introduced into the system during the stage when the functional require-
ments are interpreted into a detailed engineering design. These defects have
also been recognised by some other authors (5)(ll)(l8)(jj6)(37) but have not been
discussed in many other papers. Taylor's pragmatic definition of a design error,
which also includes functional deficiencies, is applicable to data collection on
failures that have actually occurred as a consequence of design errors.

11A design error is considered to have occurred if in the light of
experience of uce of a system an alternative design is considered
preferable".
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It is thought and Taylor agrees, that this definition is not generally
anplicable to design and reliability analysis processes where one is considering
nötential common-mode failures. The term "design realisation faults" has been
introduced in this study to differentiate between these and functional deficiencies,
and to imply the static case of a fault existing in the system until it is revealed
and rectified. If the system is not modified when the fault is revealed then the
fault will obviously remain. If the system is modified then Taylor's definition
applies and the occurrence becomes "data".

The possible faults are:-

1. Lack of Independence.

Potential common-mode failures can be identified from previously
unrecognised electrical or mechanical interdependence between what
would otherwise be considered as independent components or sub-systems.

This type of failure can be in one of three forms:-

(a) A common component or service (e.g., power supply) failure can
cause a complete system or sub-system failure.

(b) A common defect can exist in the design of the individual
component, by way of errors in calculations, drawings,
specifications or programmes.

(c) There can be a lack of independence due to the system being more
vulnerable to causes classified in sections A-LJ.^, A.1.3-5,
A.1.3-6 and A.1.3.7- t̂is vulnerability can be in the form of
lack of segregation between components and from other systems,
causing mechanical, electrical, operator or other interference.

2. Common Operation and Protection Components.

This type of common-mode fault can exist when there are components
which are common to the normal operational functions of the plant
and its protective system. By this means the failure of the
component can create a demand on the protective system which
cannot satisfy that demand. This type of failure can also occur
if there can be a common cause of failure of both operation and
protective components because they are identical. The various
possibilities are discussed by HANADEE and WALKEH (1?).

3- Operational Deficiencies.

There can be deficiencies in a system design which cause operational
difficulties with a plant. This can be in connection with test,
maintenance or actual operational procedures whereby inadequate
facilities have been provided. This is often the result of inadequate
consideration of these aspects of the plant in the design stage. This
is another form of failure which depends on some other influence
classified in section A. 1.3. 5.

A direct common-mode failure in this classification is the impossibility
of testing redundant components which have dangerous modes of failure
that are not revealed by other means. Testing is an essential feature
of any reactor protective system and redundancy cannot be assumed to
be applied if individual components are not tested adequately.
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A.1„3-^ Engineering Errors

Failures or potential failures can be introduced into the system during the
Various stages of engineering the design into the operational system. These
causes of common-mode failure have been briefly discussed by IWNICAMO (5) and
in references (11)(36)(37), but have not explicitly been identified and classi-
fied .by other authors.

These errors can be made in the manufacturing, installation or commissioning
stages of a project, and could occur from various causes resulting in the opera-
tional system not being as designed. The failures could result from errors such
ES the use of incorrect components; the non-use of specified standards; inadequate
inspection or other form of quality control; or inadequate testing. The errors
might manifest themselves in increased failure rates of individual components;
in a sudden common-mode failure; or in a potential common-mode failure dependent
on some other event.

A.1.3.5 Operational Influences

There are common-mode failure possibilities introduced into a system caused
by human error in operation, maintenance, and testing. These can either be in the
actions performed, the written procedures governing these actions, or in their
administration or supervision. The subject of human error has been investigated
extensively with regard to water reactors in USA (2) and is currently being
generally researched by EMBBEI (21). It has been recognised and classified as
a cause of common-mode failures by most authors.

Particular cauoes that have been recognised by several authors CO (5) (7) (1*0
(18)(19) are the common incorrect calibration of components, and inadequate
testing. An onerous feature of all causes of failure in this classification
is that the standards of operational actions can deteriorate, perhaps due to
operational reasons, or even financial economy arising from the great expense of
test and maintenance. It can be difficult to ensure that the standards embodied
in the design are maintained for up to kO years plant lifetime.

A.1.3„6 Environmental Extremes

Extremes of environmental conditions either within the design limits, or
even more adverse conditions perhaps due to some circumstances that were not
anticipated in the design stage, can induce failures independently in a component,
but also in a common mode to several components. Such conditions as temperature,
pressure, humidity, vibration, corrosion and contamination are typical of those
to which components are subjected, and to which most authors refer.

In their surveys of common-mode failures in US nuclear reactor stations
TYALOE (12) and HAYDEN (7) have identified environmental effects as a significant
cause. Temperature, both high and low extremes, has been particularly identified
as a significant influence on the reliability performance of components. These
failure causes can result in increased component random failure rates, (12) or in
sudden complete failure in a common mode.

A,1.3.7 External Events

This classification includes events such as fire, flood, missiles, explosion,
earthquake and weather which in some cases can originate within the plant itself,
or from some external source. The problem of these events has been recognised by
all authors and discussed by HATDEN (7) from a survey of incidents. He recognised
their most onerous features as their high unpredictability, and ihe difficulty of
recognition of the failure mechanisms in the design and analysis stages.
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COUPLED FAILURE MECHANISM

STATISTICALLY COUPLED FAILURES
BATCH QUALITY VARIATION
LIFETIMES EWD TOGETHER
TOO LONG TEST PERIOD

INTERFACE FAILURES
SUBSYSTEM INTERACTION
FAILURE IN SWITCHING TO STANDBY
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE ERRORS

CONSEQUENT FAILURES
COMMON INPUT OR SUPPLY DEPENDENCY
OVERLOAD OF PARALLEL COMPONENTS
CASCADE FAILURES

COMMON CAUSE EVENT Oil PROCESS

INSTANTANEOUS FAILURE
TRIGGER OR FAILURE CAUSE

SIMILAR
COMPONENTS

i

DIFFERENT
COMPONENTS

GRADUALLY WORKING
FAILURE CAUSE

SIMILAR
COMPONENTS

DIFFERENT
COMPONENTS

TABIK A.1.2 COUPLED FAILURES CLASSIFICATION /ADAPTED FROM TAYLOR (12)7



COMMON FAILURE CAUSE

-O

DESIGN

FUNCTIONAL DESIGN REALISATION
DEFICIENCIES FAULTS

HAZARD LACK OF
UHBETECTABLE UTOEPEHDENCE

INADEQUATE COMMON OPERATION
INSTRUMENTATION & PROTECTION

COMPOHENTS
INADEQUATE

ACTION OPERATIONAL
DEl-1ICIENCIES

OPE

ENGINEERIHG OPERATIOHAL ENVII
ERRORS INIi1LUBNCES EXi

I

RATIOH

ONMEHTAL EXOEB
REMES EVEl

I
MANUIi1ACTURE OPERATION TEMPERATURE FIF

NAi.
ITS

E

IHSTALLATIOH MAINTENANCE PRESSURE FLOOD

COIMISSIONIHG TESTIHG HUMIDITY MISSILES

VIBRATION EXPLOSION

CORROSION EARTHQUAKE

CONTAMINATION MATHER

TABLTi: A.1.3 COMfJIOH MODE FAILURE CLASSIFICATIONS DBRIVEP FROM LITERATURE SURVEY



A01.k DEFENCES AGAINSg COMMON-MODE FAILUKES

A.1.4.1 Introduction

The various known defences against common-mode failures are summarised in
Table A.1.4. No author has identified all the possible defences explicitly, and
it is surprising that some of the defences have not been more commonly recognised.
To some extent this might be because of the method of presentation where the
defences have been clearly described and tabulated (3) (4X5X14) (19) (36) , or they
are contained in the text of the reference (7)(17)(18)(23). It will also be due
to the different systems of failure classification.

In Table A. 1.5 an initial attempt has been made to combine the defences
recognised by the different authors into common classifications and where possible
to relate these to the failure cause they are defending against. As with the
recognition of the defences referred to above, this relationship is explicitly
stated or has required a search of the text to establish. In other references
the defences are quoted, but no such relationship is given. GANGLQBT (3) and
SAMES (23) are probably the extremes of the two methods of presentation.
GANGLOEF gives a very brief description in general terms with an explicit tabu-
lation of the relationship between failure cause and defence. EAMES gives a
detailed classified list of reliability principles for all design and operational
stages of a protective system, but only implicitly relates these to the failure
causes in some instances.

A.1.4.2 Functional Diversity

In a plant hazard study the hazards will be identified, and changes in plant
parameters by which the hazard will manifest itself will also be investigated.
If different plant parameters can be identified and measured, and from which auto-
matic protection can be independently initiated to prevent the hazard developing,
then a form of defence against common-modes of failure known as "functional
diversity1' is available. This can be a defence against functional deficiencies
in the protection system functional specification, but in addition it will allow
other forms of diversity, and therefore greater independence, throughout the
protective system. This applies to not only the design stage, but to the operational
stage also. This has been recognisad by authors as indicated in Table A.1.5»

Functional diversity in a protection system has only been referred to in the
literature surveyed as being in connection with the hazard identification as
described above. It is considered possible that the term could also be applied
to the control action from the protective system outputs, whereby there could be
more than one diverse method of ensuring that tfc- plant is forced into a safe state.

whether diversity is applied to protection system input or output functions
it will necessitate a more thorough investigation and understanding of the plant
dynamic behaviour, and this could be an additional benefit to plant safety from
both design and operational aspects.

A.1.4.3 Design Administrative Controls

It is particularly essential in the design of a reactor protective system
that there is discipline in the design processes. This necessitates administrative
eontroljaver all aspects of design responsibility. GMGLOFF (5) (if) , MANKAMO (5)
and ULRiCE (36) have recognised this as a quality ass\jance in addition to a relia-
bility analysis domain, because it includes all the human factors in design, and
also the inspection, tests and component selection procedures associated with
manufacture,installation and commissioning.
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Administrative design controls by having an influence over all these
aspects of design, and also the causes of conunon-mode of failure in the design
stage as classified in section A.1.3 can be significant in defence against these
failures. This has been recognised by several authors as shown in Table A.1.5?
which also shows that environmental extremes and external event causes of common-
mode failure must be defended against by this means.

No author has identified the possibility of administrative controls defending
against operational influences which cause the common-mode failure. It is considered
essential that operation, test and maintenance be considered to some degree in the
design of a protective system, and so it is expected that such consideration should
include common-mode possibilities.

A, 1.̂ .4 Proven Design and Standardisation

This method of defence against common-mode failures is one particular aspect
of feedback of experience of existing applications. If unnecessary design innova-
tion can be avoided, a proven or standard component, sub-system or installation
procedure might eliminate possible causes of common-mode failure in the various
classifications indicated from the literature in Table <A..1:.3 . Only MAfIKAt-IO (5)
and TJLBICH (36) have identified this as a defence against functional deficiencies,
but it is considered that this can only be so if the application is identical.
They consider that standardisation is a good general defence against many types
of common-mode failure which is obviously supported by other authors (S)(^/(l?Xl8)
(23), but in less explicit terms. However, it is thought that some caution might
be necessary in some circumstances where the application might differ sufficiently
to warrant some research, development or design-innovation to produce a systeu
design with appropriate capability and immunity to common-mode failures. This is
perhaps particularly relevant to failure causes classified as "functional defi-
ciencies" and "environmental extremes", where components considered to be standard
in less onerous applications might be mis-applied in a reactor protective system.
This opinion is expressed to some extent by HAITAUER & WAUCER (17). It might be
appropriate to also consider that because what is assumed to be a proven and
standard design has not suffered a common-mode failure, it is not immune from
these events.

A. 1.T-.5 Safe Failure Modes

A description that is frequently used for a component or sub-system in safety
applications is that it is "fail-safe". This generally means that the component
predominantly fails to some safe mode, with a much lower proportion of failures
to a dangerous mode. The definition of safe and dangerous modes depends on the
application. This technique of designing systems and components which predominantly
fail to a safe mode is well established, but in addition to being a defence against
independent randon failures, it is also relevant to common-mode failure defence.

Work by GAHGLOEH1 (3) and MAMAMO (5) has explicitly related this to common
mode failures in the "design realisation","environmental extremes" and "external
events" classifications. MAEKAMO quotes a common example as the failure of a power
supply always forcing the plant into a safe state.

When considering the failure characteristics of a component it might be
appropriate to ensure that it is adequately fail safe with respect to common-mode
failure causes, rather than independent failures only, because for the total
system it might be advantageous to eliminate by design certain failure modes which
were not otherv/ise significant.
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A. 1.A-.6 Equipment Diversity

The use of diverse equipment is, like functional diversity, a special defence
against common-mode failures. It can result directly from the application of
functional diversity or be applied where this is not possible. It has been
explicitly recognised by most authors as indicated in Table A.1.5, FEEBERICK (19)
does not apply "equipment diversity" to systems using functional diversity, and
states that it is ^characterised by the provision of at least two different pieces
of equipment to monitor the same variable. GMCJLOFF (15) and MANKAMO (5) have
concluded that the application of this technique is not as significant as func-
tional diversity in reducing the system susceptibility to common-mode failure
•in causes of failure introduced in the design stage. There seems to be a difference
of opinion on whether this is a useful defence against testing and maintenance
causes. FBEDERICK states that it "tends to provide protection", whereas MANKAMO,
(whose work is based on that of GMGIOFF) considers that testing and maintenance
are sufficiently complex that multiple procedures for identical functions should
be avoided. This might indicate that particular attention should be given to
these procedures when equipment diversity is applied, especially during the
design stage. MAMKAHO also states that unless functional diversity is applied
then it is doubtful that equipment diversity will significantly reduce the
probability of common-mode failure.

A.1.A-.7 Feedback of Experience

It is stated by HAiIATJEH & WALKER (1?) that the most important lesson to be
learned from past experience is that competent and experienced designers and
operators do make mistakes. They consider it as a matter of some concern to what
extent the limited available experience, mainly from low power reactor applications,
is applicable to higher power reactors. This opinion might be a little out of
date "(1969) and does not seem to be supported by MANKAMO (5) who states that
experience has shown that most common mode failures are discovered in their
incipient stage by alert operators or during routine periodic testing.

1'/ASH 1270 (18) also rejo;nises soim doubt in the applicability of low power
reactor experience to the curreac higher power systems. However, this report
asserts that additional design effort invested in the design of a large number of
similar systems will be beneficial, which will eventually lead to a greater feed-
back of operating experience. It continues by making detailed reference to two
cases of protective systems common-mode failures.

Ui the literature surveyed there are references as above to operating
experience of actual failures, but as was stated in section A.1.A.A the fact that
a common-mode failure has not occurred does not prove that the system is immune
from these events. What possibly is required, and no examples have been included
in this survey, are extremely detailed reports of routine operation, test and
maintenance actions where "near misses" might be recorded. There could be many
Eore of these than actual common-mode failures, as suggested by MANKAMQ, and
referred to above.

A. 1.4.8 Ehysical Separation

Physical separation of redundant or diverse eauiomen* is a design feature
which can increase the icmunity of a protective system to causes of common-mode
failure. This is particularly so of causes from outside the system to the opera-
tional stage of a project and from engineering errors in the manufacture, instal-
lation and commissioning period of the design stage. This has been recognised
by most authors as shown by Table A.1.5. This defence against common-mode failures
involves the separation of items of equipment or cabling, both within and external
to the system, by either space, or barriers, or both.
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A.l.if.g Design De-rating and Simplicity -

These two aspects of design have had only limited recognition in the litera-
ture surveyed as being defences against common-mode failure. HATDEN (7) suggests
that system complexity introduced to reduce system failure due to random component
failures might cause more failures as a result of the testing and other operational
difficulties. EAMES (23) states that system parameters such as response time,
accuracy and stability should not cause unnecessary complexity, otherwise reduced
reliability might result. Neither author attempts to relate design simplicity to
the type of failure cause, but it is expected that increased immunity from all
causes except functional deficiencies could be achieved.

EAMES (23) is the only author included in the survey who recommends deliberate
de-rating of components, such that they are operated well within their design
stress limits. Such a policy will have an effect on independent component failures,
and could also assist in preventing cascade failures.

A.l.if.lO Good Operational Interfaces

There are other detailed aspects of design from the report by EAHES (23)
which have been grouped under the heading of "good operational interfaces".
These have not been, considered by other authors, and inclxide details of design
such as operator controls and indications; test and maintenance facilities;
and start-up bypasses. These features of design in conjunction wich the admini-
strative operational controls can make a significant contribution to the system
immunity from common-node failures from operational influences. EMBREI (21)
also refers to the "operability" of a system.

A.l.'t-.n !Reliability Analysis

The defence against common-mode failures by reliability analysis'has beer-
suggested only by HATiAuEH & ',-JALKBR (1?) in the following paragraph quoted from
their report.

"The first steps in preventing the effects of failures are to recognise and
examine possible sources of failure. Sources of failures that pr-e not
identified in a review of the design are likely to be found only in a
review of an accident. Therefore, we recommend that protective systems
be studied in a perverse manner with the intent of finding all nossible
sources of failures. The more failure possibilities that are found and
designed out of the system, the greater is the chance of the system
working if needed."

This policy is probably generally adopted by designers, but it is usually
considered that analysis should be independent of design. This point is discussed
by GHEEH (2*f) who argues that it is preferable to independently analyse a system
rather than accept a designers analysis of reliability and safety, and assess that.

A. 1.if. 12 Administrative Operational Controls

Discipline in operation, test ar.J. maintenance is just as important as it is
in design for eliminating possible causes of common-mode failures in protective
systems. Controls on all actions imposed by effective operational administration
has been recognised by several authors as a significant defence (3) Cf)(S)C?)(1^)
(19)(36). This not only applies to the written procedures themselves, but to their
execution, supervision, inspection and recording. WlIKAMO (5) and PHEDERICK (19)
state that this form of defence is second in importance to functional diversity.
MAtIKAMO extends the argument to include strict control over the recruitment and
training of personnel, and to the provision of procedures for abnormal situations.



As with design, administration, this is essentially a problem of human
unreliability causing common-mode failures. EMBEEY (21) is currently researching
this subject and has found that human factors work that has been done on opera-
tional stages is much greater than in design.

A.1.4.13 Periodic Proof Testing

An essential feature of a protective system is that dangerous failures are
not allowed to persist, but are revealed by some means. A common method is to
manually test the system at regular intervals. This has been recognised as a
defence against common-mode failures by several authors (5)(7)(l?)Cl8)(23)(36)
and MAHKAMO (5) has briefly discussed this and expressed its importance in
eliminating or detecting potential or actual failures. Other authors (3) (1O (1*0
(19) have not explicitly identified this means as a defence against common-mode
failxires, perhaps because as HAMKAMO suggests, it actually falls into the category
of administrative operational controls, but as he states it is sufficiently
important to warrant special mention.

HANADER & VALKEB (1?) and EAJES (23) make detailed recommendations for
testing, and both include the important point of the requirement for complete
testing of the system from sensors to actuators. It is essential that no item
in the system, whether single or redundant, is untested so allowing possible
modes of failure to persist»

Although it is recognised as an important defence, testing can also introduce
causes of common-mode failure, as has been referred to in section A.1.4.12. It
cannot on its own therefore, be considered as a complete defence against common-
mode failure.

A.1.4.14 Bedundancy

The redundant design of systems is not only an effective means of prevention
of system failure due to single component failures, but has also been recognised
by DLEICH (30) as a defence against common-mode failures. The stated reason is
that the coupling of failures of the specific redundant channels or components
due to a common cause is not complete, but only partial. Therefore the failure
of all the redundant channels or components does not occur coincidentally. The
probability of a system failure depends on the number of channels or components
failing and the total installed. This has also been indicated by TOSELY (38) who
presents a method for calculating the probability of system common-mode failure,
taking into account the degree of system redundancy.
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A.T.5 COHMON-MOBE FAILtIBE HODBELIHG

A.1.5.1. Quantification of System Reliability Using.« ß Factor for CMF

A method aas been developed by the General Atomic Company in the USA (10)
for the quantification of the reliability of redundance systems, using a factor
ß for common-mode failures. This factor relates the CMF rate of redundant
channels to She total failure rate of one channel.

If the total failure rate of one channel is O, and the independent and
common-mode failure rates for that channel are 6j and 9̂  then:-

0 • 0I * 0CB

- /3)0

and fl

Taking the simplest redundancy system of a 1 from 2 operating system
as an example, the system reliability (Fg) can be expressed as:-

Assuming the exponential distribution is applicable to all types of
failure:

p =
UK

* • tv

. •*!*.. -Cl -

ê CH* = ê
et

-et -(a - ß-)e.t— e *

CHF:-
It can be seen that if ß = O, that is, there are no possible causes of

and if ß = 1, that is all failures are CMF:-

The above summary from the work in the reference has been extended to
show that for other redundancy arrangements the probability of successful
operation is as shown in the following table.
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Operating Vote

1

1

2

2

3

2

3

3

Probability of Success

2e-0t

30-*

By taking the complement of the above expressions the probability of
failure has been derived, and plotted against ß for various values of Bk1
for each of the above systems. The values of fit chosen are thought to be
realistic for the particular system.

It can be shown that where ß > 10. fit

P1, « ßB t

for ALIi systems.

For high values of flt this approximation fits only a small proportion
of the curve, and with values of g which appear to be attainable from the
data available, the system reliability will satisfy the requirement. However,
the significance of this approximation is that for highly reliable systems an
extremely low value of ß is necessary to avoid being on this part of the curve.
This means that extreme actions will be required to ensure that adequate
independence of channels is provided.

Low values of flt have been plotted for the 1 from 2 and the 2 from 3
systems only, because these configurations are most likely to be adopted for
guard line sub-systems where these low values of St are applicable. It must
therefore be ensured that guard line sub-systems are considered in extreme
detail, the graphs indicate their particular vulnerability to the effects of
GMF.

A.1.5.2 Boundary Quantification Techniques for Common-Mode Failures

Ih a comprehensive reactor safety study in the USA (2) a boundary technique
was used for estimating the contribution of common-mode failures to the total
system unreliability, !his initially used an estimate of maximum boundary
failure probability to determine the sensitivity of the system unreliability
to this value, and dependent on the results of this and the availability of
suitable data, more refined estimates were made.
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A1.11

Considering as an example- a 1 from 2 redundancy, system consisting of
channels A and B. If the failure probability of 'the channels-is denoted by.
P(A) and P(B) respectively, then the system failure probability can be
denoted by~P(AB).

P(AB) = probability of both A and B failing.

This is completely general and implies nothing about the dependence
or independence of A and B.

If they are completely independent;

P(AB) = P(A)-P(B).

If there is some dependency between the failures of A and B then this
expression is not •valid. However, for independent and dependent systems the
following expressions apply

P(AB) ^P(A)

P(AB)

Because both of these are valid the upper boundary of the value of P(AB)
must be the minimum of the two values, P(A) and P(B).

P(AB) sj MIN /S(A), P(B)?

The validity of this is based on the condition that the probability of
failure of a single channel, P(A) or P(B), include both the random independent
and common-mode failure mechanisms»

Frequently the channels in a redundancy system will be identical so
having equal failure probabilities

P(A) = P(B) = P

P-(AB) = P (the upper boundary)

and Pj1(AB) = P^ (the lower boundary).

Having obtained the upper boundary value of P(AB) this can be compared
with the total system failure probability. If this value has no significant
effect then it can be used in the system reliability evaluation.

Similarly, for a 2 from 3 system having channels A, B and C the boundaries
are:-

P(ABC) s MIN /P(AB), P(AC), P(BC)?

and if the channels are identical

PJJ(ABC) =. P (the upper boundary)

and PT(ABC) = 3P̂ (the lower boundary).
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These boundary values define the range in which the true system failure
probability lies, and in the WASH 11KX) study a log-normal probability distri--
bution was assumed for the range of possible values« Tahere the common-mode
failure probability was not predominant in a system reliability analysis a
best estimate was obtained by calculating the median of .the log-normal
distribution. This is the geometric mean of the range.

PM(AB) =

PM(AB) = P
3/2

And for the 2 from 3 system:

For comparison this is indicated on graphs of ß factor for several values
of P. on Figure A. 1.6.

Ih general, for an m from n systam (r = n - m + 1)

Pm=

where

A.1.5.D

is the value of ß equivalent to the geometric mean.

OE
I PT,
1

A more detailed technique was also presented for the quantification of the
effects of common-mode failures, but the use of this was found to be necessary
for relatively few systems. Considering the 1 from 2 system, the system
failure probability can be decomposed into various contributions from different
failure mechanisms.

If M denotes a failure mechanism

and P(M) denotes the probability of M occurring

and P(AB/M) denotes the probability of (AB) failing when event M occurs.

The system failure probability can be expressed as the sum of all
possible failure mechanisms.

N

P(AB) P(B).P(AB/tt)

If independent failures are considered to be one of the failure mechanisms,
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P(AB) = P(M ).P(AB/H )o o
P(M).P(AB/H)

M

P(AB/Ho) = P(A). P(B)

and P(M ) = 1

i S(AB) = P(A). P(B) + P(M).P(AB/H).

M

This expression can be transformed to incorporate time dependencies.. If
the failure mechanism can exist prior to the system becoming operational then
P(H) is a constant P, and is applicable to design, manufacturing and quality
control defects.

If the mechanism can occur during the operational life of the system
then P(H) is a cumulative time dependent distribution, and is applicable to
test or maintenance errors, environmental degradation. For example

P(H) = (1 - e'A)

A. 1.5.3 Common-load Model

A model has been developed by Mankamo (2M) for use in the analysis of the
dependency of failures when redundant structures are loaded by a common stress.
It is assumed that the structures have identical resistance to stress (H), and
that both the stress and resistance are random variables, having probability
density functions:

fg(x) and fjj(x) respectively.

The cumulative probability will be given by

FR(x) = I dy. fE(y)
-v»

The condition for structure failure is when

X S > X H

and the probability of one structure failing is P.,

dx. fg(x). FR(x)

In a redundancy system of N structures the probability of K failing

K
f" dx. fs(x). (J) . /fE(x)7 . /f - FE(x)7(N-K)

For only'K structures

K/K /'" dx.

• " OO

fs(x)
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Summing such terms for N structures for at least K failing:

N= {K} y (-i>(j~K -o-
J=K

The stress and resistance were considered to have both normal and log-
normal distributions, and it was convenient to use the following reduced
variables, S „ and^x, in each case.D K

Normal

where CT= standard deviation

It= mean value

In G„ In G.
Log-normal S „ =—2 - S

'E
B InC

where C = coefficient of variation

m = median.

Applying the above to the probability of failure of K structures PR it
was shown that the same expression for Pg was obtained for both distributions
in terms of the reduced variables S. and £-.

Numerical integration of the Pj. terms was done for several values of K,
P,j and £R/S„ ratio. This ratio is !mown as the loading roughness«

A power (n_) was then computed to satisfy the equation relating to PK and P

»K
P1, = P-1 where a- = f(P„,Ä. n A. i

The values obtained for n„ are shown on table A. 1.6.

„) was preferred to the

1

For convenience the correlation coefficient
loading roughness:

P
SS ~

This will have boundary values O and 1.

For P25 near to 1 the failures will be highly dependent and n_ tends to 1.

For pgg near to O, n„ tends to K and the failures have little dependence.

These two extremes are illustrated on figure A. 1.7.
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K

2

3

4

/RS

0.1

0.2

0.5
0.8

0.9

0.1
0.2

0.5
0.8

0.9

0.1
0.2

0.5
0.8

0.9

W

. 1/3
1/2
1
2

3

1/3
1/2
1
2

3

1/3
1/2
1
2

3

Dx when P. =

!(T1

1.88

1.76
1.49
1.25
1.16

2.65
2.38
1.8l

1.39
1.25

3.35
2.89
2.04
1.48
1.30

io-3

1.85
1.73
1.42

1.19
1.12

2.58
2.28

1.6?
1.29
1.18

3.23
2.77
1.85

1.35
1.22

10-5

1.84
1.71
1.40
1.18
1.10

2.56
2.24
1.63
1.26

1.15

3.19
2.66

1.79
1.32
1.18

TABLE AI.6 COMPUTED VALUES OP POWER
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Figure A1.7 Illustration of a weak correlation case (upper
figure) and strong correlation case (lower figure)
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A. LS.'f Marshal-Olkin Specialised Model

. The basic multivariate model of Marshall and Olkin has been developed
by Vesely (38) for failures that are repairable, and in particular for
common-cause failures. This required the model to be specialised to allow
efficient estimates to be made of the model parameters using sparse data.

The basic model considers an arbitrary group of m components which
will have a total of (2m - 1) possible failure causes, each of which can be
represented by a vector x. Out of the population m each cause can fail any
number of components, and is assumed to have an exponential distribution for
its time of occurrence.

f- (t) =A- exp (-A-t)
X jC X

where A- is the failure rate associated with cause x.

Multivariate exponential distributions were then obtained which describe
the observed component failure times. For example, for two components the
probability that neither will fail in time t, ig given by:-

F(t) = exp (^A1t - A-t - A_t)

where A- is the individual component failure rate

and A- is the common cause failure rate.

and the probability that both will fail in time t assuming they are not
repaired,

Q(t) = (A1t)
2 +A2t

Because data to estimate A., A, or in general A , is often sparse this
basic model was specialised based on Poisson statistical techniques, which
considers the number of failures (N-) observed in a specified time interval
(T). x

The different causes JL, 5L etc are defined by independent Poisson
distributions with parametersA- T5A- T, etc.

The number of parameters is reduced by considering only those components
that are failed and assuming that they are identical.

This was then known as the homogeneous model where N is the number of
occurrences of x components failing in a time interval T.x This is a Poisson
distribution with a parameter (°)A T.

Because the sum of independent Poisson distributions is another Poisson
distribution, if %•? is the number of occurrences in which i specific components
fail and j components do not fail, whether the others in the population fail or
not, in time T, the parameter of the distribution is A. ..T.

m-i-j . . 1^
where A.. = V"1 (m--L-0) ..,.,,

13 > k A (i+k)
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An unbiased estimator for X.. is given by
m- J-J

kai

Q)

9

Unfortunately this contains an unknown nuisance parameter \. which is the
homogeneous failure rate for the whole population, and makes any additional
statistical analysis difficult. To overcome this, two particular cases within
the homogeneous model were considered.

The constant failure rate (CFH) case assumes that the common cause failure
rates are independent of the number of failures

\ = A, for x > x.

This applies when common causes are equally likely to affect any specific
component set, and implies that expected numbers of simultaneous failures will
follow a combinational law because the expected value of N is proportional to
(g). The number of simultaneous failures most frequently observed will be
approximately m/2. This means that for large numbers of components, if any
common cause failures occur then large numbers of components will be affected.

If N is the number of occurrences of X1 or more simultaneous failures in
time T X<1 then this is a Poisson distribution with parameter K)OT

where K̂ .= gum of all common cause failure rates

and K =

By expressing K in terms of the standard binomial probability of observing
X1 successes in m trials where each success has a probability of occurrence of \

(, m, ̂;

and can be determined from standard binomial, tables.
A

Using standard Foisson techniques an unbiased estimator from & is ̂ ,
N

~ KT

and the expression for X.. simplifies to;

X.. =\ 2(nI-i-3) tor x » X1"

The CFR case allows simple evaluations to be performed, the restriction
being the assumption A. = A.. Failure causes to which it is applicable are
random maintenance errors and manufacturing defects.

Where the CFE case does not apply the general Binomial failure rate (BFE)
case can be considered.
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In the BEB case, Ais the.sum of all common cause failure-rates, and
it is assumed that each component has a probability (P) Of failing from the
cause.

for x 5 x„

where C is the probability of all possible component failure

y cj). pxd-p)m-x

(J) . p*; d-p)m- for

Maximum likelihood techniques can be used to estimate A and P from
different observed values of N .

Alternatively they can be estimated using multinomial techniques from
the expressions;

P*. d-p)m-x

and P =

In the BFE case the equation for A.. . becomes;

The HEE case is general, and therefore more complex than the CFE
case. However it is adaptable to broader applications. Hypothesis tests
can be performed on the data to determine the choice between them.

!he paper by Vesely (38) concluded by considering data from control rods
in BHEs, from which the BFE model was selected as appropriate, and the
probabilities of various specific and multiple rod failures to enter the
core were calculated. ~

A.1.5.5 Shock Madel

A model has been developed by Apostolakis (1) which compares the effects
of common-mode failures on a redundancy system reliability relative to the
effects due to random independent failures. Criteria are then developed for
an tipper bound to common-mode failure rate for various system configurations.

Failures are assumed to occur due to some shock, which is defined as an
event that imposes abnormal stresses on the component. A further assumption
is that the occurrence of the shocks is governed by independent Foisson
processes; where

"TT

gives the probability of exactly n shocks of the jth type in a time interval t,



S

and leads to the exponential failure distribution for the components subject
to the jth risk.

i.e., F.(t) = 1 - exp C-A.t)
3 3

In addition to failures due to shocks affecting Individual components,
redundant components are subject to the common-mode failure rate CAQJJ) » which
is the sum of the rates of all the shocks causing such failures.

!he author considers that the application of data from other systems
in the past is not valid for common-mode failures, and that any mathematical
treatment, which cannot be rigorous, can only be used for estimating the
effects of such failures.

The system reliability can be expressed as:

H(t) = Er(t) . E0J1Ct)

where B (t) = Reliability due to independent failures

and B0J-Ci) = Reliability due to common-mode failures

The hazard function of the system for a k from n system of identical
components is shown on Figures A.1.8, A.1.9 and A. 1.10.

hCt) = hr(t) + ACM
.Cn-k+1)
A

.Cn-k)

and A = independent component failure rate

hpCt) = O when t = O

and it tends to a limit

h Ct) = h for large values of t

In most practical applications

and it is reasonable to expect that within a time T when the common-mode effect
would dominate, inspection and corrective action would be taken, because in
most cases T would be large enough to make the total reliability unacceptably
low. The conclusion was that there is an upper bound to the degree of redundancy
that can be applied to a system otherwise common-mode effects dominate the
unreliability.

Ih order to derive criteria for the upper bound to XCH the mean time to
failure CM) was considered. It was shown that for common-mode failure to
be JTIsignificant to the system

ACH« IT - V«

where M_ = M with no common-mode failures.
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This condition was applied to the various redundance systems and the
*1following table given for the upper bounds for XCM = «-• Two repair rates (ft)

were considered for each system. r

System k/n

1/2

1/5

2/5

1A

2A

3A

Upper Bound for XCH = TP"

" S°

6 .
7 *
66 x

15 *
60 A

**

37 X

M ».A.

2#

3*|

6F

**7
12 g

M2

12^r
The author concluded that because the upper bound forA.CM increases by

powers of ̂ /fi as redundancy increases, the value of A.Q.J must be extremely
low for the effects to be insignificant. The results of systems reliability
analyses which consideres independent failures alone were therefore considered
to be meaningless.

It is observed that by assuming a repair rate (jj) or proof test interval

(T = TT) the above bounds for ACM could be expressed in terms of the variable ß
discussed in Al .5.1.

X
i.e., ß.HAZ

An excellent practical example of the use of the shock model approach is
given in reference 56 which deals with aero engine non-containment. This is
particularly interesting because it shows the use of the model in a safety
rule-making context and as part of a design code in order to meet a dangerous
failure rate requirement of 10~° per operating hour.
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PIG. A1.8 Hazard function of a system subject to random and
common-mode failures.

- Rn(S)

FIG. A1.9 Comparison of the hazard functions due to random
causes and common-mode failures ( ^ M > ^n).

O fr -p- - -er
PIG. AI .10 Comparison of the hazard functions due to random

causes and common-mode failures (X,„ ? hn).
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AEPHTOIX 2

!DHE SIGNIFICANCE OF CMF IN THE FESSEHHEIM STUPT

This appendix is included to give a brief summary of the interim results
of the reliability quantification study of the Fessenheim reactor protection
system and to indicate the significance of the CMF problem.

The reduced fault tree for the system is shown on the diagram, and the
data used in the solution of this are tabulated below. Different dangerous
failure rates are considered for the measurement channels.

-

Diff Temp Channel

Neutron Flux Channel

Guard line relays

Circuit breakers

Total Failure
Bate f/hr

8x10"5

9-"6x10"5

1.lfx10~6

Dangerous
Failure Ratio

0.1
OR 0.5

0.1
OE 0.5

0.1

0.1

Proof Test
Interval

720 hrs

Failure
Probability

5.8x10~3 _
OE 2.9x10"*

6.9x10-3
OE 3.5x10"*
10-5

3x10~5/d

The study did a limited sensitivity analysis of the effects of CMF on the
system failure probability. The factor model described in Appendix 1 was
used for quantifying CMF1 and the sub-system failure probabilities are plotted
on the attached graphs against factor for various values of channel failure
probability. The particular values from the above table are indicated on the
graphs, and the results obtained for various values of are as below. The
values include independent and common-mode failure probabilities.

Diff Temp

Neutron Flux

Guard line relays

Circuit Breakers

Total

Failure Probability

ß =0

*•*
OE 2,5x10 y

1.3x10-° .
QR '1.7x10"̂

10-8

9x10-10

1.1x10~9

OE 4.3x10"'

ß = !O"2

1.6x10 ,
OE 2.OxIO"5

7x10-5 .
OB 4.5x10 ^

10-°

3x10~7

1.3x10~6 ,
OE 2.5x10"°

ß = 10~1

6.5x10"'f ,
OE 5x10"-'

7x10-**
OE 3-5x10"̂

10-5

3x1O~6

1.3x10~5
 q

OR 3.1x10~3

ß =1

5.8x10~3
 y

OE 2.9x10"*
6.9x10"5 .,

. OR 3.5x10"*
10-̂

3x10~5

1.4x10"̂  ,
OR 1.2X10"-7

The results in the study were computed by the PATEEC/RCM computer programme,
and the manually computed results above show only minor differences. The values
for /i = O (no CMF) and/8 = 1 (all CMF) are boundary conditions only and can be
neglected. When/S = 10~2 the CMF for the guard line relays and circuit breakers
predominates, as is so for/4 = IO"'' with low measurement channels failure rates,
but if these cannot be assumed to be low then the system probability is increased.
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n-"is

Data so far collected indicates a ß value of approximately 10 for all
types of sub-system, and because this data comes mainly from input sub-systems
it can be assumed to"be applicable to these sub-systems in this study. However,
little data is available for the guard line relays and circuit breakers» but
it is suspected that it could be near:to the 10~2 value. If this is assumed
then the system probability of failure becomes

1.5 x 10~6 OR 3 x10',-5

which shows a factor of 20 between the two values. Xt is therefore important
to substantiate the measurement channels failure rates, and the ß factors.

Considering the low values of g t for the guard line relays;

flfc = 10" for t = ?20 hours

and 6 = 1.4 x 10 failures per hour.

Referring to the graph, for the desired effects of the 1 from 2 redundancy
on the system probability of failure' to be realised then

j -3ß if 10

0CM " f*

•"* 6CM <1-Zfx'10 failures/hour.

3Ms indicates the rarity of the events that must be defended against.
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FIGURE A2.4 1 FROM 2 SYSTEMS
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AgEBIDIX 3

CMF EVENTS IN TJS NUGEEAH SEACTQS SYSTEMS

The most extensive source of available data for nuclear reactor systems is
that published by the Office of Operations Evaluation of the USNEC. Nuclear
plant licencees are required to submit to the USNEC reports on safety related
occurrences according to a regulatory guide. These are summarised for storage
on a computer file by USNRC, and the data for this study was taken from a
resultant printout, an example of which has been presented in section 5 of the
report.

The incident reporting system does not identify CMF, and this has been done
during this study by interpretation of the limited data in the printout. The
events identified as CMF are presented on tables A.J.I and A.3.̂  for the automatic
protective system and the emergency core cooling system respectively. The events
have been grouped according to the CMF classification system of section 3 of the
report, and the recorded information has been further summarised. Other informa-
tion has been added to these event tables, relating to failure degree, failure
category, and sub-system type, as discussed in the main report.

Classification summaries for each station in the sample are &hown on tables
A.3.2 and A.3.5 for the APS and ECCS respectively. The distribution of events
in time are shown on tables A.3-3 and A..J.6, which also derive the operating time
for each station, and the integrated operating time for the sample. Further
analysis of the data is contained in section 5.1 of the main report.
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RAUCIiO SECO 1

UIG ROCK POINT

DRESDBN 2

RIUACTOH
TIfPS

PUIl
IiIW

PVR
C-E

DVH
GEI

IiVH
QB

PVR
BlH

PUR
C-E

FVR

PVU
VEST

FWH
VEST

PVR
VEST

FHR
VEST

WR
C-B

PUR
BlV

EVR
GE

ISVB
GE

OCCURRl MS

ROD DROP CAUSED POHBR TILT DUT
POVBR IHBALANCB DKTSCTOR CODLD
NOT BB SBT UELOH T& TO REQUIRED
66$
TVO HIGH FOHER TRIP CHANNELS
RESET AUTOMATICALLY

DRIUELL RPS* ft ECCS PRESSUIiE
SUITCIIES OPERATED OUTSIDE
LIHITS

3 REACTOR LOV LBVEL SVITCUES OUT
Oi' CALIBRATION
ANALOGUE AMPLIFIERS & BISTADLES
IN SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION
SlTSTEH HAD DEFICIENT ELECTRICAL
GROUNDS
CORE PROTECTION CALCULATOR HAY
NOT GENERATE CONSERVATIVE NUHDER
FOR ALL PLANT CONDITIONS
BOTU IP UIGU FLUX OHANKBL3
TRIPPED AT 3$ INSTEAD OF 25#
AT START-UP

BOTH IP UIQH FLUX CUANNELS
TRIPPED AT 3C# INSTEAD OF 25#
AT START-UP
Z OF 3 PRKSSURISER IBVBL
TRANSMITTERS OUT OF CALIBRATION
(EGPETITIVE PROBLEM)
DELAYED OPERATION OF THO REACTOR
TRIP RELAYS

DEUTA FLUX SETPOINTS IN ERROR DUE
TO COMPARATOR HAIfDNCTION

DURING TESTING, VARIABLE POHER
SETPOIHT HAMPGD UP VITH POVER
RAMP

SETPOINTS ERROB FOR FLUX/
IMBALANCE/FLOW TRIPS

INDICATIONS LOST FROM 2 START-UP
CHANNEIS

Z REACTOR THIP BELAYS FROH TSV
2 DID NOT OPERATE ON TEST

OCCURRENCE CAUSE

DESIGN ERBOR. BUFFEB AMPLIFIER
DID NOT PERMIT THIS CHANGE. VAS
EFFECTED ADMINISTRATIVELY

NOISE SPIKES FROM TVO LARGE
HBLAYS IN SAME CABINET

CONDENSATE IN SENSINS LINES
DUE TO TEMPERlTURB DIFFEEENOBS

DESIGN HAD USED HIBU LEVEL
SVITCH IN ERROR

DRAUING3 USED TO INSTAL
EQUIPMENT VERB INCOHPLETB

DESIGN VIBING EBROB ON INPUT
TO ADDER/SUBTRACTER UNIT

DETECTOR CURRENTS CUAHGB
SIGNIFICANTLY HITII TIME

DETECTOR CUBEENTS CUANGB
SIGNIFICANTLY VITH TIHK

ZERO SHIFT IH TRANSHITTERS
BEING INVESTIGATED

BRITTLE COIL LINERS APFARENTLY
CAUSED BY BATTEBY CHARGING
VOLTAGE EFFECTS

INTERFACE DRAWINGS IN ERROR
CAUSING GROUND LOOP

DESIGN DEFICIENCY CAUSED NOISE
IH TRIP CIBCUII TO RESET PEAK
DETECTOH

ONE POINT OF "OFFSET VEBSUS
POWER" DURING CONVERSION
CALCULATIONS

FAULTY CABLE BBTHEEN CHAHBEB
AND CUAMBEB DRIVE UNIT

LIMIT SWITCH "HlHHlNG UP"
INTERNALLY UNDER IGST CONDITIONS

CAUSE CLASSIFICATION

HAIN

EDF

EDB

BDB

EDR

EDB

EDH

BDB

EDB

EDR

EDH

EDH

EDR

EDB

EDB

EBK

SECONDARY

INADEQUACY

DEPENDENCY

INCAFABILITI

EBROB

ERROR

ERROB

INADEQUACY

INADEQUACY

INADEQUACY

INADEQUACY

ERROR

DEPENDENCY

EBBOB

DEPENDENCY

DBPENDENCY

FAILURE '

DEGREE

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PABTIAL

FABTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAI.

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PABTIAt

FABTIAL

COHPLETB

COHPIEfIE

CATEGORl

DANGER

DANGER

DANQEB

DANGER

DANGER

DANQER

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

DANGEB

DAHGgB

DANGER

SUB-
SYSTEM

I

''I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

G

I

I

I

I

I

COMMENTS

DUBING
CONSTRUCTION

TO BB CALI-
BRATED AT
BACH START-UP

TO BB CALI-
BRATED AT
EACB STABT-UP

TABLE i.3.1 APS COMMON-MODE FAILURES (Sheet 1 of 6 )
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OGGUUHENOE
DATE

W.1Ü.7J

i!3. 0.76

9. Ia. 76

18. 1.74

20. 3.76

8. 4.73

4.12.75

7. 6.76

25. 8.72

«!7. 9.76

4. 5.72

fa.tO.72

3.11.73

4. 9.71

FACILITY

IIADUAM NE(IK

SAN ONORRE 1

OALVKRT CLIFFS 2

UADDAH NECK

DAVIS-BEISSB 1

DRESDEN 1

DHUNSUICK 2

D.O. COOK 1

VERMONT
YANKEE 1

SALEIH 1

HOHTlCBI1LO 1

VERMONT YANKEE

OCONEIE 2
OCOIIEB 1

POINT UBACII 1

REACTOR
TYPE

FHR
WEST

PHR
HEST

FHR
HEST

FVR
BiV

BVR
GE

BVR
GE
PHR

VEST

BHR
OE

FVR
HEST

BHR
QE

BHR
GE

FHR
B&W

FVR
VEST

OCCURHENOE

VIIEN ONE UIlEAKER RACKED OUT IT
PREVENTED OTHER FROM OPERATING

3 FEEDHATER CONTROL SYSTEMS ON
BACKUP POVER SOURCE, WlIICU HAS
DEOHADEID SUCU TIUT FLOW TRIPS
HERB INOPERABLE
4 PHESSURE SHITCIOiS HAD
EICESSIVE VIBRATION, HIRED
DIFFERENT TO OTIOiR SHITCKES1
AND a LEAKED FLUID,
REACTOR SCRAHKED FROH 2 SPURIOUS
HIGH STEAH FLOH SIGNALS

ANALOGUE AMPLIFIER U-M mA INPUT
SIGNALS DID NOT CORRESPOND UITH
TRIP BISTABLES SET POINTS
4 CUAMBER AHPLIFIERS FOR
IN-CORE NUDLEONIO INSTRUMENTS
FAILED
ALL 4 DRYHBLL UIGU PRESSURE
SHITCUES OUT OF CALIBRATION
STATIC HEAD CORRECTION OF 25psl
ON PRESSURISER PRESSURE TRANS-
HITTERS INCORRECT FOR Z^ YEARS

3 DRYVELL PRESSURE SVITGHBS NOT
OPERATIVE

BOTU IF NUCLEAR POVER CHANNELS
INOPERABLE

AVERAGE REACTOR POHER MONITORS
INDICATING LOWER TUAN THERMAL
POWER

2 STEAM FLOH DF SHITCHES FAILED
TO OPERATE AT REQUIRED VALUE

REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE! TRIP
SETTINGS LOH

IP AND IIP NUCLEAR INSTRUHENTS '
LOH TRIP SETTINGS HIGH

OCCURRENCE CAUSE

INTERLOCKING CIRCUIT DESIGN
ERROR

FAILURE OF RECTIFIERS IN 15
VOLTS POVER SUPPLY

SYSTEM DESIGN

INSTRUHENT SENSING LINES
FROZEN

CALIBRATION INFORHATION FROM
INSTRUCTION MANUAL INCORRECT

PINCHED HIRES IH DEFECTIVE
TRANSFORMERS

CALIBRATION ERROR

CORRECTION SUBTRACTED INSTEAD
OF ADDED. FROOEDURES CHANGED

OPEN ENDED TEES BETWEEN
ISOLATION VALVES AND SWITCHES

PRIOR VETTING OF DETECTORS
CAUSED INCREASED CONNECTOR
RESISTANCE

INCORRECT CALIBRATION PROCEDURES
DURING START-UP

SUSPECTED LOOKING DEVICES CAUSED
SETPOINTS CHANGE

SET ACCORDING TO OGONEE 1 VHICU
VERB ALSO IN ERROR

INCORRECT CALIBRATION
PROCEDURES

CAUSE CLASSIFICATION

MAIN

EDR

EDR

EDR

EDR

BCN

ECM

ECI

BCI

EiCI

BCI

OPM

OFM

OFH

OFH

SECONDARY

DEPENDENCY

DEPENDENCY

ERROR

QUALITY
CONTROL

INSPECTIOH

COKHISSION-
ING

COMMISSION-
ING

INSTALLA-
TION

COMMISSION-
ING

FROOEDUBES

TESTING

PROCEDURES

PROCEDURES

FAILURE!

DEGREE

COHPLETE

COMPLETE

TRIP

TRIP

COMPLETE

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

COHPLBTE

COHPLBTE

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

CATEGORY

DANCER

DANGER

SAFE

SAFE

DANGER

7

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

SAFE

SUB-
SYSTEM

O

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I
I

COHHENTS.

OCCURRED ON 3
PAIBS OF
BREAKERS FOR
ANCILLARY
SERVICES

DURING.
COHSTRUCIION

DIIBI»! COM-
MISSIONING

DURING COM-
MISSIONING

•
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OU(JUIIRKHCb:
DATE!

19. 2.'H

\. 3.74

J6. 2.74

16. 3.74

7. 5.71

25. 1.75

17. 4.75

17. 4.75

rt. S. 75

22. 8.75

13.10.75

10. 5.7.1

22. B.75

7. 5.7t.

I. 6.76

21. 2.7<-

FACIbITI

ZION 2

OCOHKB 1

PALlSADEiS 1

FALtSAlIE)S I

OQONEE! I

coowaK i

FAIiISADEiS 1

TlIREiEi HILB
ISLAND 1

DHEiSDBN 3

FBAIBIEi
ISLAND 2

SUBHY t

LA ORDSSb

FILUKIH I

COOPBR I

KEVAUNEIEi I

ZION I

HBACTOIt
TYPB

PVR
C-EJ

FUR
UlW

FWR
C-B

PVB
C-B

FWR
MW

UWR
IiB

FWR

PWR
C-B

BWB
CB

FWR
WEST

FWB
WEST

BWB
A-D

BWR
BEi

BWB
GB

FWB
VEST

FUB
WEST

OCOUIUUiNGEi

UIQIl CLUX TRIP SBTTINOS OH IP
CIIANNBLS HIuII

RBACTOH POWER/FLOW ClUNNBLS
GALIOBATION INCOBRECT

IVO-FUMP OPERATION LOW FLOW
TRIP SBTFOINTS SLIGHTLY IH
ERROR

3 OF 4 CONTAINXBNT HIGH
FRBSSUBB SWITCHES SBTFOINTS
ERROR

4 COOLANT FRESSURB THANSHITlBR
CALIBRATION ERRORS (2-4J0

3 RBACTOB FRESSURB SWITCHES
OPBRAlBD AT INCORRECT PBESSURB

3 OF 4 REACTOR FRESSURB SWITCHES
CALIBRATION ERROR (5$)

ALL 4 HIGH POWER TRIP SET POINTS
INCORRECT (430

3 RBADTOB PRBSSURB SWITCHES HAD
HIGII SETPOINTS (5#)

BOTH IP CHANNEIS TRIPS OPBRATBD
AT HIGH VALUE DURING START-UP
(53«) ;

3 PRESSURISES BIGII PRESSURB .
SUITCUES HAD SETFOINT ERRORS

REACTOR PRESSURE AND UATER LEVEL
CHANNELS HAD NON-LINEARITY VUIOH
RBSULTED IN ERRONEOUS TRIP
POINTS

3 TURBINE FRESSURB SWITCHES SET
POINTS 10$ ERROR

3 IRH1S CODLD NOl BB SET AT
120/1259$ FSD ON RANGE 10 UITH
REACTOR LESS THAN 45$ POWER

BUSBAR UNDERVOLTAGB TBIF RELAYS
SElTINGS HAD SHALL ERRORS

4 POVBR BANGB DETECTORS DELTA I
SUHHATORS HAD CALIBRATION BRBOBS

OCCURRENCB OAUSB

CALIBRATION BASED ON THBRHAL
FOVBB IN ERBOR

CALIBRATION PROCEDURES BRROB

OPERATIONAL DIFFICULTIES
FREVENT ADEQUATB TESTING

CALIBRATION PROCEDURES NOT
ALLOWINQ MARGIN FOR DRIFl

SET POIW DRIFT DUE TO LONQ
PERIOD WITHOUT TESTING

MECHANICAL INTEBFEREiNCB OF
COVER PLATB WITH SUITCHES

INCORRECT CALIBRATION PROCEDURES

CONFUSING OALIBBATIONS
PROCEDURE!

DRIFT DUE 10 EXTENDED PERIOD AT
ZERO PRESSUBB AND NO TEST

NOT KNOWN WHY SBTPOINTS IN
EBROR

CALIBRATION PBOCEDUBBS NOT IN
ACCOBDANCB UIIH MANUFACTUREH

TEST FBOCEDURBS ASSUMED LIHBAB
RELATIONSHIP

TEST PROCBDURBS EBROR

IRH1S SENSITIVITY DECBBASES
WITH BIFOSUBB-FBOCEDURES CHANGED
DBLBTINQ CHECK

FBOCEDDHES CHANGED TO GIVE
TOLSBANCB FOB DBIFT

DBTEdORS WBHB BEING DESCALED
BUT DELTA I SUMHATORS WEBB
INADVERTENTLY OHITlBD

CAUSB OUSSIFIOATION

MAIN

OPM

OPH

OFH

OPM

OPM

OPM

OPM

OFM

OPM

OPH

OPM

OFH

OPM

OPH

OPH

OPM

SBCONDABY

PROCEDURES

PROCBDURBS

PROCEDURES

PROCEDURBS

SUPERVISION

REPAIR

PROCEDURES

FBOCEDDRBS

SUPEBVISIOII

TESTING

t

FBOCEDDHES

PROCEDURES

FROCEDUBES

FBOCEDUBBS

FBOCBDUBES

SUPERVISION

FAILURE

DEGREE

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PABlIAL

PARlIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

CATEQOBY

DAHGEB

DANGER

DANGBB

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

DANGEB

DANGEB

DANGEB

SAFE

DANGER

?

DANGER

SUB-
SYSTEM

I

I

1

I

1

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

COHMUNTS

TABLE A.3.1 APS COHHON-MODB FAILURES (Sheet 3 of 6 )



OCCUKHKNOt!
UATK

1 'J. 10. 74

2tl. 7.73

14. 7.73

5.11-74

24- 3.73

3. 3.73

21.10.73

9. 1-73

25. 2.75

14-10.75

10. B.74

B. 9.75

FAOILITI

DUANK ARNOLD

MILLSTONE I

ZlON I

ZION 1

DRESDEN 3

POINT BGACU t

U.U. ROBINSON 2

VEBHONT YANXES

FITZPATRICK I

QUAD CITIES I

DUANG ARNOLD

DRESDEN. 3

RIiACTOH
THU

UVR
OB

BWR
QE

PVR
VGST

PHR
VEST

BVR
GB

PVR
VEST

FVR
VEST

WB
QB

BVR
GE

BVR
GE

BVK
GE

UWH
GE

OCOUKHHIIOB

IRH CHANNIiL3 1A' AND 1B1 DID
NOT HAVE REQUIRED OVERLAP
UITII SOURCB AANOB HONITOKS

HEACTOR LBVBL HBiSUSEHEHTS
IN ERROR

HIQIl 3TEAM FU)V TRIP SETPOINTS
IN ERIIOR DUB TO NEV PROCBDDRB

DELTA T SETPOINT RESPONSE
NOT AS EXPECTED

SBT POINT DRIFT OF 9 OF 12
MAIN STBAH TEHPBRATURB
SWITCHES

3 OF 4 UNDERVOLTAOB EBLAlS
FAILED TO PERFORH HBACTOR THIP
FUNCTION

2 STEAK FLOV CIIANNBIS NOT
OPERATIVE

NO INDICATIONS FROH 3 IRH
CHANNELS

ALL DRYVELL PRBSSUHB SVITCHES
VERB ISOLATED BY TVO VALVES

2 DRYVELL HIGH PRESSURE SCBAH
SVITCHES FOUND VALVED OQT ON
TEST

2 HEACTOR FHBSSURB SVITCIIES
FOUND INOPERATIVE OH RANDOH
CHECK

5 OF 8 IRH1S FAILED TO RESPOND
DURING STAKT-UP

OCCURHENCB CAUSB

IHPROFERLY SEATED COAXIAL
CONKECTORS OH IRH INPUTS AT
COHPLETION OF PREVIOUS TEST

HIGH AHBIEm TEHPERATURE
DUB TO VENTILLATION DUCT
NOT INSTALLED

GAIN AND BIAS CHANGES
INTRODUCED TO OVERCOKB
FROCBDURAC DISOREPAHOlT, MUCH
VERB IH ERHÖH

FUHCTION GENERATORS HAD BBEN
EB-SCiLBD BUT SUHHATOHS NOT
CHANGED ACCORDIHGLY

FAULTY CALIBBATION

INCORRECT SETTINGS OF SHAFT
IN GUIDE BEARINOS

SIHULATED SIGNALS CONNECTED
IH UNAUTHORISED PLANT
CONDITION AND NOT REMOVED ON
START-UP

BLOVN FUSE IN POVBH FOH BACH
CHANNEL DUB TO PREVIOUS TESTS

DBFICIENT PHOCEDURBS AND
SOHE VALVBS NOT SHOVN OH
DHAVINGS

VALVES LEFT CLOSED AFTER
PREVIOUS TEST

ISOLATION VALVES LEFT CLOSED
AFTER PREVIOUS TEST

CABLES APPARENTLY PULLED OPEN
BY PERSONNEL VOHEING IN
CRAHPED SITUATION

CAUSE CLA33IFICATIOK

MAIN

OPH

OPH

OPH

OPH

OPH

OPH

OPH

OPH

OPH

OPH

OPH

OPH

SECOHOARY

TESTINB

HAINTEHANCB

PROCEDURES

t

PROCEDURES

TESTING

TESTING

TESTING

TESTING

FROCBDURES

TESTING

TESTING

BBFlIR

FAILUBB

DBOHBB

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

COMPLETE

COHPLBIB

COHPLBTB

COHPLBTE

COHPLBTB

COHPISTB

COMPLETE

CATEGOKY

DANGEB

DANOEa

DANGEB

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

SUB-
SYSTEM

I

I

I

I

I

G

I

I

I

I

I

I

COMMENTS
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OCCUItRENCE

I. 5.76

3. i. 76

i

13.12..74

! 10. a. 76
•1

7.11.73

ia.ii.74

6l
CTt 3. 4.76

IO.tO.74

13. 5.74

6.10.73

20. U'. 73

2ß. 5.75

FACILITY

EDWIN I HATCH 1

BKAVKH VALUiI t

1'ITÜPATltIOK 1

D.C. COOK 1

BIG HOCK POINT

DUANE ARNOLD

FITZPATRIOK

PALISADES t

PEACIl BOTTOH 2

OYSTER CREKK 1

FORT CAUlOUH 1

OCOHEB t
OCOHEB 2

COHEE 3

RBACTOR
TYPE

HWR
GB

PUR
UEST

BUR
GB

FWR
WBST

BUR
GE

BUR
GE

UUR
GB

FÜR
CE

DUR
GB

BUR
GE

PUB
C-E

PUR1B
BiW

OCOURRBNCB

TWO RELAYS COIIS BURNED OUT
AFTER RENEWAL OF FAILED
RECTIFIERS
BOTH SOUROB BANQB NIS •
CHANNELS INOPEBABLB FOB
1 MINUTE

UIlILB BAISINO BEACTOB UATGB
LBVBL A LOW LEVEL SCBAH
OCCURRED

SOLID STATE SYSTBH TESTS DID
NOT TBST UA CARD HAND
GATES FOR BREAKERS

IN CORE FLUX HONITORS NOT
CALIBRATED AS REQUIRED
ALLOWING \<3t> RHS DEVIATION
TO BB EXCEEDED ,

HAIN STEAHLINE HIGH RADIATION
HONITOBS TRIP SBTPOINTS
INCOBRECT

9 DRYUELL PRESSURE SWITCHES
HAD SETPOINT ERRORS

LOW FLOW TRIP SET POINTS FOR
2 AND 3 FUMP OPERATION HERE
INCORRECT

RECIRCULATION FLOW TRANS
HITTERS NOT CALIBRATED TO
CORRECT RANGE

TRIP SETTINGS FOR NEUTRON FLUX
SCRAN IN EBROR

TRIP SETTINGS ON IIP CHANNELS
INCORRECT FOR OPERATING
CONDITIONS

ALL 4 REACTOR BUILDING PRESSURE
SWITCHES ON EACH OF 3 REACTORS
HAD SET POINT ERRORS

OCCURRENCE OAUSB

AC BELAY COIIS INSTEAD G?
DO COILS ERRONEOUSLY
FITTED
BOTH SWITCHED TO TEST AT
SAKE TIKB

BOOT VALVES CLOSED FOR
2 LEVEL INSTRUMBNTS, DURIK)
HAINTENANCE

ERBOB IH PROCEDURES

TREND LOG ON DEVIATION
NOT KEPT

SETTINGS HAD NOT BEEN
HE-ADJUSTED AT 505* POWER

STRINGENT DRYWELL/TORU3 DP.
BEQUIRBMENT RESULTED IN
SETTINGS TO AVOID SPURIOUS
TRIPS

ASSUMPTIONS RELATIVE TO 4
PUHP OPEBATION WERE
INCORRECT

IMPROPER CALIBRATION

OPERATOR ERRORS IN COMMUNICA-
TION AND PROCEDURES

OFERATOB EBBOB

OMITTED FROM SETPOINT CHANGE
BEQUIREMENT OR JUNE 1973

I
CAUSE CLASSmOATIOH

MAIN

OFM

OFH

OFH

OPM

OFO

OFO

OFO

OPO

OPO

OPO

OPO

OPO

SECONDABlT

BEPAIB

TESTING

ERBOB

FBOCBDURES

SUPERVISION

SUPERVISION

ERROB

PROCEDURES

PROCEDUBES

PROCEDURES .

OFEBATIOV

SUPERVISION

FAILUBB

DBOBEB

COHPLETB

COHFLBTB

IBIF

POTENTIAL

FARTIAIi

FARTIAL

FABTIAL

PARTIAL

FARTIAL

PARTIAL

FARTIAL

PARTIAL

CATEGORY

SAFE

DANGER

SAFB

DANGEB

DANGER I
(

DANGER

DANGEB

DANGEB

DANGER

SDB'
SYSTEM

I

I

I

O

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I
I

COMMEOTS

TABLE A.3.1 APS GOHMON-MODB FAILURES (Sheet 5 of 6 )
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OGCUgENCH
DATE

9.12.74

U. 2.75

2.12.71

19.42.74

23. 6.72 .

7. 7.74

5. B.76

11. 6.73

Zl. 5.74

17.10.73

FAGIUTY

D. O. GOOK 1 .

OGOHEB 3

IUDDAN NEOK

FITZFATRIGK 1

ROBBHT El OINNA 1

SAH OHOFBE 1

OXSTER CREEK 1

PALISADES 1

MOHfICSLLO 1

FORT CALHOUH 1

REACTOR
TTFE

FHR
WEST

WR
BtV

FHR
WEST

BWH
CS
WH

WEST/
BdW
FWR

WCST

BWR
as

FHR
C-B

BWR
OB

FHR
C-E

OCOURHENOE '

DURIHQ AFS TESTINO BREAKERS
OL03ED PRIOR TO I. F OHAHHBtS
DBIHD IN SERVICE
2 OT 4 HBACTOR TEMFBRATURES
IHDICATED SLIOUTLY MH

2 BBAGTOR SCBAH BIIEAKEBS NOT
OPERATIVE FEOM UNDER VOLTAQB
COILS
2 OF 5 REACTOR LEVEL SWITCHES
HOT OPERATIVE
Z ROD CLUSTER COHTROL ASSBHBLIES
DROPPED INTO CORE FBON FULL
HEIGHT

2 NUCLEAR INSTRUHEHTATION
CIIANHELS FAILED

2 AFRM1S BYPASSED IN SAHB
QUADRANT, * 2 AFRH1S IN SAHB
TRIP SYSTEM IHOPEBABLE

IUCLGAB STARTUP CIIANHELS
DBTECTORS FAILURE

2 OF 4 STEAHLIHE BADUTIOH
MONITORS HAD BLOWN FUSES
4 STABT-UP CHANNELS DETECTORS
IN COHTIHUOUS DISCHARGE

OCCURREHCB CAUSE

BRROR IH PROCEDUREiS

RTD OABLBS HAD LEAKAOB TD
OBOUHD DUE TO STEAM LEAK

ACCUHULATION OF DIRT OH TRIP
BAR FREVEHTBD OPEBAIION

WATER LEAKAGE IHTO IHSTBUHEHTS

LOSS OF POWER TO CRIPFER COIIS
DUB TO LEAK FROH FEEDWATER
DP CELL
FAILED OASKBT CAUSED WATER TO
ENTER INSTRDHENTS

FAULTY PIN RECEPTACLE

NOT KNOWN

NOT KNOWN

NOI KHOWN

CAUSE CLASSIFICATION

MAIN

OFO

OEN

OEN

OEH

OEH

OEN

U/0

U/0

U/C

U/C

SECONDARY

FBOGEDURES

CONTAMINA-
TION

CONTAMINA-
TION

CONTAMINA-
TION

CONTAMINA-
TION

CONTAMINA-
TION

FAILUBB

DEGREE

COMFLBTB

PARTIAL

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

TRIP

TBIP

COHFLBTE

COMPLETE

TRIP

CATEGORY

DANGER

I

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

SAFE

SAFE

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

SAFE

SUB-
SYSTEM

I

I

B

I

O

I

I

I

I

I

COMMENTS

POSSIBLE SYSTEM
FAILURE

TABLE A.3.1 APS COKMON-MODB FAILURES (SHEET C of 6)



POKEFt STAKOH

AHKEB BOHS
IHDIAHPOIBT 1
HDMBaLT SAT
BIC ROCC POIHT

HADDAHBECC
SAH" OBDFRE 1
U. CHOSSE
01StER CSEEE 1
HIBB HILS PODtT 1

ROBBBI S GIBBA 1
IHUKIKN Z
POIHTBBACEI
[.B. ROBIBSOH 2

HOBTICELU] 1
m^lHH J

!OERTf

HAD CXCIES 1

PtLCEDII
QUAD CITIES 2
!URKK! POIBT 3

POIHT BBACE 2

HATJB TiHTHe
OCOBEE 1
HtnEAB POUrT Z
SOBHTZ
ZIOH 1

PEACH BOTTM 2
BBOWB PERHT 1
COOPER 1
PPI lUlK TgT.Aini 1

XEVAHBEE
OCOBEEZ
THREE HILE ISLABD 1
3BDMHSPEHRT 2
PSACH BOTlDH 3

EDHIHIHATCHI
ZIOH 2
!QBT CALBDDBI
OCOHEE 3
*pr*nglg UICIZAR.

DDAHE ARBDLD
PHlTBTE ELABD 2
ClLVERI CUFFS 1
HABCBD SECD
FORT SI VRAIH

TX)BALD C CXEE

TSOJAB
BAVIS SILMI-I.; j

COOPER 1
3EAVER 74LLST 1
ClLVESI CLT=TS 2
MLLSIOE 2

TOTALS (60)

HEiCTQH TIK .

BHB

(X

*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

22

FUB

HBST

*

*
*

*
*

-

»

:
*

*
*

*

*

*

•
20

BcW

*

•

*

*

*

a

C-B

*

*

*

*

*
5

3HR

PHR

BWR

GCR

t

?S ffvfTPJ rr-?5 2f CLASE35

COMHOH KODE FAILtIRES IH CLASS

EHBI]EERING

EDP

1

1

1.Z

EDR

1

Z

1

1

1

1
1

1
1
1

1

1

1
2

IS

22 J

EdC,

1

1

2

2.4

Ed

1

1
1

1

^
4.9

OFEaATIOHS

OPO

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

11

13.4

OPH

1

2
1
1

1
3
1
3
1

1

2

'

1
1
1

1
1

2
1

1

2

2
1

"Sl

45.1

OEB

1
1

1

1

1

5

6.1

OEE

-

-

DBCLASS
-IFIED

CXF'a

1

1

1

1

i

'«.a

IDTAL
CHF'B

1

Z

J
Z
1
2

1
1
2
2
1

2
3
1

\

1

3

4

t

1

Z
2
2

2
Z
2

7
2
1
1

I

2

1
2
1
1
2

a«;

100"!
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HJHJB STATIDH

EESBEH 1
^AU£12£ ROTC

ISDIlHPOIOT 1
HOKBDLT BIT
BIC BOd POUT

HADDJUCBECE
SiHOB)FRE! 1
UCBOSSE
)15TER CH13& 1
KDK HUE POIOT 1

aoBEBT s Gnati i
UUUlKH 2
HIIKC BElCS 1
H.B. BOBUEOH 2
KLLSTOHEI

4OHTiCELLO i
im^lil.!» 3
SDBHTI
PUTgITtS 1
QUAD CITISS 1

FELGBIHI
QUAD CITISS 2
TtJBKEI POIUP 3
VH)K)IIITAIIiCES
FOUtT SEACE 2

HlIJE TMBBt
OCOHEE 1
UQUAH FOBFT 2
SQRRT 2
ZIOH 1

'i'l IRUt-Jt POIHE 4
PEACH BOTTOM 2
3SQUISFEERIl
COOPER 1
PHAIRIE TCT.Affp 1

KEJfAHHEB
OCOHEE 2
1J1HWl-V ITTT.T! ISTjft|n> 1

3SOHHSFEHHT2
PEACHlOTTOH 3

SIHIII I HITCH 1
ZK)H 2
FORICALEDlIH 1
QCOHEE 3
apyaims fflJCIEAH H

jjfljjSE JHBOLD
PBlTUTB TST.Hm 2
CALTEBT CLEIS 1
BAIKH) SEOO
iBRT SI URAIH

DOHALn C CDOKE
2HUHSHICE2
JAKES A ?rr3>AT!lICK
THCJAH
DAVIS TOsre 1

SSLTa 1
COOFiB 1
3EaVEE! VlLLSTI
CALVEBT CLE^S 2
MILLSTOSS 2

TOIALS (60)

Conner MODE FAILURES PER QOARTEB XEUB

1971
2 3 4

1

1

- - 1

1972
2 3 4

1

1

1
1

1

1 1

1973
2 3 4

1

1

1

1
!

1

1

1

1

2

- 3 2 2J3 , 3 7

1974
2 3 4

1
1

1

2 1

1 1

t

1

1

1

1 2

1

2

5 5 2 9

1975
2 3 4

2
1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1

1 1

2
1

1

1

1

1

4 7 5

1976
2 3 4

1

1

1

1

1

1 1
1
1

2

1
1

1

1

B 6 7

HP's

1

2

3
Z
1
2

1
1
2
2
1
Z
3
1
5
1

'1

3

4

1

T

i
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

3

1
1

3
2
+

2

1
2
1
1
2

32

TlIPICALITT

!SAR

59
60
62

I!

67
67
67
69
69

69
70
70
70
70

70
71
72
71
72

72
72
72
72
72

72
73
73
73
73

72
73
73
74
73

74
73
74
74
74

74
73
73
74
74

74
74
74
75
74

75
75
75
76
76

76
74
76
76
75

-

SJARTES

2
1
I
1
2

2
2
3
2
3

4
1
3
3
3

4
2
3
2
1

2
1
4
1
4

3
2
2
2
2

4
3
3
1
4

1
4
1
2
2

4
3
4
2
1

2
3
3
1
1

1
3
3
1
3

2
1
1
4
3

-

HlE
FER-

ITlHa
971

STS
6
6
6
6
6

6
6
6
6
6

6
6
6
6
6

6
5.5
4.25
5.5
4.75

4.5
4.75
••0

4,75
4.0

4.25
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5

3.0
3.25
3.25
2.75
3.0

2.75
3.0
2.75
2.5
••5

2.0
3.25
3.0
2.5
2.75

2.5
2.75
2.25
1.75
2.75

1.75
1.25-
1.25
0.75
0.25

0.5
2.75
0.75

O
1.25

220
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oacuituuiCE
DATi!

15. y.7i

15. 6.7a

16. 1.75

5. 2.75

11. 5.75

19.11.76

19.10.76

7. 5.7'i

K. 7.76

2. 7.76

18. 2.76

9.«.'i"i

13.11.71I

S. 9.76

2. 9.76

1'1AlJlLITV

MONTlOt]IiO 1

'1'UIIKkIV KJIIW 3

Ilia IWK PUJIIT 1

DiItSUKN 1

KJIlT OMJIUIIII 1

K)W CMJIUlIiI 1

UItIII 1

uiiuiiiu (UWi: 1

UHUtliiUltlK 2

EIlUlN I UAl1CII 1

TIIOJAII 1

I)UoUEII Z

UUAIIG AIIUUlJ)

PEACH IUW1J1OH 2

I1KAUII UOM1OII T

IIEAC'JUJI
WH

I)UIl
QEi

I1KU
WEuT

UUU
HE

U1JII
QE

HIIt
C-U

1'llli
C-E

HI«
UIiUT

UUII
GE

UIAi
CE

DUH
UE

Hit ,
UUST

IiUl!
CID

H1JII
UB

LlHK
QE

1!UU
GB

oaauiimsiiun

TRIP UL1LTIIIlB COlI PlIKaUUHE
!MITCIlES Oil COUG !1PlIAI B, LPCI
ULiIIK 1OU

2 llllll YAWLS HAD ClIACKKU DlUCS
Iim IJIEIU

8 KKACTOlI LEVEL I1 8 IWACWII
PIIESiIUUB SWITCHES DID HOT HBET
LOCA Hlail VtHPJiIMT(IHB COIU)ITlOIIS

ECCIl COIIlUNUITS HAVE DOUIlTl1UL
TUIPLI(W1UHi; UATlNOS FOR LOCA

STOIiAQG TAKK UVtIL SUIa1CIlES
UBIiB SW LOW

III'SI HHIC 1'WJIlKfU ASSUMED IN
EOCD AtIAUSIS OAIIIIOT HE
ACIlIEVU) ON TIaT

6 OF 8 I1EVEL TItANSHm1EIIS
OUT Of CALlDIIATIOII

$8 1 ItICII VALVES TEHI-ElIATUlIb: AIID
PlUiUSUItG IiATIKBS ItIADKiUATE

BOTH COIIE Sl'RAI SPAI(CEIi DP
SWITCHKS CALIlJIIATlOtI EUKOBa
UAVB I)OlIUWUI. ACTUATIOH

2 COHIi UPIiAI PIIESSUIIE SUITClIES
J5Ü CAUDIIATIOtI El(HOIlS AIID
UIIIINa FAULT

ACCUHULATOIl OUTLET ISOLATIONS
VALVKS liE-Ol-'tflED UIIEN COIITHOL
SHITOIl HLMOSED

IIPCI TEKPEIiATUKE SEfUO]JS
SLTPOlNTS HIQII (15Sa))

3 UCI SKLt)CTICH D.P SWITCHES
OUT OP CALIOIIATION

LPCI FIaV K LIMITKU III VALVES
1'OSITIOJIS

LI1CI I1UHI' PLOVS LIIIITKD lit
VALVIlIG TO LESS TIIAII
ItEQtIlUED VALUE

CCCUtIIlEHCE CAUSE

SWITCHES HOT COUHECT TIPE TOR
APPLICATION

DESIOtJ TOOBUN

PIIOCUIfBMKlIl' DEFICIENCY

PIlOCUKEHENT ERROR

DIFfEIIEtICES DEWEQJ TEClI. SPEC.
& HFGS SPEC. VIIIICIt HKPlIESENTED
HISAPPLICATION OP SlIITCII

PUHP UNAOLE TO DELIVEH
HBiUIRED FLOU

TRAIISMINEHS INADtXjUATE FOR
HEAStHIBIBHT IMNGL-

PIJl(CIIAuE OHDER NOT HUVISED FOR
NEU DESIGN COHDITIOHS

DESIGN EIIItOU CAUSED ItICORUECT
SE1ITIHOS. MiOCEUUKES CIIAIIBED

SEIiIOtIS SLI K)ItIT DI(ItT Sift
UlKIIIS ERROR UOtIU) HAVE
PHEVEIITED OPERATION

WIHItIG INCOlIIiECT DlIE TO
SCIJEHATIC DIAGRAM HIIIOB

SENSOR TIPE HOT SUITABLE
FOIi APPLICATION

COHTIIlUOUS CICLINQ OF DP
IHDICATItIG SUITCIIES

REUUIlIKHENTS CHANGE HOT
COMMUNICATED TO LICENSEE

CCtuiUJIlCATIon OF CHANGE III
FLOW CHITERIA AU1EB
HODIFICATlON NOT INCLUDED
DI HSSS 'IO LICENSEE

CAUSE CLASUII1ICATIOH

HAIN

EDH

EUR

EUII

EDIt

ED«

EDR

EDIt

EDR

EDR

JSDB

EDR

EDR

EDR

EDB

EDR

SECOIIDAHI

IHCAPAIlILITI

INADEQUACI

INADEQUACV

INtDEQUACI

INADEQUACI

ItIADEQUACI

INADEQUACI

INADEQUACI

EIIIlOR

ElIIiOR

EHIlOR

INADEQUACI

INADEQUACI

COMMUNICA-
TION

COMlIUNICA-
TION

' FAIIUHE

UEdHEE

I1AlIl1IBL

PARTIAL

PAUTIAI.

PAIiTIAL

PARTIAL

PAHTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PAIiTIAL

PAIfL1IAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PAItHAL

PAIITIJVL

CATKGORI

DAIIGER

DANGEB

DANGEIl

DANGER

DANGER

DAtIGEIt

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

SUB-
SYSTEM

I

O

I

. I-

I

O

I

O

I

I

O

I

I

O

O

COHMQITS •

DURING
CCHJlISSlOHINO

COt-UION
COHIONEHT IM
REUUHDANCI
SISTEH

TABLE A.3.'l KCCS COIIION-MODB WILUKES (Sheet 1 of 6 )
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T

OCCUIlIlIiHUh
DAW

20. b.75

10. S. 73

1. 4.70

21. 9.75

22. 4.71

5. 7.71

24. 6.74

25. 1.76

25. 6.74

21. B.73

16.12.74

30. U. 75

6. 7.7t>

10. 9.74

FACILITY

TiIIlKB HIItJ
ISUlID I

TUIIKEl I1UINT 4

ZlOH 1

HaAOIl UOMOM 3

UO[It)KT B. GIMIA

DIU)SDBN 3

mm ta POINT 2

TIIOJAN 1

VE)IIHOHT YAHKKIiI

I)IIESDEN 2

IUUJSUE)N 2

QUAD CITlBS 2

VEIIHOHT VAlIKEb" I

PlURIH 1

IIEttOTOH
TIlB

FWH
MU

IVR
WlIST

FVl!
WE)ST

DHIt
OG

PWR

UWR
QE

IVR'
DIV

IWR
WB3T

IIHI1
SB

BWR
GB

DVR
GE

UVR
QE

BVII
GB

UUB
OE

OBOUiiRBNUE!

Z VALVES COULD OULi IiE! PARTULLY
OPIiNE)D

UACK IEAKAUE TIIROUQU 6 CHECK
VALVES IU SAPE)TV INJEICTIOH LINGS

2 LE)VE)L MMISMITTERS OUT Of
OALIlUIATIOH

2 Ub)LIEP VALVES PREBSUIiB SVITOIIES
IUOPBIIABtE

DUIIINI! SIHULATE)D BLAGKOUI 3
BOHIO ACID VALVE3 E1AIIf)D TO

OPEN

HPOI STEAH INLET VALVES COULD
HOT BE OPIiHED. UFCI SISIEH
IHOPEIlADLE

6 BOROH INJEOTIOH OUTLE)I VU1VES
CLOSED AETER SAFETY INJECTIOH
SIQNAL DEMAND

C.V. PUMPS DID NOT STABT
AUTOHATIOALLl AND 2 SE)IIVIOB
VATE)R FU.'IPS STARTE)D LATE
DURIHB LOSS OF FOVEIl TEST

2 LFOI D. P. SWITCHES FAILED

2LPOI VALVES FAILED TO OPEN
DUE) TO TORQUE) SVITCIl FAILURES

2LPCI DP SVITCIIES FAILED,
OAUSIlK! LFCI TO BE) PjE)-
SE)LEICTBD TO RBOlRCUUTION
LOOP A

MPCI SISTEiI ItIOPERABIE

3 Of 4 HAIN STEAH RE)LIEF
VALVES INOPERABLE

EOTIl RHR VALVES FAILED TO
OPERATE AT HICIi DIFFERBHTIAL

PRESSURES

COOUHRBHCt! OAU3B

VALVE) STE)H HUT REaTBICTED
DY IHCOIlREiCT IAPE)R

FAILURE Of SOIT VALVE
SEATS

VERY TIGHT TOLERANCE! DUE) TO
IHPROFER APPLICATION

ElLECTRIOAL CONXECTOK FAlLUBE

VALVE OPEBATOHS COHIIECIED TO
INSTRUHEIIT BUS INSTEAD OF
GUABANTEED SUPPLY

OIL ACTUATED INTERLOCK VALVE!
IN VALVES CONTROL SYSTEIM
WAS STICKIHO

2 OF 3 INITIATINQ LEVEL
TRANSHITTERS WERE SUPPLIED
FROH LIQHTING BUS

INCORRECT RATlNQ OF SEQUENCE!
COICiACTa FOR OPERATING
BREAKERS

UYDRAULIC FLUCTUATIONS IN
RECIRDULATION LOOP REQUIRED
DESIGN CIIANQE

HARGINAL TORQUE SVITCU OPERA-
TION REQUIUES LARGER OPERATOR

DP SWITCHES FAILURE DUE TO
CHANCING DP AOROSS JET PUHP
RISERS

BREAK TN UFCI UIDU PRESSURE!
OIL DISCHARGE LINE

EXCESSIVE! HEATING CAUSED
DIAPHRAQH FAILURE DUE TO
EXTENDED SERVICE! AND IHPlIOFER
INSULATION

VROHG HOTOR OPERATORS FITTED
TO VALVB FOR SERVICE CONDITIOHS

OAUSE) CLASSIFICATION

MAIH

EDR

EDR

EDR

EDR

EDR

BDR

BDR

EDR

EDR

EDR

EDR

EDR

EDII

BDR

SECONDARY

ERROR

BRROR

ERROR

DEPENDENCY

ERROR

DEPENDENCY

ERROH

ERROB

ERROR

INCAPABIL-
ITY

INADEQUACY

DEPENIEHCJ

DEPENDENCY

INABEQlIAOY

FAILURE!

DEUiBEB

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

COMPLETE

COMPUiTE

COHPLSTE

COHPLETE

COMPLETE

COHPLETB

COHPLBTEi

COMPLETE

COHPLETB

COHFLETE

COMPLETE

CATEGORY

DANCEB

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

DAKQBU

DANGER

DANGEEi

DANUBE

DANGER

DANGER

DANCER

DANUBE

DANGER

DAUGBR

SUB-
SYSTEM

O

O

I

I

O

O

I

O

I

O

I

O

O

O

COUKB ma

t
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J(L^ *̂

OCUUIlIlIiNCIU
DATC

15.U.74

3l .0.74

«. 6.73

23.7.1;

1.10.73

3. 6.71

2U. 2.75

^7. t.75

30. 1 1.73

24. 3.V5

It). 9.73

17.10.71

7.10.73

L"j. 3.74

U l . 5.74

3.12.74

FAUjMTX

ZlDH 1
ZlON 2

QUAU C]TIEU 2

CAUUI(T CUWS 1

CAMK[I1I' CLIFFS 1

FKAOU UClTTOH U

HIAIKIK UlLAHD I

EDWIN I HATCH

DRESDEN 2

HOHNS FKIIHY i

HUB3WIGK 2

iuiniH i

HOUtB FIiIiIII I

CQNKU 1

ItESI)Et! )

YUWII CEUUK 1

ITa)1ATKICK I

UEA(JTOI
TlPU

IVlI
VUUT

UHH
OE

(VR
C-E

IVlI
C-E

UVH
CB

mi
UiST

DWR
CK

EWR
CE

BUD
CEI

CWH
QE

DWR
as

WR
GB

PWR
UaV

BWR
GE

UVR
GB

BWR
GB

ocouiiiiBiroti

HO HIOTECTION AGAINST SlBAH LINE
UHEAK 1» SAFElT INJECTION

KEAGTOH SCHAHHED DUE! TO WATER
LBVBL CONTROL DIFPIOULM. HWI
VALVES INOPERABLE

4 IIPCI VALVES CAUSED PLOW
RESTRICTION

B HFSI VALVBS IHFROPlDRLY
HACItINBD
Z LPCI VALVEU HAD LOOSE! DISCS

2 VALVBS IN UOniC ACID LINES TO
SAFETY INJECTION PUHPS HERB
CARlION STEEL RATHER THAN STAIN-
LESS

2 SAFETX/KELIEF VALVES SBTTINOS
IHCOHHECT

TIIROIXiU VALL CRACKS IH DOTU CORE
SPRAY INJECTION LINES

2 CORES SPRAY PRESSUHB SWITCHES
NOT OPERATIVE

CORE SPRAY CHECK VALVES
INOPERABLE: ON TBST
Z UPCI TANK LOW LEVEL EJVITCHBS
SUT POINTS LOW

2 UPOI CONUENSATE LOW LGVBL
SWITCHES SET POINTS LOW

UREAKIiR FOR CORB FLOOD VALVE
OPERATORS LOCKED IH CLOSED
POSITION RATHER THAN OPSNf.
VALVES WERE! 011EH.

8 OF 1C UPCI TEMPERATURE!
SWITCHES HAD HIUlI SETPOINTS

i. WW TIHBRS FAILKD TO COHPLETE
CXCLB IN 120 SBCONDS

4 PRESSURE SWITCIIBS HAD HIGH SBT
POINTS (TJt)

OCCURRENCE CAUSE

INCORRECT HIRINQ DIACRAKS AND
INADEQUATE TESTS

2SO VOLTS DATTEHX VOLTAGE
FOR UPCI VALVES RBDUCEID TO 70
VOLTS FOLLOWING CHARGER TRIP

INCOlIRECT DISCS FITTED BX
HANUFACTUREUl

LACK OF QUALITX CONTROL IN
HAHWACTURE)

TOOR QUALITY VELDS DURING
HANUFACTURE

HRONC! VALVES VERB ISSUBD BI
CONTRACTORS TO INSTALLBRS

CALIBRATED ON NITROCEH INSTEAD
OF STEAN

VBLD FAILURES, ALL HELDS TO BE
RADIOGRAHlED OR ULTRASONICALLY
TESTED

SHITCII INCAPABLE HITU
INSTALLATION ARRANGEMEBT

VALVE LINKAGE IHrROPEHLY
ADJUSTED DURING INSTALLATION

TBST FROCBDUREU HADK NO
ALLOVANCE FOR WIfT OR
INACCURACY

SHITClIBS HAD SLUGGISH SPRING
HECHANISHS

PROCEDURES ONLY REQUIRED VISUAL
CHECKING OF VALVE POSITION

IMPROPER CALIBRATION TECHNIQUE

CALIBRATION PROCEDURE DEFECTIVE

TYPING ERROR IN PROCEDURES

CAUSB CLASSIFICATION

HAIN

EDR

EDU

ECH

ECH

ECH

ECI

ECI

ECl

ECI

ECI

OPH

OPH

OPH

OPH

OPM

OFH

SBOONDARY

BRROB

DEl1BNDENCY

QUALITY
CONTHOL

HAUUFACTUHE

INSPElCVION

INS PBCTIOH

COHHISSIONINC

INSPECTION

INSTALLATION

COMHISSIONINO

TESTING

REPAIR

PIIOCEBUBES

PROCEDURES

PROCEDURES

PROCEDURES

FAILURE!

DEGREE

COHPLBTE

TRIP

PARTIAL

PAKTIAI.

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

COHPLETE

COHPLETE

COHPLETE

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

CATECORX

DANGER

SAFE

DANGER

DANGER

DANGBR

DANCER

DANCER

DANCER

DANGBH

DANCER

DAHt)ER

DANCER

DANGER

DANGER

SUB-
SYSTEM

I

Q

O

O

O

O

O

O

I

O

I

I

U

I

G

I

COHHEIIT3 •'•

DURING
COHHIS3IONING,-
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OCCUIIIIEIICE
DAVE

6. 6.75

13.11.75

7. 3.76

7. 3.76

Iu. 2.75

19. 7.73

Zu. 1.76

6. 5.75

17. 1.74

IS. y.72

13. 4-71

IS. 1.71

6.11.73

9. 1.74

15. u. 73

FACILITY

LA CIlOSSIi

QCONEE 1

EDVIN I IiATCII I

EUVIN I HATCH 1

MILLSTONE 2

ZION 1

OCONEE! 1

DRESDEN 2

DRESUE)N 3

PILQHlH 1

DRESUE)N I

HILISTONE I

OCONEE 2

BROVN3 FEBRY 1

DIIESUE)N 2

IWACTOH
TKPB

BVR
A-O

FVU
UV

BVR
GE

BVB
GE

FVB
C-B

PVR
VEST

FVR
BuV

BVR
GE

BVR
GE

UVR
GE

BVR
GE

BVR
CE

PVR
MV

BVR
GE

IVR
GE

OCCURREIIOE!

ECCS SPRAY FUHPS BOTH PRODUCED
LOV FLOV ON TEST

LF INJECTION SYSTEH MANUALLY
INOPERABLE BUT ELECTRICALLY OK

3 LPCI PRESSURE SVITCHES
CALIBRATION ERRORS &

ALL 4 LFCI BREAK DETECTION
PRESSURE SVlTCHBS OUT OF
OALIBRATIOH (4#)

2 OF 3 HPCI PUMP SHAFTS DID NOT
ROTATE FBEELY

7 OF B STEAM FLOV TRANSHITTERS
TRIP SETPOIHTS EBRORS

FOB HAlNTENANCE OF PUMPS
BBBAKBR SPARES VERB TEMFORARILY
INSTALLED

BOTH LFCI COOLING HATER VALVES
INOPERABLE

HPCI COHTHOL VALVES FAILED TO
OPEN. HPCI INOPEBABLE

TOBUS HIGH * CONDENSATE LOV
LEVEL TBIPS NOT OPEBATIVE

2 CONDENSATE VALVES FAILED TO
OPEN ON TEST

4 COBE SPRAY ft LFCI VALVES
FAILED TO OPERATE OH TEST

2 REACTOB BUILDING SPRAY VALVES
CLOSED VITU THEIR BREAKEBS OPEN

2 LPCI FBESSURE SVITCHES VALVED
OUT OF SERVICE

2 HFCI HOTORISED VALVES FAILED
TO CLOSE OH DEMAND

OCOUBBEHCE CAUSE

INCREASED FIFE FRICTION SINCE
INITIAL TEST in 1967

TORQUE SVITCUES ON VALVE
CONTBOLLEBS IHPBOPBBLY SET
DUBINa MAINTENANCE, PROCEDURES
MODIFIED

TEST PBOGEDUBES IN ERROB, -DID
NOT AGREE VITH TECII. SPEC.

INCORRECT TOOCEDURES. DID NOT
AGREE VITH TECH. SI1EC.

REMOVAL OF TEMPORARY AND
INSTALLATION OF FERMANENT FIFE
DANGERS CAUSED HIGH STATIC
LOADINGS OH PUMPS

ZERO SETTING AND SENSING LINE <
HEAD CORRECTIONS INCORBECT DUE
TO PROCEDURES

BREAKERS INCORRECTLY IDENTIFIED

VALVES STEMS BEKT DUE TO BRAKES
SLIPPING ON VALVE OPERATOBS

BURRS OH INTERLOCKING VALVE
PREVENTED HYDRAULIC FLDID
ENTERING CONTROL VALVES

TEST JUMPERS ON ALL CHANNELS
NOT REMOVED AFTER HFCI TEST

TORQUE SVITCH SETTING TOO HIGH
CAUSED MOTOR VINDING FAILURE

INCOBBECT SETTING OF TORQUE
SVITCUBS

NOT RETURNED TO NORMAL POSITION
AFTER TEST

NOT BETUBNBD TO NORMAL AFTER
MAINTENANCE

IMPROPERLY BENT INTERLOCK BAB
OH BREAKERS FBEVE)NTING
OPERATION

CAUSE CLASSIFICATION

MAIN

OPM

OFM

OFM

OFM

OPM

OFM

OPM

OPM

OPM

OPM

OPM

OPM

OFM

OPM

'OPH

SECONDARY

FBOCEDURES

REPAIR

FROCEDUBES

FBOCEDDBES

MODIFICATION

PROCEDURES

FBOCBDUBES

HAINTENANCB

MAIHTENAHCE

TESTING

TESTING

TESTINB

TESTING

REPAIR

FAILURE

DEGBEB

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

OATEGOBY

DANGER

DANGEB

DANGER .

DANGEB

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

DANGEEt

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER •

DANGEB

DANGER

DANGEB

DANGER

SUB-
SYSTEM

O

O

I

I

O

I

G

O

O

I

O

O

O

I

a

COMMENTS

TABLE A.3.1I ECCS COHHON-HODE FAILURES (Sheet 4 or b )



T

UOdUllKKHUti
IWi1B

1J. V. 'It

14. 2.75

IV. 3.75

ü l . 9.76

«. 5.71

15.12.76

2). 1.75

19. 9.75

1.11.76

17. 2.76

19. 6.75

•«• 7.7.;

5. 8.76

^5. 5.74

ü,:. 11. 73

FA(UUTY

U.U. ROIIINSOK '>.

EDVIN I HATCH 1

PUAuIl BOTTOM 2

PE)ACIl UO1I1TOH 2
FEIACIl BOTTOM 3

OYSTHH CHBt1K 1

PMIIItE ISLAND S

OCOI)UB 2

OCOIEB ^

OdONBEI 3

VEIlHdNl'
ITANKGG I

HAINB IANKEB

DRESDEIH 2

INDIAN POINT 'd

BROWNS FEHRl 1

DUESBIiH 2

REACTOR
VtSE

FUH
UEISI

WR
QE!

UVH
OEi

BVIl
OG

IIVH
OB

PWR
WEIST

PUR
BlV

PUH
UV

PUR
WtV

UVR
CB

PUR
C-G

BUR
GEI

FWR
BiV

BVR
GB

BVR
QEi

OCCUIl[IEIIOB

2 3AFt)Tr INJECTION PUHFS TRIPfED
ON INITIATION OF ANNUAI. STAET

2 RPV LEIVEI. INSTRUMENTS VERB
INDIOATINQ UPSCALE)

LPGI B LOOP PRESSURE SVITCDES
FOR LOOP SE)LBGTIOH VERB NOT
OPBIUTIVE

CORE SPlUl t LPOI VALVES TRIP
PRESSURE! SETTINGS INCORREX)I

VATEIi HAHHBR IN CORE SPRAY
LOOPS

BREAKERS COR IUIU-SI FUHPS
SUGTION VALVES VIERE NOT LOCKED
OPEN AS REQUIRED

OPERATOR FAILED TO TAG OPEN CORE
FLOOD VALVES CAUSING REACTOR
VESSEL PRESSURE INCREASE

HPCI VALVES INSTBUHENT AIR
SUPPLY ISOLATED

2 UPCI VALVES IN B TRAIN WERE
INCORRECTLY CLOSED AND SYSTEM
INOFERABLG

2 RUK VALVES DID NOT OPERATE
EtECMICALLy, SO LFCI BRIEFLY
INOPERABLE

3 HWOEISEU ISOLATION VALVES
CLOSED UIIEN TlIEY SHOULD BE OPEN

2 LFQI HOTORISED VALVES FAILED
TO OPEN ON TEST

1
ALL 3 SAFETY INJECTION PUHPS
OPERATED FOR IO HINS. WITHOUT
SUCTION VATER AND VERS TUEN
INOFBRABLB

Z OF 4 CORE SPBAY PUHP PRESSURE
SUITCUES IN TRIPPED STATE DUE TO
IHPROPEK 31TSTEW LOBIC

IPCI SYSTEH NOT OPERATING DUE
TO 125 VOLTS & 250 VOLTS
GROUNDS

OCOUIlRENOE OAUSEl

TRIP SBTTINUS AT HINIHUH
INSTEAD OF RECOHHENDED VALUE

EQUALISING VALVES NOT CLOSED
AFTER TEST

VALVES CLOSED FOB IUICTENiNCB
NOT CLEARED PRIOR TO OPERATION

INADEQUATE COMMUNICATION
BETUEEN NSS3 It LICENSEE

LOOPS NOT FILLED WITH VATEH
PRIOR TO TESTS

PERSONNEL OVERSIGUT

OPERATOR HOT FAHILIAR WITU
PROCEDURE

ISOLATED IN ERROR BY ClIEHISTS
ATTEHPTING TO ISOLATE CHEMISTRY
LAB VATER

INCORRECT SETTINGS DURING
INSPECTION UNNOTICED

PROCEDURES NOT CORRECTLY
FOLLOVED

OH VISUAL CHECK OPERATOR ASSUMED
TOEY VERB LOCKED OPEN AND NOT
CLOSED

TORUS WATER COOLING USINB LFCI
PUMPS IHTERLOCXED OUT BOTH
VALVES

COHMON PUHFS SUCTION VALVE NOT
OPENED AS REQUIRED BY TEST
PROCEDURES

IMPROPER SETTINGS OF PRESSURE
SVITCUES

JUNCTION BOX FILLED VITU VATER
DUE TO HPCI VALVE LEAK

CAUSE CLASSIFICATION

HAIN

OPM

OPH

OFH

OPO

OPO

OPO

OPO

OPO

OPO

OFO

OPO

OPO

OFO

OPO

OEH

SECOHDARY

TESTING

TESTING

REPAIR

COMHUHICA-
TION

PROCEDURES

PROCEDURES

SUPERVISION

SUPERVISION

PROCEDURES

OPERATIONS

ERROR

PROCEDURES

ERROR

PROCEDURES

CONTAMINA-
TION

FAILURE

DEGREE

COMPLETE

COHPLETB

COHPLETB

FABTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE .

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

TRIP

COMPLETE

CATEGORY

DANOER

DANGER

DANGER

7

DANQBR

BANGEB

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

SAFE

DANGER

SUB-
SYSTEM

O

I

I

O
O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

• o

O

I

O

COHHBNTS

f

SYSTEH VODLS
HAVE FUNCTIONED
ON DEMAND

TABLE A.3.tt EOOS COHHOH-HOBB FAILURES (Sheet 5 of b )
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POHES STAIIOH'

pBS[>fll
TABEmBOHE
ISSSUS PQIHT 1

DlGDLT BAT
BIG BDCK H)IBT

HUDAH HEOK
SAHOHDFBE 1

tA CSOSSE
OTSTES UtUUL 1
SlHEXILE POEU 1

BOBIBT B GIHKA 1
1PtMIMU 2

FOIST BEACH 1
H.B. BQBIBSOlI 2
HILLSTOHB 1

BQBIIC&LLO 1
IFESIEH 3
SDHRT 1
JftT.TBATf^ 1
Qtt&D CITIES 1

PXLCSZDC
QUAD tT[TIE3 2
1IUHKLZ H)IR? 3
TJERIDTO YflTBfffg
POIOT BEACH 2

TfATKS TAAIQSS
OCOHEB 1
irJfllAH FOIST 2
SQBET 2
SIOH 1

IUJHKET POIKT 4
FEACHBDTTDHa
BHDHBS r^BHRY 1
COOPEH 1
pprpn-T* TST.awn

KZHAHHEZ:
OGOHES 2
'l'HHli!H IfTTJj! TSTfABP 1
BROWHS FERRT 2
PEACH BOTTOM 3

EBiTSI HiTCH 1
SIOU 2
TORT CALBDUB1 1
OCOKEE 3
AHKAKSAS SETCLEAR

UUaKB AHBOLD
FRAIHIS 15TiAFP 2
CALTJEHT (TLTVRH 1
RAKCH) SSOO
PORT ST TOATS

IX)KALD C COOEE
3RDHSWICE 2
JAHES A, ?E2PATBICE
TROJAH
BATHS sESSE 1

SALEX 1
coopsa 1
äSÄVER VALLST 1
CALVEKP CUPPS 2
!-ULLSTQHS 2

TOTALS (60)

REACTOR TTPE

BHR

(S

*

*
*

*
*

»

»

*•
*

*

*

*

*
*
*

*
*

*•

*

*
*

*

22

PHR-

IEST

*

*
*

*
*

*

*

«•

*
»
•*

*

*

*

»

*

*

*

*

»

20

BtW

*

*

*
*

*
*

*

8

C-B

*

*

*

*

*
•

O

BNR

FVIB

BHR

CCR

4

PSHCSITAGSS ni CLAEESS

COHMOH MODE FAILUBIS IH CLiSS

SIF

-

-

AiUGfUt

EIB

1

T-

1

3

1
1

1
2
1
Z

1

3

1
1
1

1

2

1
1
Z

1

1

Z

33

28.0

EEHIHG

ECH

_--•

1

2

3

3-6

ECI

1

'1

1

1

1

5

S-O

OPERATIONS

OFO

2

1

1

1

1

1

Z

1

1

. 1

\z
U.J

OFK

1

1
1

2

1
1

2

2

J

1

1
2

1

3

1

1

Z*

2S-6

OEN

1

1

1

3

3*6

OEB

1

1

1.2

UHCLASS
-IFIED

CJP'B

1

1

1

1

4

4.. 8

TOTAL
CWa

Z
1

r1

i
3

1
8

1
1

1
1

Z

3
3
1
3

1
3
2

+

1
+

1

3
1
1
•}

5
1
2
1

1
1
2

2
1
2

~

(4

100£

t

A.j.5 2CCS 3UBSIST3B CCHMCF-SQIE FAILURE CIASSEICAHGHS SUMMARY
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FOHER SIlSIOH

KKSIUH t
IUKEE HOHE
TjnttAH POIBTi
BDKB)LT BAT
BIG BÖGE FOIHT .

HADMK NECK
StXOBIiBSS 1

•A. GBOSSB
)T5TE& CBEZX 1

HXHE HILE POIHT 1

HOBEBTEGIHHAI
IUJJJMlItM 2

BOT BBiCE 1
H.B. SOBUBOH 2
HIUSIOKS 1

OSTICELIO 1
UHtMIIHK 3
SDBBT 1
FAUSiIES 1
QUAD CiTJUi 1

PHiIBIH 1
QUAD UlTJiä 2
»mwnm TOIHT 3
VERIEST ZSHEBB
FOIBT BEACH 2

jtAIHB Tamngfi
JCOKEB 1
IHDIAH POIHT 2
STEHT 2
ZIDH 1

KKKT FOIHT 4

EEACK BOTTOK 2
BBOMS FSBRTI
COOFSR 1
pppTByT! XSLASD 1

KEVJAWHEE
OCOHES 2
'l'UHHtt! JfTTJ! TgT.ftBTl \

BROWHS FJSUlI 2
FSACH 33TtOH 3

STHISI BATCH 1
ZIOH 2
FOBT CALBQDH 1
OCOHEB 3
AHKAHSAS NOCIEAR H

UJJAHE ARSOLD
PHAIRIB TST.awn 2
CALUEST CLTEFS 1
HAHCED SEOO
FORT ST VBAIH

TJOIfALII C CDOXE
BROHSHICE 2
JAUBS A JTiTa1ATRICE
TSOJAH
UAVIS HESSE 1

SAIZX 1
COOEEB 1
3EAVEB VAUET 1
CiLTERS ClETPS 2
MILLSTONE! 2

TOTALS (60)

COKW)H HOTE FAH7JBES PER WARTiS TEAR

1971
2 3 4

1

1

1

1

1 2 1

1972
2 3 4

1

1

1

1

1 2 2

1973
2 3 4

2 1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1 2

1

• 1 1

- l !

1974
2 3 4

1

2

2

1
1

1

1

1

t 1

1

I

1

t

3 6 7

1975
2 3 4

1

1 1

1

1
1

j

1 1
1

1

2

1

1

1

10 3 4

197«
2 3 4

1

1

1 1

1
1

1 1

2

2

2 1

1

1

1

2

6 1 3 6

3JP'a

2
1

1
1

1
1

1
3

•i
1

1
3

2

3
3
1
3

1
3
2

4

1
4
5

1

3
1
1
3

5
1
2
1

1
1
2

2
1
2

1

34

TOTICALITT

EAR

59
60
62
63
Ö

67
67
67
69
69

69
70
70
70
70

70
71
72
72
72

72
72
72
72
72

72
72
73
73
73

72
73
73
74
73

74
73
74
74
74

74
73
73
74
74

74
74
74
75
74

75
75

Il
76

76
74
76
76
75

-

UARTEB

2
1
1
1
2

2
2 •
3
2
3

4
1
3
3
3

4
2
3
2
1

2
1
4
1
4

3
3
2
2
2

4
3
3
1
4

1
4
1
2
2

4
3
4
2
1

2
3
3
1
1

1
3
3
1
3

2
1
1
4
3

-

•ar
FER-
TXJIG
971

n>_7.6,
6
6
6
6
6

6
6
6
6
6

6
6
6
6
6

6
5-5
4.25
5.5
4.75

4.5
4.75
4.0
4.75
4.0

4.25
4.25
3.5
3.5
3.5

3.0
3.25
3.25
2.75
3.0

2.75
3.0
2.75
2.5
2.5

2.0
3-25
3-0
2.5
2.75

2.5
2.25
2.25
1.75
2.75

1.75
1.25
1.25
0.75
0.25

0.5
2.75
0.75

0
1.25

220

l

TAES A.J.S SCCS SHBSYST2HS COHHOH-HOSS P OC3THBSHCE
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APEBtDEC k

WOSCD AIELDlB ACCIDEHTS - CMF SPMHABT

Detailed world airborne accident records are available from the UK Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA). The information provided in this appendix has been
extracted from the CAA's 11WOrId Airline..Accident Summary1'''!'. This source is
comprehensive and sufficiently detailed in the majority of cases to explain
the failure(s) causing each accident. The accident records over a period of
years have been carefully examined and CMF have been identified and classified
according to the classification method developed in this study. The damage
states given in the recorded accidents are almost entirely "substantial11 or
"aircraft destroyed11. Hence the CMF data derived is associated with major
accidents/hazards, i.e., dangerous consequences.

The accident information is given in data sequence from 1959 to 1975
inclusive on the following 12 sheets of table AA. 1 of this Appendix. The
failure event descriptions were extracted directly from the CAA Summary
document.

Similarly for the other items of information i.e.,

Date

Aircraft type

Airline

Damage class

except the CMF class which was attributed using the CMF classification schäme
developed by the CMF study reported.



^^JU,

DATB

30. 3.59

12. 4.59

88. 5-59

12. 5-59

14. 5.59

26. 6.59

6. 7.59

10. 7.59

21. 8.59

AIROIUFT

046R

D07

046

DC3

DCB

L-1649A

1-1 0496

0-16

0̂ )6

AIRLIHB

Riddle

American

Capitol

Rtal
Aero vl aa

Douglaa

TOA

IHA

ALN
SA

Sourdough

FAILURE EVKHT DESCRIPTION

Unguarded light' bulb ignited combustible cargo Ia hold. Th* «milting fire burned thro1 pipe» carrying inflammable fluid and
ignited flulda. The flight control eyaten waa destroyed.

No. Z propeller overapod anil couldn't be feathered. H die-integrated and plaoaa broken open Ko. 1 angina ounp, causing loaa
of lub. oil.

Retaining bolt on main landing gear (NLO) failed, damaging aiacroBHitchea which gava a falsa "safe gear" ,indication.
The MLQ collapaed»

Both propellere calfunotioned.

Teat flight. Error in apooifiod landing tachniqae. Ho pilot error. FAA tent pilot.

Thunderstorm above 10* feat altitude. Scattered atoraa reported before take-off. Noa. 6 It 7 fuel tanks exploded.

»o. 2 turbine «heel retaining nut failed, eventually damaging No. 1 engine oil radiator and causing a fire.

Port propeller broke, causing excessive vibration and fire in the fuel tanks. (Engine fragments alao eerioualy injured the captain)

Failures of all hydraulics. .

DAHAOE

O

8

S

S

S

D

S

S

S

CKF
Oi ASS

O.EE
(E.DF)

B. DH
(O.EB)

E. DR

7

O.PO

O.PO
(O.EO)

O.EB
(E.W)

O.EB
(E.DR)

1

1959 TOTAI, NUHBHl OF AGCUEHTS 206. MO. OF OHF - 9 - 4.3YjC OF TOTAL

15. 5.60

4.10.60

046

.L-188

TAS

Eaotern

Severe vibration in port engine, then in starboard engine.

Ingested birds into engines 1, 2 and 4 during climbout.

D

O •

1

O.EB

I960 TOTAL NUHBBR OP ACGIIEItTS 193. NQ. OF CMF 1.0456 OF TOTAL

ND The information contained in this table
sheets 1 to 12 except the last column
(CHF CLASS) was obtained from reference 29of the main report.

TADtE A.M MORLD AIRLINB ACCIDENTS - CHF SUMMARY (Sheet 1 of 12)
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DATE.

31. 1.61

1$. 2; 61

12. 4.61 •

24. S. 61

11. 7.61

M. 8.61

16. 9.61

17. 9.61

19. 9.61

AIRCRAFT

046»

707-329

.LC3

D04

DC8

Convair

DCB

L-1 880

054*

1049

AIHLIiJE

AAT

SABISNA

IDT

TAA

United

PBI
SA

PAHA

Northwest

StarHaya

FAILURE EVEOT ICSCHIPTIOH

Landing gair warning horn and light» in-operative.

Material failure of the flying oontrole.

Fuel starvation to all engines due to improper useage of the fuel selectors.

Captain with oardiao disorder! triad to leave hip Beat and collapsed aoroea all 4 throttle lavere, olosing them.

Failure of thrust reverse» of engines 1 4 2 probably due to hydraulic failure.

Fuel contamination, failed both engines. Hater HOS present after 2 year non-use. Inadequate flight preparation

Failure of HOB. 3 & 4 thrust reverse»' 1O' ring seals due to material deterioration.

Aileron prlmarj control system failure due to improper replacement of boost assembly.

Mis-management of fuel system by the orew.

DAMAOE

S

D

D

D

D

S

S

D

3

D

CMF
CLASS

- O. PH

7

O. PO

O. PO

7

O. PO
(O.EH)

E.DR

O. FM

O. PO

O. FO

1961 1TOTAI. NUMBER OF ACCIIEBrS 178. NO. OF CHF - 10 - 5.62J6 OF TOTAL

TABLE A.lt.1 WORLD AIRLIHG ACCIDEWTS - CHP SUMMARY (Sheet 2 of 12)



DAI1B

3. 3.62

13. 3.62

EO. 3.62

9. 5.68

25. 3.62

14. 8.62

11. 9.62

AIItCIMFT

1103

Dakota A

L1049

KM

707
H-720P

72OB

Vanguard
953

AtRLINE

Aeronaut*

Hunting
Surveys

Avionoa

Sllok

PAHA

Lufthaima

BEA

FAILURB EVENT IESCRIPTIOH

Both port angina magnates defective due to Inadequate maintenance.

Port angina vibration - port propallar then feathered, followed by starboard engine vibration.

Unable to lower the undercarriage«

Two angina failure due to extreme conditions and inadäquate performance fron remaining 2 engines at prevailing high temperature.

Unable to extend nosggear.

Contamination of hjdraulio oil in noaegaar.

Bird Ingestion in all engines, oauaing failure of Has. 2 IE 4 and low performance from Ho. 3.

DAHAOE

S

S

S '

S

s •

S

S

CMP
CLASS

O. PH

?

1

O. EB
(O.EH)

1

O.EH

O. EE

1962 TOTAL NUHBER OF ACCIIEOTS 194. HO. OF1 CMF . 7 -

1963 TOTAL NUHBBl OF ACOIDENTS 145. I». OF CMP - O

TABLE A.lf.1 WORLD AIRLINE ACCIDBNTS - CMF1 SUMHART (Sheet 3 of 13)



DATE!

St. 6.64 '

23. 9.«4

25.10.64

30.10.64

5. 11. 64

30.12.64

AIRCRAFT

D03

• Via count
794

70?

G46
I

720

CV340

AIRLINE

TASaA

TIIT

Air Franc«

Zantop

UAI.

UAL

FUlURE EVENT IESCRIPTIOH

Both engines stalled.

All eleotrlo generators failed because of improper adjustment.

Unable to lower underoBrrioge.

Failure of right leg of landing gear coupled with malfunction of gear position naming Bjsten.

Failure of nosegear normal and emergency extension systems caused by fatigue of a bolt.

Fuel starvation of both engines due to mismanagement by ore».

DAHAOE

D

S

S

S

S

3

CW
CLASS

7

O. PM

7

E.DP

O.EH
(O.PM)

O. PO

1964 TOTAL NUHDEH OF ACCIIENT3 187. ND. OF CNF - 6 - 3.21Jt OF TOTAL

a. 1.55

14. 1.65

5. 3.65

5. 3.65

4. 8.65

23. 9.65

12.12.65

17.12.65

'CONVAIR
CVB40

L-I e

L-IB

L-1 8

DG4

.046

Lear Jet

Dakota 4

Central

7

7

7

Aerolinea

Zantop

Harold
Quandt

Skyways
Coaoh Air

Failure of landing gear due to uplook releaae cable failure Hhich also Jammed the emergency extension system.

Failure of flap retract cable and subsequent chapping and weakening caused split flap operation.

Excessive elevator trim tab activation.

Failure of roll pin In fuel tank selector caused starvation and power failure of both engines.

Fire in Ho. 2 engine caused destruction of aerodynamic control surfaces.

Leaking windscreen wipert caused loss of hydraulic fluid and prevented gear extension.

Obstruction of controls by a foreign body.

Total failure of radio communication and radio navigation due to single main plug fuse blowing.

S .

D

D

D '

D

S

S

D

E.DF

E. DF
(O.PM)

. 7

E. DR

O. EE
(E.DR)

E.IF

O. EE

E. DR

1965 TOTAL NUMBER OF ACCIDiUIT1J 179. ND. OF CKF - 8 - 4.47JC OF TOTAL

TADlE A.'t.1 WORLD AIRLINE ACCIDENIS - CHP SUHHARY (Sheet 4 of 12)



r
DM1K

10. 3.66

14. 4.66

21. 4.66

17. 5.66

4. 7.66

17. 8.66

1.10.66

AIRBU APT

LOOT jot

Karon 2B

Lear jot

VUIO

DCB 52

Dakota

cvgao

WILINi:

' Mutual
Insurance.

BAO

Iimiill Do.

BOAG

Air HOM
Zealand

QuIf
Aviation

Varlg

FAILUOB BVEHI H30IIIPTION

De-icing not switched on by pilot causing double engine failure. •

Overheating of both onginas due to blocking of air intakes by Blush thrown up from nosetdieel during take-off.

Turbulent conditioner could have been tha cause of failure of both gyro horicona.

Bird ingestion in No. 3 engine resulted in debris being projected forward and Ingested in Ho. 4 engine.

Reverse thrust occurred dua to inertia farces moving levert after aimulated engine failure.

Confusion in labelling lever position for operation of both engine intakes. This aircraft was labelled in an opposite
fashion compared with other aircraft ownod by the same operator. i

Faulty much ratreaded tyre broko-up and caused savera vibration preventing instrument visibility.

DAMAOB

B

S

D

. .3

D

D

S

CMP
CLASS

O. PO

O. ES
(E.OR)

O. EB

O. EB

E, m
(O.PJI)

O. PO

O. PH '
O. EH '

1966 TOTAL NUMBIiIi OF ACCIIM'IS IBI. HO. OP OMP . 7 - 3.&7jC OF TIIB TOTAL

20. 2.67

SO. 4.67

4. 6.67

23. 6.67

11. 7.67

18. 7-67

1. 9.67

9. 9.67

DC6B

Britannia

Canadair

BAC1-11

Gulf-
stream

Viscount

ieo.

707

SAHSA

BEIAL

British
Midland

Hohawk

Honeywell
Inc.

BEIA

Korean
Airlines

PAHA

Failure of tha reverse pitch control mechanism.

Incorrect setting of valve, led after re-oyoling of the gear to the bogie fouling main i emergency hydraulic lines.

Inadvertent fuel transfer due to extremely snail error in positioning fuel selector levers.

Failure in pitch control due to fire caused by engine bleed air leaking from faulty valva.

Failure of "Z" rolay in propellor auto-cruise pitch look retraction system caused overteaparature & fire in engines.

Electrical fault prevented correct flap operation.

toilure of battery charger failed all electrics andradioand caused fire in the electronica bay.

Ho. 3 engine disintegrated, causing damage to flaps, ailerons, Hos. 3 & 4 pylons & fuel tank.

O

3

D

D-

S

S

S

S

7

O. FH

O.PO
(B.Hi)

O. EE
(E. DR)

E. DR

E. BR

E. M
(o. EE)

E. Hi

1967 TOTAL NUHBfcffl OP ACCIDENTS 104. HO. OP CW? = 8 = 4.35$ OP TOTAL

THJLti A.'i.l WOULD AlRLIMJ ACCIDENTS - CMP SUMMARY (Sheet 5 of 12)



DATE

25. 1.68

28. 7.68

9. 3.68

19.11.68

AIRCPAFT

Y(MO

Jet
Falcon

ViBCOlUIt

Heron

AIRLINE!

I)OAG

Jot
Aviation

BKIAL

EAO

FAILURE EVENT DESCRIPTION

Undercarriage outer roller bo Rr ing failure, caused a tyre explosion and the wheel broke UHSJ, breaking another «heel hub and
oaueed a second tyre punoture.

Bird Ingestion in two engines.

Electrical power supply failure.

Ko. 4 propellor spinner detached and struck No. 3 propeller damaging both blades.

DAMAGE!

S

0

D

M»

CW
CLASS

B. DR
(O.EE)

O. EE
(B.M)

E.DH

E. DR

196Q TOTAL NUMBER OF ACCIOE)H[S 157. NO. OF CMF - 4 - 2.55# OF TOTAL

8. 3.69

20. 5.69

23. 7.69

27.11.69

28.11.69

5.18.69

DQ3

054

D03

Supar
VC-IO

DCS

DC3

Pacific
Ocean

CE
Postal

Air
Djibouti

BOAC

Eastern

LAD

Both engines failed following loss of oil pressure.

Fuel select ore had been placed in "half-on" position which corresponded Kith "ON" position in five DC4 aircraft operated
by the sane company.

Bird propellor strikes, causing blockage of both oarburretor intakes in both engines.

Failure of blades in Wo. 3 engine, caused detachment of other parts, which started fire in No. 4 engine.

Fire Jb explosion in No. 4 engine, damaged ailerons, starboard wing Has. 2, 3 & 4 pylons, undercarriage door and Ho. 4 fuel tank.

Aileron controls incorrectly installed.

D

D

D

S

S .

D

?

O.PO'

O.EE
(B.K1)

E. DR

O. EE
(E.Dtl)

O.PN

1969 TOTAL NUMBER OF ACCIDENTS 183. NO. OF CNF - 6 - 3.2t$ OF TOTAL

*M - ninor damage

TABLE A.'l.l WORLD AIRLINE ACCIDEHTS - CMF SUMMARY (Sheet 6 of 12)
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DATE

4. 2.70

12. 2.70

22. 2.70

26. 5.70

30. 5.70

8. 9.70

AIRCRAFT

DOB

047

Jet
Compandor

Super
VC-IO

Martin
404

DGB
63P

AIRLI HE

American
Flyoro

Aero Ayten

lorall
A/0 Ind.

DOAO

LAADI

Trons-
Int erna-
tional

FAILURE EVENT EESCRIFHOH

Foreign object (nylon strep) in the elevator controls.

Rough running, vibration and failure of both engines due to inadequate inotallstion checke.

Flap chock failure caused exteneion of one flap and retraction of the other. Crew parachuted to
safety.

Bird Ingestion in No. 3 engine which failed and debria damaged No. 4 engine severely.

Improper fuel management due to relatively untrained personnel.

Entrapment of extranooue object in the tail which jammed the elevators.

DANAOB

N»

D

D

S

D

D

CHF
CLASS

O. PM

O.PH

7

O. EE
(B.DB)

n.po

O.PM
(O. EB)

1970 TOTAL NUMBER OP ACCIDENTS 185. NO. OF CHF - 6 - 3.24$ OF TOTAL

> *H a. no damage

TABLE A.'M HOHLD AIHLIHE ACCIDEtTTS - CW SUHHARY (sheet 7 of 12)
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DATO

14. 4.72

IB. 4.72

18. 6.72

28. 6.72

29. 6.72

14. 8.72

20. 9:72

1.10.72

30.10.72

12.12.72

AIROIUlPI'

Skyvon

BVC-IO

DC-10

Orunnan
0-1159

IPD-320

IL-62

Viscount

C-46

DG-IO

Lear jet

AIRLINE

Vtking Int,
Air Freight

UAAC

American

Linder. FIt
Services

Inter-city
Plug

Interflug

British
Midland

Toledo
Ohio

American

Zantop
Airways

FAILURE EVENT DESCRIFTION

Aaoymotrioal f japs due to failures of B flap control rod after overload.

Partial IOBB of braking du« to inoorraot re-assembly of part of the braking sjaten.

Cargo door latching mechanism laproperly engagedp allowing »porationcf cargo door which cauead do-compression of the cargo
hold and then collapse of the cabin floor, disrupting various control cabins to the enpennage control systems.

Thermal runaway of No« 1 battery (for reaeons undsterained) caused complete electrical failure and fire in the
battery compartment.

Elevator gust look had not been removed during pre-flight checks.

Fire in tho tail caused difficulties in Having the elevator unit and eventually weakened tha rear structure BO that the
tail and elevator unit broke off.

Oround fine pitch not working. All engines severely donaged due to overheating.

Both engines failed due to fuel exhaustion as a reeult of mis-management.

Hoe* 1 and 3 engines damaged due to eeogull ingestion.

Flaneout of both engines due to ice/aluah ingeotion.

DAMAOE

D

O

3

S

D

D

S

S

H

3

CMP
CLASS

B. DH

O. PM

E.IS1

O. EII
(O.EE)

0,PO

O. EB

B. DR
(O.PH.
O. EN)

O. PO

O. JE
(E.DR)

O.EE
(fi.nn)

1972 TOTAL NUHDER OF ACCIDEBTS . 228. H D 1 O P C M F - 10 - 4.39/(OPTOTAL

TABLE A.'ul WORLD AIRLINE ACCIDEKTS - CHh- SUMMAHV (Shoot 9 of 12)



P
DATE!

10. 1.73

19. 1.73

21. 1.73

10. 2.73

21. 2.73

30. 4.73

29. 5.73

20. 6.73

12.12.73

22.12.73

AIRCRAFT

won

Viscount

L-I 011

L-I Oil

BA01-11

747

Constel-
lation

DC-8

Falcon 20

BC-8

AIRLINS

TMA

Brltioh
Kidland

Eastern

Eaotern

BEA

Quantaa

ImaEonense
[aportacao
k Exportacao

Overseas
Haticnal

Fred
Olysene

KIM

FAILURE EVEHr IESCRIFtIOV

LOH compressor disc separated from Ho. 1 engine. Both A and G airorafta hydraulic systems were loot. D system was shut
dorn of tor 30 minutes becaw» tha quantity indication HSB Calling.

Lsft main gear «as still looked up (aftor atteaptg to loner It)1 but ita mchanioa.1 indicator shoued gear down and locked.

LOH tail attitude at touchdown (probably due to the automatic landing eysten).

Low tail attitude at touchdown (probably dua to the autonatio landing system).

Hapless landing at correct approach apeed (170 Jets) mm 5 knots above underoarritge "not down" warning horn threshold.
The pilots wore not using a check list.

Aircraft flew thro' a flock of seagulls causing lose of power in one engine and external damage to another.
A 3rd engine is reported to have failed completely.

Hater in fuel caused failure of Ho. 3 engine and 10 Binutes later problems with another engin«.

Undetected deflation of right Bain gear tyre. Tha additional loads upon the other tyres caussd two* to fail during
take-off roll.

Failurs of both engines due to bird Ingestion.

No. 3 engine disintegrated causing substantial damage to two other engines.

DAHAOE

M

S

S

M

S

t

D

S

S

S

CHP
CLASS

O. EB
(B.M)

E. DP

E.m
(E.CM)

E.DR
(E.G.)

O. PO

O.EE

.0.EN

E. IP

O. EE

O. EB

1973 TOTAL NUHIJEH OP AOOIBBHlS - 225. NO. OP CHF . 10 - 4.44J(OFTOTAL

TABLE A.1».-! WORLD AIRLIlIS ACCIDKHTS - CHF SUMMARY (Shoot 10 of 12)



DATE!

5- 3.74

4. 4.74

19. 5-74

23. 5.74

27. 6.74

1.12.74

4.12.74

AIRCRAFT

DC-IO •

DC -4

Argosy

747

707

727

3VC-10

AIDLINE!

Tiff

Honda AIr
Sir vl ca

Dept. of
Interior

Singapore
Airline»

Canbodia
Mr

HortlweBt

BAOD

PAILUBB EVENT IESORIFTION

TIm rear cargo doer becaM detached, causing oudden ue~coapressian of the cargo hold. The cabin floor uae distorted
and dierupted tha main flying control cablee to the tall.

LOBB of power froa all four engines due to fuel contamination.

Gxternal gust locka found installed on the elevator.

Malfunction of vane control on tHo engines.

Kechanloal failure of NOB. 1, 2 and 3 enginea due to faulty aaintenance.

Blockage of pilot haads by atnospherio icing. The flight crew hod not activated the pilot head heaters.

All anginas ran down because Ho. 4 tank HBS allowed to enpty when all the engines «era being fed fron it in order to
correct balance between left and right wing fuel quantities.

DAMAOE

D

D

j
D

M

D

D

H

CMP
CLASS

E.m

O. EN

O. FO

7

O.FN

O. PO

.o.ro

1974 TOTAL NUMDEU OF* ACdIIENTS 151. HD. W CMP > 7 - 4.63/6 OP TOTAL.

T/liLE ft.'t.l VORLD AIRLINE AGCIDElITS - CHP UUIWAnY (Sheet 11 of 12)



4^ÜH •• - u .u. -..

DATG

1. 1.15

15. 2.75

11. 5.75

11. 5.75

2. 7.75

11. 7.75

AUlCIlM1T

BB3

707

L-1011

L1049U

046

Uoron

AIRLIHB

-

Sln^npore
»irlli.m

BAED

Aviation
Special i-
ti«

Aeraviae
Lee Hinan

Prinair

FAILURE K1EM1 DESCRIPTION

Starboard engine ovarapod end the propeller HBB feathered. Fort engines then over'iflated end loot poHer*

No. 3 engine fan blades aeparated. Debrie punctured No. 4 wing engine and Hing tank.

Autopilot defeat cauaod over-rotation at touchdown and danaged tail.

LOBI of power on all 4 enginea due to ADI fluid running out.

Both engines loet power and eventually failed conpletely.

No. 1 blade of Ho. 2 propeller separated and alaehed thro' the fuselage Nhere it disabled the entire flight control Byatorn and
damaged Hoe. 1*2 engine controls. A netallurgical exailnation ia to be carried out. Ho apparent abnormality of nalntenanco
or previous perfornonoe.

DAHAGB

D

3

S

D

S

3

CMF
CLASS

T

O. EE
(E.HI)

B. m
(B.CM)

O. PH

t

O. EE
(B.W)

1975 TOTAL RUHBEH OP ACCIDEWS 177. NO. OF OW - 6 » 3.39$ OF TOTAL

TABLE A.<K1 HORLD AIRLINE ACCIDEHTS - CMF SUMMARY (Slwet 12 of 12)



APPENDIiC A. 5

CMF ANAKCSIS SW ASSESSMENT

A.5.1 Variability of Non-recurring Design Error

Design error can be reduced-by~fleans of the product assurance functions
described in section 6.3.1 or the defences described in section 'f. This may be
visible as a reduction in the number of failures attributable to human factors
as a function of time. General evidence for this has been produced
from missile programmes and as a general function of engineering developmental).
However, as previously pointed out, since system design errors are eliminated
after discovery with a very high probability, a descending failure rate is to
be expected as the "stock of errors11 is reduced. This does not need product
assurance functions to effect and indeed it may be more obvious over a longer
period in the absence of such functions. However general "bath-tub" theory
predicts that failure rate decreases initially.with age (infant mortality),
not only because of the removal of errors in design, but because of "weak"
components which are highly likely to be present without a thorough QA programme.
This is the theory behind "burn-in" programmes for military electronic equipment
which have been so successful. Since power generation equipment has not until
very recently generally been subject to PA functions it is of interest to
examine the failure rate of such equipment as a function of age more generally
also.

Data is available ^ for safety related occurrences in American PWE
plant during 19?6. This has been processed and plotted in figure A.5.1 to
give an overall failure rate/age function. The failure rate is taken as the
average number of reports per unit of given age in years during 1976. It will
be seen that after an initial rise reaching a peak in the first year of operation
that the failure rate decreases considerably until the sixth year,, From this
point onwards the data base is small causing an oscillating plot. However, it
looks as though a 'mean' curve would lie close to a failure rate of 10/unit
year for the next 10 years, which is one third of the average and one seventh
of the initial peak.

The above data has also teen classified in terms of cause and this has
been converted to that utilised for CMF in this report, giving the following
table

EDE

ECI

OPM

OPO

OEE

INHEEENT

I)WClASSJJ)1LKD

165«

1258

10*

19*

2*

A.5.1
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The last but one classification is for those which do not fit into the
other classes, because they cannot be explained in the terms of the basic
causes. Examples given are:-

(1) an excessive number of fish impinged on the intake screens,

(2) . instrument set-point drift ,
•

(3) spurious trips of instruments or equipment.

These appear to be random failures which if statistically independent
would be the basic causes of unreliability in even the best designed plant, but
if they result in CMF they would be regarded as design errors, or must be shown
in each case to have an acceptably low probability. If the EDE, ECM and ECI
failures were to be gradually eliminated this would result in a reduction of
up to about one third. This is only half the reduction below average which
figure A.5.1 indicates. This can be explained by a'learning process" occurring
in the other human factor dominated classes, i.e., OPO and OPM and by the
replacement of "weak" components causing 1linherent" failures.

It has been possible to calculate the CMF class rates as a function of
age from reactor criticality by re-arranging summary tables A3. 3 and A3. 6 of
appendix 3 in a form giving the. age of each reactor unit at the end of 19?6 and
showing at what ages sub-system CMPs occurred for each reactor r From this it
is possible to calculate the APS + ECCS sub-system average failure rate per year
as a function of age. This has been done for the EDE + EDF and OPM classes which
are of particular interest and the results are plotted in figure A.5.2. As
expected the design error rate decreases with age, particularly during the first
6 years of operation. But so does the maintainer error (OPM) rate. The data
base for both is low for more than 6 years and so an oscillatory behaviour
occurs. This is similar to the behaviour of the overall rate of PWE safety
related occurrences shown in figure A.5.1 except that the initial rise from
first to second year is absent, but this may be partly due to the way the
data has been compiled, since the first year plotted for the safety related
occurrences included a large number of un-commissioned stations. The reduction
below average appears to be greater in the case of the maintainer errors, but
the data base is so poor for ages above 6 years that no significant difference
between design and maintain. er error rate reductions can be claimed. There are
some signs that wear out effects and TISNEC new rule-making is affecting the
design error rate at the higher ages. This is indicated by the causes of the
single faults giving rise to the design error graph points in the ?th, 9th,
12th and 16th years. Eecent concern about LOCA conditions may have induced
the decision that specified temperature conditions were incorrect; also the
failure due to brittleness and the faulty cable may have only been revealed
after a process of deterioration had occurred. Modifications could also give
rise to design errors during plant life and either maintain or increase the
error rs.te. There is no clear evidence for this in the data presented, but it
is a reason for not anticipating a very considerable reduction in design error
rate.

The evidence of the graphs in figures A.5.1 and A.5.2 vindicates the
"bath tub" theory of early failures and shows that this applies to CMFo.
Beductions below average of between 5C# and 70$ in both design and maintainer
error rates appear to occur. This could give a design CMF error rate of as low
as 0.002/yr after 6 years and a maintainer CMF error rate of 0.003/yr after a
similar period. Thus it would appear that not only is a reduction in the
"Stock" of design errors occurring by elimination, but a maintainer 'learning"

A.5.2.



process is occurring also. (However design errors also have a large effect on
maintenance error, i.e., induced error, as explained in section 6.3.2 of the
main report). The evidence also indicates that there are differences of degree
rather than type between CMFs and failures generally.

A.5.H Outline of Transport Aircraft Reliability Programme

As an illustration of an intensive reliability programme the elements of
the reliability programme for a presnet generation jet transport aircraft are
outlined below. These are dictated by airworthiness standards, i.e. safety, also
by economic requirements, e.g., dispatch delay and minimum maintenance. The
procedures are briefly as follows :-

Each system subject to a "Checklist of General Design Criteria"
relating to systems safety design.

Each equipment vendor supplies a fault analysis with reliability data.

Aircraft constructor carries out an overall FMEA, draws up failure
logic diagrams and performs a sensitivity analysis.

A minimum equipment list (MEL) is defined. This defines specifically
which equipments may be in the failed state at take-off.

. A aonal failure analysis (ZPA) is performed. This is illustrated in
figure A.5.3« It involves engineers answering very detailed questions
about the system and components design. These questions are the fruits
of many years of experience. (This stage of the reliability programme
is probably the most crucial as far as CMF are ̂  concerned).

A Maintenance System Guide (MSG) is provided in conjunction with the
regulatory authority and the operators. This includes:-

Analysis of aircraft systems, components and engines

ZE1A (see above)

Structural analysis.

An important aspect of this is the definition of a maintenance
significant items (MSI) list according to the logic in figure A.J.k.
(MSI Decision logic Diagram) discussed in the next sub-section on
maintenance errors.

. Finally, failure rates monitoring during operation for items of
equipment critical to airworthiness. This is mandatory. The list
of critical items are derived from underlined tasks in the maintenance
programme. ~~"~ """""

A.5-3 Error

It is clear from figure A.5.2 that maintainer error is the predominant
cause of PAS and ECCS CMF on new and aging plant. This type of CMF is : ecurrent
and most likely periodic, in the case of regular maintenance since the errors
arise during maintenance work. It cannot therefore in principle be completely
eliminated by design action or correction. Figure A.5.2 shows, however, that
improvements occur with plant age, presumably due to "learning" and to improvements
in design or induced errors.

A.5.3.



Much experience suggests that the design, engineering function may not
have much control over maintainer functions which are more influenced by
operational management and supervision. Tne situation can be improved by
deliberate systematic attack. !Ehe first stage is to decide by a logical
decision process which maintenance tasks are required. Such a process is
mapped out in figure 'A.5.̂  which has been derived from the aircraft industry

Figure A.S.'t illustrates the maintenance significant item (MSI) logic
decision diagram which is used to sequentially decide:-

which tasks can be done

. which tasks must be done

which tasks should be done.

The decision diagram is largely self-explanatory and is worthwhile reading
in detail. The term "reduction in failure resistance" is a general term,
examples could be

. los? of redundancy

loss of monitoring capability

deterioration in performance.

A.5.4.
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